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Abstract

The main aim of this research project is to assess the potential of the modulated
louvered windows (MLW) to provide ventilation as a cooling source to achieve thermal
comfort inside buildings. It presents an intensive analysis of the characteristics of airflow as
function of the various MLW parameters in order to provide designers with practical
information about the performance of MLW in the control of natural ventilation inside the
room. Some initial studies suggested the significance of adjustable horizontal louvered
windows, or the MLW as they are referred to in this research, as an effective technique for the
control of natural ventilation beside the other Environmental issues.

In Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, the shelter adaptation to the hot-humid climate was achieved
by employing a number of passive solutions, one of which, the MLW constructed in the
Rowshan, was considered a main elevation treatment. The Rowshan, a projected window
bay, covered in this study is constructed with adjustable louvers in a number of sashes
arranged in rows and columns to control and alter breeze to the desired level inside the room.
The Rowshan is also credited with controlling other environmental factors and is supposed to
reflect social necessities.

This thesis has investigated the airflow characteristics of the MLW with reference to
the Rowshan of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. After reviewing the previous efforts and prediction
techniques concerned, the research has conducted a series of experiments including laboratory
and computation fluid dynamics (CFD) appraisal stages. The laboratory stage included the
evaluation of the pressure drop (L1J') and the velocity drop (v/ve%) characteristics across the
MLW. The pressure drop was examined under various airflow rates (Q) using the
depressurising test chamber technique. The velocity drop (v/ve%) was examined under
various prevailing wind conditions using the test chamber technique. This appraisal stage
covered also the room configuration and its contribution to this effect. On the other hand, the
CFD measurement has examined the viability of CFD coding to simulate airflow around the
reviewed MLW. The predicted results obtained from CFD were compared against those
obtained from the laboratory. Consequently, an intensive evaluation of airflow patterns of the
common Rowshan configurations, including the plain and projected Rowshans, employed in
leddah in conjunction with various outlet types was conducted.

From the literature review, it has been concluded that the MLW played a major role
in the provision and the control of natural ventilation in the traditional architecture of leddah,
Saudi Arabia. The various appraisal stages showed that parameters such as louver inclination,
aperture between louver blades and the free area of the MLW were more significant variables
than the depth of louver blades. Nevertheless, the major pressure and velocity drops were not
due to individual variable but rather to the combination of variables that would
comprehensively describe M and v/ve% across the MLW.

Practically, the design of the modulated louvered windows must give consideration to
those variables that play an important role in altering airflow characteristics inside the room.
It should also have an element of flexibility as this enables designers to approach their
window treatments with a number of choices whilst retaining similar ventilation
performances. Airflow velocities in a room containing an MLW result from an interaction of
louver geometry, room geometry and prevailing wind conditions. As far as the Rowshan
configuration was concerned, the plain Rowshan was generally better than the projected
Rowshan. Yet the flow in the living zone could be enhanced by correctly sizing the projected
Rowshan. Finally, CFD analysis has been successfully used to predict air velocities in the
region close to the MLW side.
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NOMENCLATURE

a Constant proportional to the effective leakage area of the crack (m3/s Pa),

A Opening area (m2) or Flow coefficient for fully developed laminar friction losses
[CPas)/m3] (depending on application).

Aj Free area (rrr')

A; Inlet area (rrr')

A2 Internal opening area (m2)

An Outlet area (m2)

B Coefficient of entry, exit and turbulent flow losses [(pa s2)/m6].

C Coefficient obtained from experimental measurements

Cc Turbulence model constant

Cd Discharge coefficient of an opening.

Cp Static pressure coefficient

Cpt Leeward pressure coefficient

Cpw Windward pressure coefficient

CQ Flow coefficient

d Gap thickness between louver plates (m)
I

D Summation of gaps between louvers L d (m).
n

f Expansion Factor

Fj External body forces (N)

g Gravitational acceleration (m/s'')

G; Rate of production of turbulent kinetic energy.

K Head loss

L Breadth of the plate or structure (depending on application) (m)

Le Segment length

m V Mill-voltage signals

n Number of openings in series or an exponent (depending on application).

N Number of louvers

Ne Number of cells in the segment

p porosity percentage (%)

P Pressure (Pa)

r; Wind pressure (Pa)

Q Volumetric flow of air (m3/s)

Qi Flow rate due to infiltration (m3/s).
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QI Total flow rate including infiltration (m3/s)

,2 Coefficient of determination

Rd Room depth (m)

Sh Sash height (m)

S, Sash length (m)

Sw Sash width (m)

t Time (s) or plate thickness(m) (depending on application)

T Temperature(C) or Summation of louver thickness (m) (dependingonapplication)

T; internal temperature(C)

To External (outside) temperature (C)

u Axial velocity (m/s)

v, External air velocity (m/s)

Vi internal air velocity (m/s)

vp Velocity reduction due to porosity of an MLW(m/s)

VL Volume of louvers (nr')

Vnew Volume reduction due to louvers (nr')

V Wind speed at opening level (m/s) or volume (nr') (dependingon application)

Vz Mean wind velocity at z height above the ground (roof level) (m/s)

v/ve% Ratio of internal to external air velocity (%)

Wi Wind angle of incidence H
Y Factor depending on crack geometry.

z Plate length (m) or height above a horizontal reference datum (m) (depending on
application)

Greek symbols

Lt Increment (dimensionless)

a Slope constant determined by the linear regression.

P Intercept constant determined by the linear regression.

c Intercept constant determined by the linear regression.

K Thermal conductivity (W/m-K)

p Air density (Kg/m3)

f.J Dynamic viscosity (Kg/ms)

f.J1 Turbulent viscosity (Kg/ms)

3 Shadow angle 0
o Inclination angle e)
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a Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67xIO-8 W/m2_K4)

e Dissipation of K(m2/s3)

L Summation of an element.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION





1.1. Preface

Architectural responses to climate have, throughout the history of building

evolution, varied from one climatic zone to another. In hot humid climates, the

environmental stresses and climatic hazards had influenced the architectural elements of

the shelter into being more responsive. Techniques found in this climatic zone are of

significance in producing comfort by using the natural means available in the environment.

They were handed down through the generations and allowed to evolve through the

process of elimination and adaptation. This man-made architecture was also governed by

the social structure of the inhabitants and the availability of the natural resources in the

settlement.

In modem architecture, people in the tropics have suffered from architectural

solutions proposed by designers and engineers for whom the idea of respecting

environment is quite alien. Those solutions were presumed to originate from the earlier

forms, but the irony is that they turned out to be inappropriate for the climate. Nowadays,

building production in the tropics is associated with a major increase in labour, materials,

and huge energy waste to meet human standards of comfort, which in tum influences the

environment and its quality.

Recently, the prevailing trend towards a sustainable environment has become a

global task. People working in areas related to environment have been urged to review

their approaches and methods to resolve the problems unintentionally caused to the

environment. In architecture this task is implemented in the process of developing passive

and low energy alternatives in the building engineering. Wind-induced natural ventilation

is one of the alternatives to relieve climatic stress and at the same time to reduce energy
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usage in hot humid climates. In the vast majority of the Arabian countries, the ongoing

trend to implement old-fashioned techniques in the modern buildings started in the 1980's.

In hot humid climates allowing as much breeze as possible to cross through the

enclosure of the building is the strategic technique for achieving thermal comfort

requirements. The case study presented in this thesis in the city of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

reveals the same principles. Jeddah is one of the major coastal cities in Saudi Arabia and is

located on the western border of the country. Traditionally, modulated louvered windows

(MLW) are the common apertures that are employed in houses to cover part or the entire

elevation in the form of split units or in the form of the Rowshan, a projected window bay.

Some initial analysis suggested that this window accessory is believed to provide the

optimum ventilation cooling to occupants indoors and to act as a protecting shield from

direct solar radiation through its simple and yet magnificent geometry. Its application also

reveals some sociological requirements. In this context, the design of this window

treatment should be given the utmost attention in these climatic zones. Nevertheless, the

body of literature pertaining to the MLW deals more with the anthropological

developments, visual appearance and daylighting performances. On the other hand, the

efforts made to exhibit the natural ventilation performance of this window type suggested

the appropriateness of this technique to the warm and humid environments and specifically

where cross ventilation is required. However, the amount of research that deeply

investigates airflow characteristics as a function of the various MLW configurations is very

limited in scope and therefore by no means complete. The literature review in this thesis

has addressed the issue that this window system still lacks intensive scientific analysis and

thus further comprehensive analysis is needed to highlight the contribution of MLW

various parameters that govern airflow indoors.
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This study sets out to ascertain that MLW was a major climatic control in hot

humid climates to produce cross ventilation within various parts of the building and

therefore the potential and the parametric performance of the MLW as a mean of

alleviating airflow within in the traditional architecture of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia is needed

to be investigated further.

1.2. Aims of the research

Two sources of wind-induced natural ventilation including the pressure drop (LiP)

and the velocity drop (vlve%) across the MLW are the criterion element of this study. The

research is assessing the potential of the modulated louvered windows to provide

ventilation as a cooling source to achieve thermal comfort inside the buildings.

The research aims and objectives were divided into a number of areas as follow:

• Encourage the use of natural ventilation techniques:

1. Review the methods to control natural ventilation that have been employed in

the traditional house in Jeddah.

2. Address the main architectural element that enhanced cross ventilation within

the traditional house.

• Present technical analysis of the potentials of the MLW:

1. Deeply investigate the various parameters of the modulated louvered windows

(MLW) and their contribution to the governing of airflow characteristics

indoors with respect to pressure and velocity drops.
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2. The thorough investigation of the overall performance in relation to integrating

all variables of the MLW.

• Present practical information for the designers:

1. Address the critical MLW geometry at which airflow characteristics would

experience a significance reduction.

2. The velocity drop as function of prevailing wind conditions as well as the room

depth up to certain distance behind louvers.

3. The schematic analysis of the patterns of airflow inside the room as function of

the common Rowshan configurations employed in Jeddah is studied in

conjunction with a number of outlet types. This is to find out the optimum

configuration of the Rowshan from natural ventilation perspective.

The above aims and objectives of the investigation could not be accomplished

without a suitable investigation and analysis tool. Therefore, within this context certain

objectives are added:

1. To analyse the results obtained from the pressure drop appraisal stage using the

two common model equations, the Power law and the Quadratic, and further to

examine the coefficients embedded into them theoretically.

2. To examine the viability of using computational fluid dynamics (CFO) coding

to simulate the airflow around the reviewed modulated louver windows.

1.3. Methodological approach

The author has followed the following methodological approach:
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• Reviewed of climatic zones of Saudi Arabia and their diverse architectural

responses. The climate and architecture of Jeddah was covered in detail and more

emphasis was given to natural ventilation strategies and the bio-climatic needs to

assess comfort in buildings.

• Reviewed the previous efforts and prediction techniques with direct relevance to

the scope of this research. In this context, the fundamentals of airflow principles

and natural ventilation in building were also reviewed.

• Visited a number of traditional buildings in Jeddah and performed direct

measurements of the variety of modulated louvered windows configurations

employed. Subsequently, a number of full-scale MLW models were constructed

for further investigation. The model configurations corresponded to the most

common configurations employed in Jeddah.

• Performed two experimental appraisal stages to evaluate the airflow characteristics

across the MLW. Both appraisals took place at the University of Sheffield campus

in the ventilation laboratory of the School of Architecture. The appraisals included

the following:

o Examining the pressure drop (LiP) characteristics under varIOUS airflow

rates (Q) using the depressurising test chamber technique.

o Examining the velocity drop (v/ve%) characteristics under varIOUS

prevailing wind conditions using the test chamber technique. This appraisal

stage has also covered the room configuration and its contribution to this

effect.

• The Rowshan structure is complex and its performance could not sufficiently be

understood through physical measurements. This necessitated the use of another
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technique in the field. The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) technique was

then selected with an initial attempt to examine the viability of CFD coding to

simulate the airflow around the reviewed modulated louver windows.

Consequently, an intensive evaluation of the Rowshan components in conjunction

of various outlet types was then studied.

• Drawn up conclusions and recommendations that will be guidelines for further

research.

1.4. Research Approach

Chapter One is an introduction of the problem upon which the hypothesis is built.

In this, the author is describing the scale of the problem in the modem architectural

approaches in hot humid zones. The research aims and methodology is discussed in this

chapter.

Chapter Two is devoted to highlighting the climatic adaptation to architecture for

the regional context and in particular to natural ventilation approaches seeking to adapt the

micro and macroclimate environments in Jeddah. It is believed that they would allow a

better understanding of the bio-climatic environment and the thermal comfort

requirements. The analysis of Rowshan's various components and configurations is also

discussed in this chapter.

Chapter Three reviews the application of the modulated louvered windows in

architecture and their preference over other window treatments. The literature review on

the related research pertaining to the scope of current research along with its contributions

and critiques are also discussed in the chapter. The conclusions derived from Chapter Two
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and Chapter Three set the problem statement of the work in hand and stress the need for

further analysis of this window treatment.

The principles in architectural aerodynamics including the common mathematical

representations of wind-induced natural ventilation around and within buildings are

established in Chapter Four. These will be taken as guidelines to establish the ground for

further laboratorial and CFD appraisals carried out in the subsequent chapters.

Chapter Five sets out the various components of the MLW and the Rowshan

obtained from the two visits to Jeddah conducted by the author as well from the available

literature. Consequently, the various configurations of the full-scale MLW as well as the

Rowshans that will be further examined are highlighted. The shading performance of the

MLW examined and its effect on day lighting potentials based on solar data of sunpath

diagram of Jeddah will be examined later in the chapter. A brief presentation of the

reduction in the view angle as a function of the MLW configurations will then be followed.

The chapter ends up with the arithmetical representations of each parameter as a function

of the total reduction in volumetric flow.

The two laboratorial appraisals stages of pressure and velocity characteristics as

functions of the reviewed MLW are placed respectively in Chapter Six and Chapter Seven

of this thesis. Since the measuring technique was different, the experimental setup

including calibrations of various instrumentations used and measuring principles will be

discussed separately in each chapter. Similarly, the analysis and discussion of the

contribution of MLW various parameters as well as the integration of the overall variables

to this effect are discussed in details in each chapter.
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Attempts to examine the CFD coding to simulate the airflow around the reviewed

modulated louver windows is discussed in Chapter Eight. The first part of the chapter

reviews the application of CFD in predicting airflow in buildings, the theory of numerical

modelling, the range of CFD software packages used for simulation and justification of the

selected CFD package. The second part is devoted to discussing the set up of MLW

models configurations, the boundary conditions and the comparison of both CFD and

velocity results obtained from Chapter Seven. This chapter ends up by highlighting the

patterns of airflow within the room based on a number of common Rowshan

configurations adapted in Jeddah.

The last chapter summarises the main conclusions and contributions of the thesis to

the field of natural ventilation and emphasizes recommendations that are concluded from

this research.
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CHAPTER 2: THE REGIONAL CONTEXT
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2.1. Introduction.

Wind-induced natural ventilation is a fundamental technique to achieve human

comfort in humid climates. This chapter is devoted to highlighting the climatic adaptation

of architecture to the regional context and in particular to natural ventilation approaches

seeking to adapt the micro and macroclimate environments in Jeddah. A brief background

is given first to the climatic features and their adaptations in the architecture of Saudi

Arabia. Then comes the climate and architecture of Jeddah where the climatic variables

are discussed more deeply since it is believed that they would allow a better understanding

of the bio-climatic environment and its thermal comfort requirements. The traditional

architecture and its distinguishing features will be discussed here, followed by the

manipulation of natural ventilation approaches on the simple house scale as well as on the

spatial structure of the entire settlement, Le. macroclimate. The analysis of Rowshan's

various components and configurations is discussed in the last section in this chapter as the

main elevation treatment that served both climatic and social requirements.

2.2. The Climate and Architecture of Saudi Arabia

2.2.1. Geographicallocation

Saudi Arabia is one of the world's largest oil producers and exporters. It is one of

the Middle-East countries and is located within the latitudes 16° N to 32° N at the border of

the Asian continent near to Africa with an area of nearly 2,240,OOOsq.Km. Along the west

border of Saudi Arabia there is the Red Sea which connects it to the African, European,

North and South American continents. It is the longest border, approximately 1700Km,

and extends from the Gulf of Aqaba in the north to Maydi in the south. To the East there is
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the Arabian Gulf that extends from Ras-Mish'ab to Qatar and is 450Km long. Both

northern and southern borders are land borders (Figure 2.1). Northern Saudi shares

borders, which total 1300Km, with Jordan, Iraq and Kuwait. Oman and Yemen share the

southern borders of Saudi Arabia which are 1200Km long. The geographical location and

economical status of Saudi Arabia, added to its religious status as the home to Islam's two

holiest shrines, shape its political agenda and give Saudi Arabia its uniqueness to the rest

of the world.
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Figure (2.1): The geographical map of Saudi Arabia, (Microsoft Enearta World
Atlas, 1997)
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2.2.2. Topography

Saudi Arabia is a tropical country that lies within the narrow belt between the

Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn. It is mainly desert with few green spots and

green areas with no permanent bodies of water or main rivers (AI Shareef, 1996).

Regarding its topographical features, they are classified as follows:

2.2.2.1. Sarawat Mountains.

The mountains of Sarawat are located between Najd plateau and Tehamah plain.

They are high mountains broken by great valleys such as Wadi-Fatimah and Wadi-Bishah.

The Sarawat extend from the north with a height of 1,000m to the south near Asir where

peaks rise up to 3,000m and stretch by the city of Madinah. They are the longest chain of

mountains in Saudi Arabia.

2.2.2.2. Tehamah Plain.

This contains two plains; Tehamah and Hedjaz. This narrow plain is located along

the western border of Saudi Arabia and lies parallel to the Red Sea. The maximum width

of the plain is 40 miles in the south and narrows gradually, reaching 10 miles near the city

of Al-Wajh in the north. The plain then extends towards The Gulf of Aqabah with a

similar width. The plain and the mountains of Sarawat act as deflectors to the wind that is

prevailing from the Red Sea (Al-Ansari et al. 1985).

2.2.2.3. Najd Plateau.

This is located in the middle of Saudi Arabia east of the Sarawat Mountains. Its

peak reaches up to 2,000m above sea level with the elevation drops reaching nearly 700m
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near AI-Dahna towards the Arabian Gulf. The plateau extends to the south towards Wadi

AI-Dawaser and runs deep parallel to the Empty-Quarter (AI-Rubu Al-khali) (Figure2.1).

More fertile lands are found on the Najd Plateau such as those in Qaseem, Kharj and Aflaj.

To the north, the Najd Plateau extends for nearly 1500Km where there are a nwnber of

famous mountains such as the mountains of Aja, Salma and Towik. Further north stretch

huge sandy hills, called the AI-Nufoud, which join the Iraqi and Jordanian borders.

2.2.2.4. Eastern Coastal Plain

This is a sandy plain that extends along the Arabian Gulf from north to south and

shares borders with both AI-Dahna and the Empty-Quarter.

2.2.2.5. The Empty-Quarter (AI-Rubu AI-khali)

The world's largest area of continuous sand dunes is found in the Empty-Quarter

(AI Shareef, 1996). It is a desert with no evidence of life as only minimwn annual

precipitation occurs.

2.2.3. Climatic zones and the architectural responses

Saudi Arabia is generally classified as a tropical climate where hot temperatures are

predominant, "Arid, desert land, with long, hot summers, and short, cool, winters" (AI-

Ansari et al. 1985).

The month of March marks the beginning of swnmer and October and November

mark the beginning of winter (Al-Ansari et al. 1985). However, the distribution of land

and sea masses and land heights has produced large varieties of climatic zones in Saudi
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Arabia. The climatic zones, and hence the architectural responses to climate on dwelling

and urban layout scales, are discussed here in brief.

2.2.3.1. Hot Dry Climatic Zone

2.2.3.1.1. The Climate

The desert that covers most parts of the region is mainly characterized by a hot dry

climate. Arid and semi-arid desert climates are classified by the percentage of vegetation

(Konya, 1980). Cities with hot dry and arid climates such as Riyadh and Makkah

generally have two seasons; summer and winter. Humidity is low and temperatures range

between 25 and 45°C during the day and night in summer, and between 20-30°C during

winter. Skies are clear, no clouds most of the year and annual rainfall is insignificant. As

a result, direct solar radiation is intense and is augmented by radiation reflected from

barren, light-coloured terrain. The wind blows slowly during the morning; dust storms

occur frequently in the afternoon.

2.2.3.1.2. The Architecture

Internal courtyards are constructed everywhere in hot arid regions (Winterhalter,

1982). A courtyard house simply acts as a central core connecting all other elements of the

house. Besides privacy needs, the courtyard operates as a climate moderator as well as a

natural lighting source. In a courtyard house, the daily temperature difference between

inside and outside may reach up to lOoC (Maghrabi, 1993). This difference is crucial to

the generation of an acceptable microclimate indoors when higher temperatures exist. In

these regions, the body moisture evaporates easily since the relative humidity is very low,

and hence, direct wind currents are not desirable (Evans, 1979). As stated by Kaizer
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(1984), the courtyard in these climatic regions has three regular daily phases (Figure 2.2).

The first occurs during night when cool air descends into the courtyard and fills

surrounding rooms. As a result, walls, floors, columns, roofs, etc. remain cool until late

afternoon. Then comes the second phase around noon. When the sun hits the courtyard

floor, cool air sinks through surrounding rooms. While heat penetrates the thick walls, a

pleasant and comfortable temperature is maintained inside. The last phase occurs in the

afternoon when the courtyard and rooms become warmer. Then, as the sun sets in the

Noon Afternoon

Figure (2.2): Diagrammatic illustrations of the three climatic phases (at night,
noon and afternoon). (Kaizer, 1984)

Night

desert, air temperature falls rapidly and colder air begins to flow. Thus, a new cycle

begins. So, large interior openings overlooking the courtyard are found and smaller ones

are located on exterior walls. An example of this could be found in Riyadh traditional

dwellings (Hemeid, 1999). However, when larger openings are desired on exterior walls,

such as those found in traditional dwellings in Makkah, Rowshans are used to allow cross

ventilation, to provide privacy and to shelter occupants from direct sun radiations.

On the urban scale, several examples of compact urban form courtyard architecture

can be found in Saudi Arabia. To shelter from solar radiation, courtyard houses are

grouped together, sharing two or three walls with one another and forming narrow streets.
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This arrangement allows walls to be less exposed to the sun. The compact urban form also

helps reduce the effect of sand storms. In some cities, the neighbourhood is usually

surrounded by a thick growth of palm trees which protect houses from sand storms (Figure

2.3)

Small openings on the exterior walls

Figure (2.3): The architectural response to the hot arid climatic zone where found the
courtyard house, smaller apertures on the exterior walls and the compact urban form
surrounded by thick layers of palm trees to protect against frequent sandstorm. (Al-
Hussaini and Al-Shoaibi 1989)
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2.2.3.2. Composite Climatic Zone.

2.2.3.2. J. The Climate

Composite or monsoon climates are " Neither consistently hot dry, nor warm and

humid, ". so they, "Altering between long hot, dry periods to shorter periods of concentrated

rainfall and high humidity "(Koenigsberger et al. 1977). Eastern region of Saudi Arabia falls

under this climatic zone where almost direct sun radiation with relatively low humidity during

summer and rainfall is high during winter causing high humidity records(Kaizer, 1984).

2.2.3.2.2. The Architecture

Since climatic conditions fluctuate between hot dry during summer and hot humid

during winter, the composite climate poses a great challenge for the building environment.

Traditional design responses differ considerably from one place to another. Courtyards,

thick walls of mud or stone, wind towers (badjirs) and terraces for sleeping are the main

elements that compose the dwelling unit. The badjirs are meaningful to those who live in a

composite climate. This is a vertical decorative element that works as cooling ventilators

for both lower and upper levels of the structure. The mouth of a badjir usually extends

some meters higher than the building and is opened towards the prevailing wind. From the

ventilation point of view, wind towers have some preference over windows since

prevailing wind speed or direction is not altered ahead of the tower (Al-Megren, 1987).

The dampness occurring at lower floors is treated with cross ventilation through the

Rowshans and other elevation apertures. For upper levels, which are usually the family

living section, air entering through badjirs enhances comfort and reduces humidity (Figure

2.4). When natural ventilation is not desired, during extreme winter or summer conditions

or sand storms, the badjir is closed with operable louvers or wooden boards.
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The Iwan, a courtyard house surrounded by opening arcades, is another feature of a

composite climate dwelling. Deep entrances and colonnaded passages around the

courtyard provide cooling and shading. Providing cross ventilation in the dwelling has

been considered essential. Enhanced cross ventilation throughout the building, particularly

in lower levels, is an important consideration if the building is to last for centuries.

J 0

Section

o

Figure (2.4): The Composite climatic zone where found the wind towers (badjirs) to
catch the maximum breeze and direct it downwards. (Fathy & Sultan 1985; Unhwin
1981)

Due to the sun's radiation and sand storms that blow suddenly during the summer

time, overhangs shelter outer spaces between buildings. Long and narrow streets are

found. The traditional courtyard between buildings is protected from the sun by building

heights and overhangs. Furthermore, the courtyard is naturally protected from unpleasant

wind by narrow streets; pleasant cross-ventilated air moves slowly all day. The

distribution of buildings and their surroundings is made to essentially protect most surfaces

from direct sun radiation. A compact urban form has been considered to be the best

solution for distribution of dwelling layout in this climatic zone (Kaizer, 1984).
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2.2.3.3. Tropical Upland Climatic Zone

2.2.3.3.1. The Climate

This climate can be found in the southern region of Saudi Arabia. Although it is

uncommon in the Arabian region, its influence on traditional architecture has been

significant. Most of the zone lies at an average of 1,OOO-2,OOOmabove sea level.

Widespread mountainous and plateau areas are found in the region. Examples of the cities

located in this climatic zone are Abha and Khamis Meshait in southern Saudi Arabia. The

highest temperature might rise to over 40°C whereas the mean temperature is around 2SoC.

Due to considerable annual rainfall, humidity rises seasonally. Dew is heavy at night, and

the ground has frosts in winter.

2.2.3.3.2. The Architecture

Despite the fact that the majority of the population has been concerned with

farming, it is a wonder to see simple, yet magnificent traditional architecture in upland

areas. Great similarity exists in building construction, materials, and urban planning of

cities for those areas located in the tropical upland zone.

Tall buildings have been constructed due to climatic responses as well as for

defensive purposes as shown in Figure 2.5. External windows in the upper floor are

opened during summer to keep the house pleasantly cool. The upper floors are

traditionally used for the family, while the lower floors are used for storage. Sun-dried

bricks and adobe are commonly used for building construction providing strength and

stability. Wall thickness of O.6mprovides insulation and stores heat during cool months.

In the city of Abha, traditional builders have invented and developed a method to protect
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thick adobe walls from regular heavy rainfalls. Flat stone pieces are put together in rows

to protect mud walls from sun radiation during summer and from heavy rain in winter

(Figure 2.5).

Figure (2.5): Typical houses in the tropical upland climatic zone where flat stone
pieces are put together in rows to protect mud walls from solar radiation and from
heavy rain in summer and winter seasons respectively. (Mauger 1996)

Classifying the urban planning of upland areas is difficult because it is affected by

the presence of extensive hills and mountain slopes. Villages are small, sometimes

containing five or six houses spread in a valley. Larger villages may be located on the

slopes of a hill with the lower slopes used for farming while the hilltops are used for

buildings. The character of tall buildings, 3 to 6 floors, in such villages creates narrow

alleyways connected to one another through open spaces. Open spaces are usually shaded

during the summer by high-rise buildings.
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2.2.3.4. Hot Humid Climatic Zone.

2.2.3.4.1. The Climate

Coastal cities have widely different temperatures from one area to another,

depending upon latitude and exposure to the sea. The climate of linear cities located on the

seashore differs from that of cities that extend inland. Mean temperature falls between 25-

38°C in summer and 17-2SoC in winter (Koenigsberger et al. 1977). Because of the

influence of the sea, relative humidity is very high, at 70-100%. Based on the percentage

of relative humidity, annual rainfall varies from one location to another. Winds are

stronger in settlements located on the seashore rather than those inland. The wind energy

atlas of Saudi Arabia (Al-Ansari et al. 1985) indicates that the strongest wind speeds occur

during April- June while the weakest occur during October and December.

2.2.3.4.2. The Architecture

The architecture in the hot humid climatic zone has traditionally followed three

main construction practices including establishing tall ventilated structures that allow cross

ventilation, constructing large openings covered by projected bay windows (Rowshans)

and plastering walls with coral or gypsum for protection against heavy rain and humidity

as gypsum works as a sealant for water proofing. The courtyard is replaced by a high,

raised building (Kaizer, 1984). Three to six story buildings catch the offshore and onshore

breezes near the sea. Large openings enhance cross ventilation through the structure as

they are necessary to reduce humidity inside the building. Preferred orientation of

structures has been towards the seaside. In some cases, a back or front yard serves the

essential need for relaxation.
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On the city urban planning scale, cities located in this climatic zone differ from

those found in other climatic zones. The urban planning of hot humid climates has been

developed through years of trial and error experience to enhance desirable wind

penetration through and between buildings. The wider apertures oriented towards the sea

create a remarkable wind movement. This solution helps considerably in reducing

humidity and in cooling down streets temperatures. Unlike the compact urban form, wide

and long streets separate buildings. This climatic zone will be discussed in more details in

the following sections.

2.3. The Climate of Jeddah

2.3.1. Geographicallocation

Jeddah is one of the western region and coastal cities that is overlooking the Red

Sea and is located at 21019' north and 390 12' east with an elevation ranging from 3 tol5m

above sea level. The width of Tehamah Plain near Jeddah is approximately 30Km; it is

relatively flat and rises gradually eastward from the sea. The Red Sea shapes the western

border of Jeddah whilst continuous lines of foothills are found towards the East. Makkah,

the city with the holiest shrine to all Muslims, is the nearest major city to Jeddah and is

located 80Km eastwards. Therefore Jeddah shapes the access for most Muslims aiming to

reach Makkah. Additionally, Jeddah is classed as the capital city of trade since its harbor

is the link with the African, European and American continents. Figure 2.1 shows the

location of Jeddah within Saudi Arabia.
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2.3.2. The Climatic Environment

Jeddah has a maritime-desert climate (hot humid) and hence the relative humidity is

reasonably high (Najib, 1987). The data recorded between 1970 and 1983 by the

Meteorology and Environmental Protection Administration (MEPA) are used here to

exhibit the climatic conditions in Jeddah (1983). The long-term data are much more

comprehensive than the short-term data collection (Said and Al-Zaharnah, 1994). It is

worth mentioning that the data collected did not include the year 1976, and hence the data

in hand covered 1970-1975 and 1977-1983. The daily- 24 hours- records were averaged to

yield mean monthly readings over 13years.

2.3.2.1.Dry bulb air temperature

In Jeddah, the mean maximum temperature is recorded between June and August.

The dry bulb temperature reaches up to 38°C daytime and falls to 26°C at night. These

temperatures, added to the high percentages of relative humidity and direct solar radiation,

are the source of discomfort during the summer seasons (MEPA, 1983). Inwinter season,

the daytime temperature falls to about 28°C and nocturnal temperature falls to 18°C

(Figure 2.6), (Table 2.1). The mean daily temperatures are recorded between December

and February where the minimum temperatures are found all year-round. The diurnal

temperature range does not suffer much variation, unlike the hot day climates where major

variations are found. The mean diurnal ranges in summer and winter are 8°C and 14°C,

respectively.
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2.3.2.2. Relative humidity

The relative humidity is extremely high due to the presence of the sea and the

maximum mean relative humidity is almost steady, being over 90% year-round. However,

the minimum mean relative humidity reaches nearly 55% in the winter and summer. As

shown in Figure 2.7 the diurnal relative humidity falls between 42-92% showing that

humidity is fairly high.

2.3.2.3. Wind speed and directions

Air circulation over Saudi Arabia changes forming high-pressure and low-pressure

zones seasonally as a function of temperature change (Al-Ansari et al. 1985). For

instance, during spring the occurrence of low-pressure zone developed on the Arabian Gulf

favours a strong wind from the Empty Quarter towards the north west of Saudi Arabia.

"These winds are caused by the meeting of north and south tropical winds" (Al-Ansari et

al. 1985). In summer, wind is affected by the high-pressure zone near the Mediterranean

Sea and low-pressure on the Arabian Gulf as well as by the African low pressure (Figure

2.8). The wind behaviour lasts until the end of October, when it is then weakened and

replaced by relatively humid cool currents. Lastly, in the winter the wind is "dominated by

high pressure over central Asia and Siberia, and low pressure over the African lakes and

the Red Sea" (AI-Ansari et al. 1985).

By examining the four seasonal maps of air circulation illustrated in Figure 2.8 and

in conjunction with the wind rose of Jeddah, the year-round predomination of sea breeze

blowing from the northwest and west seemed obvious. The maximum mean wind speed

varies with seasons. While in warmer seasons the speed in Jeddah reaches to nearly 9m/s,

it is just under 6m1s in winter as shown in Figure 2.9 (MEPA, 1983). In early mornings the
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Figure (2.6): The Mean for the monthly maximum dry bulb
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Figure (2.7): Mean monthly relative humidity in Jeddah. (MEPA
1983)
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Figure (2.8): The four seasonal maps of air circulation over Saudi Arabia showing the
year-round predomination of sea breeze blowing from the northwest and west in Jeddah.
(Al-Ansari et al. 1985)
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wind speed starts increasing and peaks at 3pm then starts decreasing (Al-Ansari et al.

1985). The predominant wind throughout the year prevails from the north and northwest

directions. As shown from the wind rose (Figure 2.10) Jeddah falls under two directions of

prevailing winds. The first is from the directions mentioned previously and is referred to

the sea-land breeze. Wind also prevails from the opposite direction and is referred to as

the land-sea breeze. These wind directions occur between daytime and nighttime cycles.

During daytime the breeze flows from the sea towards the landside and vice versa. Najib

noted (1987) that the winds prevailing from the south are usually accompanied with an

increased temperature and humidity. On certain occasions, they blow suddenly causing

thunderstorms with rainfall. Sand storms usually blow from the foothills located on

eastern Jeddah. They are troublesome and are called AI-Samum as they refer to sand and

dust storms accompanied by higher temperatures. Najib (1987) also stated that visibility in

some days could fall to less than 1km.

2.3.2.4. Precipitation

No precipitation occurs during the warmer seasons, unlike the warm humid

climates. The rainfall in the winter and autumn seasons is irregular and the maximum

precipitation usually occurs in January when it reaches up to about 20mm (Figure 2.11),

(Table 2.1). On certain occasions, it could happen that a number of years would pass

without any records of precipitation (Bokhari, 1978).

2.3.2.5. Solar radiation

Jeddah lies at 210 29'N latitude. As shown from the sunpath diagram for the 210 N

latitude, the summer solstice occurs on June 21 where the Sun's azimuth arc totals 2300

(Kukerja, 1978) (Figure 2.12). The noon altitude of the sun is 880 where the sunrise is at
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5: l8am and sunset is 6:42pm, showing that daylight extends up to 13 hours and 18

minutes. The shortest day occurs on December 21 when daylight extends from 6:36am

until 5:24pm; this is the winter solstice day where the sun's azimuth arc is 130° and noon

solar altitude is 46°. The difference between the lengths of both days is approximately 2

hours and 30 minutes.

2.3.3. Isopleths charts of climatic variables

The method of transforming climatic variables into isopleths charts is used by many

researchers (Olgyay and Olgyay, 1976), (Olgyay, 1963), (Koenigsberger et al. 1977),

(Markus and Morris, 1980), (Givoni, 1981), (Said & Al-Zahamah 1994) to extrapolate the

data hidden in the climatic variables. It is essential to transform the long-term weather data

into diagram forms, and hence, use them as design guidelines for building engineering as

they reflect the environment adaptation to climate. The Jeddah's isopleths charts of dry

bulb temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and directions are discussed here. These

charts were developed by A1-Lyaly (1990) and represent the same period of data in hand;

hence they are useful to refer to.

The temperature variations show that between June and August noon is the time of

maximum temperature occurrence, at about 39°C, which then drops to about 30°C at

midnight. Consequently, the diurnal changes are relatively small, being less "than 10°C

(Figure 2.13.a). The relative humidity at noontimes is less than 50% (Figure 2.13.b). This

significant reduction in the relative humidity is coupled with higher wind speeds, about

8m/s, that prevail from the north and northwest (sea-land breeze) (Figure 2.13.c). Within

building, the air movement acts as the energy-free cooling factor to occupants through

conduction. At midnight, a land-sea breeze of nearly 3m/s comes from the northeast
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direction and the relative humidity increases to nearly 85%. It is worth mentioning that the

significant increase in temperature is found in hours of daytime up to 2:00-3:00pm. The

temperature then drops off relatively slowly till late night. In winter seasons, the diurnal

temperatures are less than gOC. In a winter month like January, the temperature at

noontime rises up to 26°C and midnight temperature may fall to less than 18°Cas shown in

Figure 2.13.a. The maximum relative humidity is found at sunrise and sunset and during

winter seasons.

Noontime heat decreases in autumn and winter seasons. The increase between

January and June is about 14°Cat noon and the relative humidity decreases to 20%. While

the wind direction never changes at noon, the wind in January decreases to about 4.5m1s

which is almost one-half of its speed in summer. Conversely, mean wind speed at

midnight ranges from 2.5m1s to 3.5m1s in winter and summer respectively, showing a

relatively small increase. The wind speed in the daytime is notably more than that at

nighttime. Wind from the west usually prevails in late afternoon till sunset, between

3:00pm and 7:00pm. This preferred wind rarely changes its direction and its speed varies

from 3.5m1s to 6m1s from winter to summer respectively.

In general, the sea breeze seems to greatly affect the diurnal temperatures. For

example when larger magnitudes of diurnal temperature are found that correspond to fairly

slow and weak sea breezes. The development of sea breezes therefore significantly

reduces the diurnal temperature changes (Edwards, 1987). In other words, the sea-land

breeze works merely as a climate moderator since it suppresses both temperature and

humidity levels. Similarly, the relative humidity is largely affected by the presence of sea

breezes and diurnal temperature ranges. Lower temperature raises the relative humidity
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during evenings and nighttimes while lower relative humidity occurs at higher

temperatures during the daytime.

2.3.4. The phenomenon of sea and land breezes

There is a widely known phenomenon of prevailing winds occurring at coastal

settlements and referred to as sea and land breezes. Traditionally, the design of settlements

at micro and macroclimate scales responds to this phenomenon (Koenigsberger et al.

1977). In Jeddah the sea-land breeze occurs during daylight hours and encounters higher

wind speeds than those due to the land-sea breeze that occasionally arises after sunset

(Figure 2.13.c and Figure 2.14). As mentioned earlier, the predominant wind directions

prevail from the north and northwest. As it becomes noontime, the direction seems to be

more from the northwest side and from the west by mid afternoon. This shows that the

COOL WA .. M
....11 COOL

Figure (2.14): The phenomenon of sea and land breezes. (Sanderson, 1982)

wind deviates about 90° from sunrise to late afternoon. Sanderson (Sanderson, 1982)

noted that wind force rarely extends to more than 32km inland and 500 to 1000m above the

terrain. This mostly happens in the spring and summer seasons. During winter and

autumn seasons the wind mainly blows from the north due to the effect of north winds (AI-

Lyaly, 1990).
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The land-sea breeze occurs during nighttime and prevails mainly from northeast

and east. The directions are consistent and are not affected by the monthly climatic

variations. The highest speed of wind does not exceed 4.5m/s with a mean of

approximately 2.7m/s. Another land-sea wind direction blows from the south and

southeast directions. While it rarely blows, the wind is always coupled with dust and

storm and, therefore unwelcome.

2.4. The Architecture of Jeddah

2.4.1. Construction and decoration materials

Historically, Jeddah is well known for commerce, and hence, the flourishing trade in

Jeddah exerts a direct influence on the architectural formation of the city. The

architectural characteristics are greatly inspired by those originated in Turkey and Egypt

(Mani', 1980). The skills and techniques were brought through migrations and gradually

implemented in Jeddah during the Ottoman era (Al-Lyaly, 1990). Some building materials

were also imported from abroad. For example the qandal, which is extensively used in

Jeddah for construction and wall reinforcements, was the famous timber imported from

India (Bokhari, 1978). Al-Lyaly (1990) suggested that the importing of this wood

coincided with the construction of tall buildings since qandal increases the structural

solidity and prevents uneven settling. Alternatively, the Jawi (teak wood) was mainly used

for decoration. Its name refers to the country where it was brought from, Java. It is more

expensive and of higher quality than the qandal and is widely used by craftsmen for

decorating facades, main doors and windows. Rowshans that are mainly made with Jawi

wood are believed to offer more resistance to humidity and insects (Bokhari, 1978). Wood
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was the common architectural element used for exterior elevations. In certain

circumstances the traditional house was entirely covered with wood.

Mangaby and Kasur are the coral stones used for construction. They are obtained

locally, from Al-Manqabah lagoon, and sized into cubical shapes for construction purposes

where clay serves as cement between them. Bokhari (1978) mentioned that clay is also

applied to cover coral stones and to shape smoother edges.

2.4.2 Layout

The traditional houses in Jeddah are by no means identical but they share common

features and characteristics. The typical house in Jeddah contains multi-stories ranging

from 3 to 6 floors, and the rooms are distributed around the stairwell (Figure 2.15). The

house usually contains front and back entrances. Females usually use the rear entrance

while the main entrance is for males. The main entrance is connected with the entrance

hall (dehleez) that acts as the transitional zone between outside and inside the house. Next

to it is the guest room(s) (maqad) which is decorated with coloured rugs, soft cushions and

comfortable mattresses for visitors. On the same floor near the back entrance there are

usually some storerooms, toilets and small kitchen.

The middle floors are the family residential floors. The stairwell usually leads to a

small hall (salah) or a narrow corridor which then connects it with the main family living

rooms. At the front, there are usually two main living rooms; majlis and suffah while the

facilities are located at the rear of the floor as illustrated in Figure 2.15. It is interesting to

indicate that rooms serve various functions such as living, dining, studying, etc. The

terraces and sleeping rooms share the top floors with some facilities like toilets, and

kitchens.
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Figure (2.15): A typical traditional house in Jeddah (Noorwali house). (Al-Lyaly, 1990).
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2.4.3. Elevations

In his journey over the Arabian Peninsula, Lawrence (Lawrence of Arabia)

described Jeddah as a remarkable city (Khan, 1986). He wrote:

"The streets were alleys, wood roofed in the main bazaar, but

elsewhere open to the sky in the little gap between the tops of the lofty

white-walled houses. These were built four or jive stories high, the coral

rag tied with square beams and decorated by wide bow-windows running

from the ground to (top)floor in gray woodenpanel".

The elevations in Jeddah are the main distinguishing feature of its architecture, from the

remarkably carved wooden main doors to the astonishingly decorated windows

representing what is locally known by Rowshans, mashrabiah and taqqat (Figure 2.16).

The extensive decorations were made by the professional local craftsmen to reflect the

family living standard. The Rowshan and mashrabiah are cantilever elements projecting

from the walls to form a projected window bay jutting out of the main body of the

building. The Rowshan is commonly used in Jeddah while the mashrabiah are mostly used

in hot dry climates (AI Shareef, 1996). Al Shareef added:

" The name Mashrabiah is used for an opening with a wooden

lattice screen composed of small wooden balusters that are circular in

section and arranged at specific regular intervals, often in a decorative and

intricate geometric patterns".

The Rowshan configurations will be discussed in details later in this chapter. On the top

floors are found the terraces which breakup the continuity of Rowshans that extend from

the ground, shaping the staggered and uneven skylines of the structure elevation.
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Mashrabiah Projected Rowshan Plain Rowshan (Taqqat)

Figure (2.16): The main elevation treatments in Jeddah in all of which the
modulated louvered windows are commonly used. (Khan, 1986).
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2.4.4. Social influence on traditional buildings

Social values are given very significant consideration in the Islamic architecture,

and hence, the traditional building in Jeddah reveals the same principles. Hospitality,

neighbour-to-neighbour relations and the extended family structure shape the integrations

between levels of privacy and are replicated in the traditional dwellings. The woman's

status within the family is also given great importance.

Two dimensions of privacy are found within the traditional house, vertical and

horizontal. The social obligations towards guests created a vertical dimension of privacy

between the visitors and the rest of the family. As mentioned earlier, the house master's

hospitality to guests and all the related facilities are situated on the ground floor (semi-

private zone), whilst the upper floors are more private, as they are out of bounds for the

guests. Within the upper floors is found another degree of privacy sanctioned in the

segregation between the sleeping and living zones. The living zones are usually found in

the middle floors, and the sleeping zone is located at the uppermost floors. The concept of

the extended family structure also carries some levels of privacy. In the case of a married

son living with his parents, he is usually allocated a certain floor or a quarter within the

floor. This creates a specific zone of privacy that does not interfere with the daily

activities of other family members. Parents would normally live above the floor of their

married son (Al-Lyaly, 1990). The floor layout reveals some horizontal levels of privacy

as well. For example the stairwell is usually located near the rear entrance to enable family

members and women in particular to go to the upper floors freely and without passing by

the guests. The small hall connecting the stairwell with other rooms provides a degree of

privacy within the floor.
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With regard to the apertures, their design reveals a strong social character. The

Rowshan, mashrabiah and shish are meant to maintain privacy for the occupants whilst

enabling them to look out. The terrace works also as an outdoor within the building

enclosure since it is opened to the sky. The parapets around the terraces are above the

height of the occupants and act as a shield from nearby neighbours.

2.5. Natural ventilation strategies in traditional dwellings

Wind-induced natural ventilation in Jeddah was given great consideration on the

microclimate scale as well as the macroclimate scale as represented in the building

orientations, street orientations, and the urban planning of the city. These will be

highlighted in this section to trace the most important element for improving natural

ventilation in the typical house in Jeddah, and thus, improve the indoor environment.

2.5.1. Layout of the floor plan

The typical layout of the floor plan in Jeddah contains bigger room sizes such as

living and guest rooms at the front while other facilities such as toilets, kitchen and stores

share back elevations. This was not merely due to their functions but also to benefit from

the sea-land breezes. As a result, larger rooms are allocated on the front, facing towards

the sea, north or northwest, with considerable aperture areas. Both northern and western

elevations occupy the maximum number of apertures. Khan (1986) indicated that living

rooms are more comfortable than other rooms on the same floor and are sometimes used as

bedroom also. The aperture-to-wall ratio for a typical room may reach up to 50-100% as

can be seen from the various floor plans shown in Figures 2.15 (Maghrabi, 1995). The

openness to the outside provides not only spaces concerned with continuous ventilation but
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it also enhances the ventilation of the other spaces on the same floor as seen in Figure 2.17.

The large openings are usually covered by massive wooden elements called Rowshans,

Mashrabiah or Taqqat. Within the dwelling, lattice wooden screens are provided above

doors to enhance air circulation whilst maintaining occupants' privacy.

Figure (2.17): A sketch of the vertical and horizontal airflow patterns in a typical
house in Jeddah. (Al-Lyaly 1990)

The other approach to the enhancement of air circulation is through stairwells and

airshafts as shown in the Figure. The house in Jeddah normally consists of various

elements distributed around the stairwell or vertical airshaft. As wind blows near the top

of the airshaft and stairwell causing negative pressure at the top, the pressure difference

between upper and lower zones creates upstream suction thus allowing ventilation to

occur. The pressure difference between the windward and leeward sides could also cause

air circulation within the house.

With the absence of substantial winds, air still circulates within the house through

the stack effect (AI-Lyaly, 1990). The airshaft acts as a solar chimney where hot air at the

top induces air from the rooms to flow upwards and to be replaced by external air. The top

of the airshaft is usually open to let the airflow upwards easily.
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2.5.2. Elevation treatment

The Rowshan is a main elevation treatment in Jeddah. It extends vertically or

horizontally to cover part, or the whole, of the building's facade, Khan (1986) indicated

that the use of Rows hans reflects the elegance of the house owner. Additionally he stated:

"Practically, the Rowshan is considered window to the external

world, veilfrom the Sun's glare, source of ventilation in buildings andpiece

of furniture in the house which sometimes extends to cover a number of

"rooms.

Figure (2.18): The uppermost floor (Al-Mabit) is normally covered with
modulated louver windows. (Khan, 1986).

The above description reflects the importance of the Rowshan as the main source of cross

ventilation in the buildings. It contains adjustable louvers which allow breeze to penetrate

at the desired inclination. Occasionally, small screens are found near the top of the
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Rowshan that serve another important role. When air penetrates through the screens it

extracts the excessive humidity and heat near ceiling level.

The modulated louvered windows (MLW) are also employed on the top floors

where the sleeping area and terrace are found. The sleeping rooms are surrounded by

wooden louvers on two or three sides, giving the impression of an air pavilion as illustrated

in Figure 2.18 (AI-Lyaly, 1990). This is merely made to favour continuous circulation of

air within the room even at very low wind speed. The terraces located at the upper floors

in Jeddah replace the central courtyard (Hariri, 1993). They are surrounded by high-

perforated parapets and open to the sky, acting as an outdoor environment within the

building.

2.5.3. Building orientation

Freestanding structures that are penetrated by a number of alleys to channel air

through are one of the most favorable solutions in humid climates (Koenigsberger et al.

1977). Houses distributions and orientations in Jeddah have arisen from the same

perception. Indeed the concept was optimized after long-term experience of trial and error

technique (AI Shareef, 1996). The tall buildings rarely share any walls and are often

surrounded by a number of alleys to enhance cross ventilation. As mentioned earlier,

rooms located on the north and the west elevations are widely opened and facilitated with

Rowshans while the house shares only a single wall with the neighbour. This was

necessary since the inflowing air between buildings will take the moisture away. In turn, it

increases the house's durability. The traditional dwellings therefore faced the seafront.

Such orientation is certainly joyful to the occupants who benefit from the continuous

breeze.
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2.5.4. Urban planning layout

The distribution of buildings created channels for air to pass. They are irregular in

width and yet they seemed to have a common character. This is noticeable when the urban

planning of the traditional city shown in Figure 2.19 is carefully examined. Main streets

radiate from the waterfront while secondary alleys are laid out along a north-south axis as

shown from the Figure. In the light of what was previously noted regarding wind

directions, one could acknowledge the climatic adaptations on the macro scale. As the sea

Figure (2.19): The master plan of old Jeddah. (Khan, 1986)

breeze prevails, the air travelling through the streets tends to generate more speed due to

the occurrence of considerable reduction in volume (Awbi, 1991) (Al-Lyaly, 1990). The

smaller alleys, that are not facing the seafront, on the leeward side would fall under low

pressure which causes airflow through (Fathy, 1986). Interestingly, streets and alleys are
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shaded all day by surrounding tall buildings that in turn tend to cool the air before it

reaches the building. This advantage is not hypothetical but rather was confirmed during

the evaluation of the temperature records of traditional and modem streets of the city

referred to. Al-Lyaly (1990) carried out simultaneous hourly temperature measurements at

both streets and found that the traditional street in Jeddah is approximately s-e cooler than

the modem street as shown in Figure 2.20 .
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Figure (2.20): The hourly temperature variations obtained from
Jeddah traditional street, modem street and the meteorological station
on 18/7/1987. (AI-Lyaly, 1990).

2.6. The Rowshan

In the light of what was mentioned earlier, it is evident that the climate in Jeddah is

not naturally comfortable. Nevertheless, people have adapted their architecture

accordingly. Amongst all climatic variables, natural ventilation within building was the

main source of relaxation and comfort, and thus, was given great attention from building to
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the urban planning scale. The Rowshan is the major window type adopted in Jeddah as it

answered the climatic and social needs of the occupants inside the dwelling. The

Rowshan's origination, configuration, types and applications are discussed in the following

subsections.

2.6.1. Historical background

The projected window bay- the Rowshan- does not only glorify the traditional

architecture in Jeddah but it is rather a distinctive feature replicated in many structures

across the world:

"The distinguishing external features of the old houses of the Red

Sea and some other Islamic and Indian styles are the large casement

windows jutting-out into the street to catch the slightest passing breeze, "

(Greenlaw, 1976).

Its name may differ but its role remains similar: an environmental modulator. In other

words, it is a transition between harsh outdoor and comfortable indoor environments,

acting as a shield against direct solar radiation and glare, insects, dust and undesired flows.

Equally, it is designed to exploit natural breeze through its detailed apertures. Its

development also reflects occupants' social values.

The origin of Rowshan is still debatable. Some refer it back to the ancient castles

built thousands of years ago when Rowshans were used merely for defensive purposes,

while others refer its origin to Turkey or India (AI Shareef, 1996). But according to Khan

(1986), the Rowshan is primarily an Islamic technique that has been modified and adapted

by many others later. This argument is also supported by some Islamic literature. Back in

1100AD, the prominent scholar Ibn AL-Qaim AL-Joziah (1997) cited the word
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"Rowzanah" in one of his books and referred to it as a window. Such an argument could

still be debated but what is of more relevance here is the widespread use of this type of

window not only in the Middle East but worldwide, from as far east as India to as far west

as south America (Danby, 1980), (Greenlaw, 1976). But Rowshans found elsewhere are

much smaller in size and dimensions than those found in the traditional buildings of Jeddah

(Khan, 1986).

2.6.2. Construction components and details

The configuration details of the Rowshans in Jeddah are left to the house owners'

preferences. Yet the common theme among them is that they consist of repetitive

horizontal and vertical patterns extended to cover part, or the whole, elevation. So they are

either in the form of split units distributed in special arrangement or in the form of a whole

unit covering the entire elevation as demonstrated in Figure 2.21. Additionally, Figure

2.22 illustrates the various components of the Rowshan that are as follows (Khan, 1986),

(AI-Said, 1996), (Maghrabi, 1995), (AI Shareef, 1996), (Hariri, 1992), (Salloum, 1983):

1. Crown (Taj): located at the top of the Rowshan and consisting of

fashionable decoration details. Sometimes this extends beyond the

Rowshan's main body.

2. Pearl (Durah): located at the centre of the crown.

3. Upper belt (Hezam Foqani): The horizontal panel that is usually

embellished with geometrical patterns. These patterns may sometimes

contain porous wooden screens.

4. The sashes (deraf): These contain two sections, upper and lower. Each

section consists of a single or more sashes. The upper sashes are fixed and
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the one underneath moves up and down behind the sash above through side

grooves and rests on two hinges leaving a complete aperture. Every sash

contains a number of horizontal wooden slats (louver blades). These are

J/~'tr'

Figure (2.21): The various types of Rowshans found in Jeddah.
(Khan, 1986).

movable in circular manner around their axes. They are called Qalaleeb,

referring to the modulated louver windows (MLW). Al-Shareef (1996)

indicated that every sash contains 12-18 louver blades.
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5. Lower belt (Hezam Tahtani): This is wider than the upper belt where its

width is normally at similar height to the inside platform of the Rowshan as

shown in figure (2.18). The wooden panel is extensively carved with

geometrical forms.

6. Brackets (Khradi): These are found at the lowest part of the Rowshan and

they act as beams which carry the Rowshan' s weight.
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Figure (2.22): The various elements of the Rowshan. (Khan 1986 and Hariri 1991).

7. Wooden screens (Goulah): lower sashes in some Rowshans are facilitated

with wooden screens placed about O.SOm away from the sash front panel,

leaving a space for water jars (sharbat) to be cooled by cross ventilation. It

is believed that the wooden screen also provides extra privacy for the

occupants inside the house.
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2.6.3. Types of Rowshans

Khan (1986) and Hariri (1992) agree that the classification of Rowshans falls under

two main types including the split unit and the vertical long Rowshan (Figure 2.21). The

latter extends to a number of floors to cover most of or the entire elevation. In some cases

it extends from the ground level till reaching the uppermost floors or ends just under the

terrace parapet located on the uppermost floor. The split units Rowshans are isolated to

cover part of the room and are distributed in certain arrangements to shape the overall

elevation. According to Salloum (1983), the Rowshans in Jeddah are either in the form of

a simple window opening covered by wooden screens of modulated louvers, or are the

extended wind bay projecting from the elevation and offering an extension to the interior

spaces. Another type is on the uppermost floors, Al-Mabit, where the room is surrounded

by wooden louvers on two or three sides as stated previously in this chapter (Figure2.18).

2.6.4. Rowshan Application

Through the various louver apertures, the Rowshan serves the following functions:

1. Natural ventilation: Cooling the occupants within the traditional dwelling

through louver apertures is part of the significance of the Rowshan as it acts

as a modulator to the airflow pattern, to its velocity and to the flow rate of

passing au. The occupants are cooled through positioning the louver

apertures at body level so that even at higher air temperature there is

cooling by sweat evaporation (Al-Lyaly, 1990), (Sharma and Sharafat,

1986), (Oliveira and Bittencourt, 1998).
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2. Humidity: The continuous cross ventilation is extremely important as it

controls humidity within the space (Koenigsberger et al. 1977).

Additionally, a local craftsman indicated that the Rowshans in Jeddah

reduce air-moisture passing through their apertures, .....due to the wood

types used, " (Maghrabi, 1995).

3. Solar shading: Generally, the direct solar radiation in Jeddah is

undesirable, especially in the summer periods (AI Shareef, 1996). Shading

is then desired to control the large amount of radiation, and yet, let interiors

be daylit. As indicated by Khan (1986) the daylight penetrating through

louvers and various screen geometries reflect an attractive play of light and

shadow in the room and the patterns are altered throughout the day

4. Privacy: The Rowshan cantilevers from the building into the outdoor, and

yet, provides a high level of visual privacy. From inside, the Rowshan

platform sometimes rises from floor level and women enjoy observing the

daily life in the streets while still invisible to people outdoors. Also,

difference of illumination levels between indoor and outdoor favours more

privacy. As explained by Al-Lyaly (1990):" ...when looking towards the

Rowshan from the outside, the solid areas formed by the wooden louvers

would be bright and in contrast the gaps in between would be dark

prohibiting a view of the interior. "
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2.7. Conclusion

This chapter has highlighted the climatic adaptation to architecture in the regional context

and in particular to natural ventilation approaches seeking to adapt the micro and

macroclimate environments in Jeddah.

Saudi Arabia generally falls under tropical climate zones. However, when the

climate was observed it was found that the distribution of land and sea masses, added to

the land topographies, have created some sub-climatic zones that mayor may not refer to

the general climate. This has led to various styles of traditional architecture that reveal

deep responses to climatic variations. When Jeddah's climate and architecture were

closely observed, the following points were concluded:

1. The climate of Jeddah is not naturally comfortable and the wind-induced

natural ventilation was considered to control the excessive heat and

humidity as a treatment to achieve comfort and relaxation. This is reflected

on both micro and macroclimate scales.

2. Within the scale of a typical dwelling, the modulated louvered windows

(MLW) found in Rowshans, Mashrabiah, Taqqat or other apertures

components are believed to be the main solution to controlling the breezes

needed to release climatic stresses and bring comfort within the dwelling.

These types of windows answer bio-climatic necessities as well as social

requirements. The MLW will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3: MODULATED LOUVERED WINDOWS

(MLW).



3.1. Introduction

This chapter reviews the current research and contribution made to observe

modulated louvered windows (MLW) as a source of natural ventilation in buildings. In

addition, it sets out the approach to the theoretical thrust of this research. The first section

reviews the conventional window types and highlights some of their ventilation

characteristics. Then follows the discussion of the louver window systems including the

horizontal, vertical and combined systems. The third section is devoted to the review of

the relevant research carried out in relation to MLW and to addressing closely the

evaluation and critique of each one of them.

The chapter ends up by stating the problem of the current research based on the

review of the aforementioned chapters concerning the climate and architecture in Jeddah as

well as on the review of modulated louvered windows as the source of natural ventilation

in buildings.
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3.2. Conventional window types

Back In 1951, Holleman (1951) carried out research on airflow through

conventional window openings and concluded that airflow characteristics differ

significantly due to these different opening types. Holleman and Evans (1979) agreed that

common windows used are classified under three basic types; simple opening, vertical

vane and horizontal vane as illustrated in Figure 3.1. These categories seem valid and

cover most of the types commonly employed in buildings. The perforated block walls are

of porous elements that are widely employed in the tropics; they discussed here along with

other window types.

3.2.1. Simple openings (Holleman, 1951)

Simple openings include the single-hung, the double-hung and the horizontal-hung.

The direction of passing air was not affected and continued in the same wind direction.

However, a noticeable significant change of speed was evident near the window. This was

referred to as the squeeze of air and Holleman recommended this type to be used directly

in living zones. The maximum opening area is one-half the total window area: 50%

opening. These windows are recommended directly in the occupied zone since neither the

direction nor the speed of air was altered.

3.2.2. Vertical vane openings (Holleman, 1951)

Vertical vane openings include such openings as side-hinged casement, the folding

casement, and the vertical pivot. These windows allow complete opening area: 100%

opening. Generally they provide alteration of airflow at horizontal level and it was

recommended to allocate them directly to the occupied zone.
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3.2.3. Horizontal vane openings (Holleman, 1951)

Horizontal vane openings include the projected sash, the awning, the horizontal

pivoted and the jalousie or modulated louvered windows. Similar to the previous type, the

opening area of this one allows full opening, too. The airflow characteristics, through a

variety of combinations, vary considerably in accordance with the window types. One of

the sound conclusions derived from the work bore on the modulated louvered window

type. MLW was preferred over other types investigated in redirecting and altering the flow

to upward and downward directions indoors as illustrated in Figure 3.2. It was then

recommended to use it below the level where air movement was required.

I'tYOT

SINCl.! -HUNG

SIMPLE OPENING

OD
VERTICAL VANE OPENING

HORIZONTAL VANE OPENING
Figure (3.1): The conventional window types classified under the
three main categories including simple opening, vertical vane
opening and horizontal vane opening. (Holleman 1951)
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Figure (3.2): The MLW has a quality of directing air to different levels indoors.
(After Holleman 1951)

3.2.4. Perforated block walls

Perforated block walls could also be enrolled under the various types of apertures

discussed here. These porous elements cover either part of or the entire facade, and their

geometrical configurations differ accordingly. They have been in use for a long time in

Brazil, South America, Spain and other Asian countries. Bittencourt (1993) had

investigated a number of perforated block walls predominately used in Brazil and had

concluded that the airflow through them depends merely on their geometries. Figure 3.3

demonstrates the patterns of airflow indoors based on various block types examined under

10mls wind speed and perpendicular wind direction: 90°. Block Cl offered the maximum

resistance to air velocity and hence, showed the poorest performance while C2 and C3 tend

to straighten the flow indoors regardless of wind direction. It was then recommended that

these apertures be best applied in warm humid climate where a continuous air motion

indoors is needed.
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l'i:] Block C2

~
~

Block C4

Figure (3.3): The patterns of airflow indoors based on various block types
examined under wind speed=lOmls and perpendicular wind directioru'Xr').
Block Cl offered the maximum resistance to air velocity and hence, showed
the poorest performance while C2 and C3 tend to straighten the flow indoors
regardless of wind direction. (Bittencourt 1993)
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3.3. Louver window systems

Cross ventilation provides a good solution to releasing the overheating and

excessive humidity in the tropics by natural means (Koenigsberger et al. 1977) (Givoni,

1991) (Salloum, 1983). Many techniques have been used, one of which is the louvered

windows that are commonly employed in different parts of the world. The louvered

window systems are categorised under three different configurations (Evans, 1980)

(Muniz, 1985), (Fikry, 1981), (AI Shareef, 1996) (Figure 3.4):

1. The horizontal louvers system.

2. The vertical louvers system.

3. The egg crate system; a combined system of horizontal and vertical louvers.

a: Combined
louvers (egg-cart)

b: Horizontal louvers

c: Vertical louvers

Figure (3.4): The various louver window systems.
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The three systems have different shading characteristics, light reflection, view and flow

patterns (Evans, 1980). Figure 3.5 demonstrates the velocity drop as a function of the three

louver systems in a typical room, with best performance going to the horizontal louver

system (Sobin, 1983). The setup of the egg-crate system is much similar to the perforated

blocks discussed earlier and it is usually set to a certain inclination. With respect to natural

ventilation, the system separates the flow passing through into cubical flow streams and

offers more resistance to airflow in both dimensions than the alternatives. It was widely

employed in Roman baths, in traditional Islamic and Indian architectures (Fathy, 1986).

The perforated panels found in Alhambra (Granada) reveal the same principles. The

construction of their perforations may vary from being egg-crate shape since their

curvatures and the decoration feature also influenced their application.

One of the main features of the other types, the horizontal and the vertical, as

compared to the combined system, is concerned with alteration of airstreams indoors. The

vertical system alters the inflow towards lateral walls while the horizontal reflects the

airstreams upwards or downwards towards the ceiling or the ground levels. Yet, when

examining the presence of both systems in the architecture, it is unquestionably true that

the horizontal louvers systems are more widely employed than the vertical. Their presence

is even more apparent in the tropics and hot humid regions. One possible explanation for

this superiority is because horizontal louver systems offer less resistance to the breeze in

the room as illustrated in the previous Figure. The present study examined some

characteristics of both horizontal and vertical systems and advanced some possible reasons

for the widespread use of horizontal louver systems compared to vertical, as shown ill

Figure 3.6.
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Figure (3.5): Velocity drop as function to the various louver systems
including combine, vertical and horizontal. (From original data)
(Sobin 1983).
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-
Sun path

\.

airflow Rain View

Figure (3.6): Horizontal louver systems carry preference over the vertical virtue of a
number of functions. (a): the capability to alter the louvers angle to the sun altitude,
(b): distribution of airflow to various level in the room, (c): protection from rain and
(d): larger range of view.

3.4. Review on MLW applications in buildings

The application of porous elements reveals a level of thermal sensation In

buildings. Aynsley et al. (Aynsley et al. 1977) indicated that there is a high degree of

correlation between thermal comfort and porosities in building elevation. Nevertheless,

flow coefficients (CQ) representing the difference between measured and estimated airflow

rates (Q) of this type of apertures is largely underestimated (Bittencourt, 1993). The work

of Vickery and Karakatsania (Vickery and Karakatsania, 1987) demonstrated the flow

characteristics through porous element with 46% porosity and compared it with the

estimated flow coefficient expressed in the following equation:
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(3.1)

where

CQ= Flow coefficient

Q = Volumetric flow of air (m3/s)

A = Opening area (m2)

V= Wind speed at opening level (m/s)

e. Z~ ,---6"'-.......-,-----,
~ / --.

·'.~~ItCl
\

"\'\
\
\
\

0."
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0.0'

I"

0.0' L with win; waif.
(P ·'6%

'wlnd Ingl. 0

._._.

\ o

30' 60·

Figure (3.7): Flow coefficients for both observed and predicted
curves with wall porosity of 46%. (Vickery & Karakatsania
19R7t

From Figure 3.7, the observed values were obviously less than those predicted values for

wind indices between 20° and 90° while in perpendicular wind (0°) both were nearly

similar. Also the critical drop in both curves was present with skewed inclinations- when

B> 45°- where they may then produce errors that seriously lead to mistaken readings. The
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variation becomes more apparent with the presence of the wing walls as shown by the

Figure.

The MLW is of those porous elements that are mostly employed in such warm

climates as far east as Australia and as far west as South America. Its presence coincides

with the need for protection from intense solar radiation while allowing breeze to penetrate

through. The MLW is also used in cold environments, such as Europe, where the use of it

is merely to protect interiors from potential overheating in summer seasons. The principle

of the MLW is similar in mechanism and function, though it may be termed differently.

Some of the commonly used terms are the Jalousie, adjustable, operable, blinds and

movable louvers windows. The term used here, the modulated louvered window,

corresponds to those terms and is also found in some literature such as (Yakubu, 1990)

(Yakubu and Sharples, 1991) as well as in one of the author's recent studies (Maghrabi and

Sharples, 1999)

In the traditional architecture, MLW may be found to cover most of the elevation,

or even the entire elevation, as employed in Jeddah. As discussed in the previous chapter,

the Rowshan is an example which is implemented in many parts of the world such as

Morocco, India, Egypt and elsewhere. In certain cases, the MLW is employed in a form of

separate windows. An example of this is found in Figure 3.8 where it shows the similarity

in its application in a number of buildings from various regions.

MLW is used at the mouth of the tower to direct air downwards to the living

spaces. As illustrated in Figure 3.9.a the downward deflection of air was obtained by using

the modulated louvered panels. In large buildings with splits on floor, the application of

louver sheets will help to control air patterns inside the structure. Also the splits in pitched
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a:The Rowshan b:Window sash

Figure (3.8): Different examples ofML W applications in
apertures (Amin and Willetts 1986), (Atroshenko and
Grundy1991), (Crescimbene and Balocco 1994), (Warren
and Fethi 1982) .
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roofs are adequately endowed with louver panels in the lateral ridges. When altered, they

enable directing air downwards and or upwards (suction) as shown in Figure 3.9.b.

D
r-I

(=J ¢==J

l__J
Wind towers

c.. :].~. ~ ....•........:•....:..................~ ~ ..
~ ~ M····~···························

~\!A~'=' ...· .. .· .. .· ., ...•. .... .... ..•.
r» ',,',
" 't

"----------... './'.
.. 'L - - - - - - - - -, ~-----------, ", :t:!:"..

I ' .. ~I "I I\!~,,'-Wt
Lateral roof ridges

Figure (3.9): The use ofMLW in wind towers and roof ridges.

The contemporary applications of MLW can be found in many buildings along the

same or similar principles. For example, one of the uses of MLW is shown in Figure

3.1O.a where the inclinations of louvers are replaced by movable window sashes that tilt as

a function of the sash opening. Another example of that is the use of the MLW with the

ventilative sill where both act to direct air into various levels in the room. The ventilative
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sill (Figure 3.10.b) acts as a source of continuous ventilation for the lower level of the

room where this many be useful when certain activities are practised near the ground. The

other levels of the house are ventilated with the various inclinations of louvers. The

technique is of usefulness in warm tropics as it provides ventilation at all lower levels

within the room whilst protecting the indoors from the overheating sun.

Other applications of the MLW are found in what is called the energy-efficient

fenestrations, some examples of which are found in Brandle and Boehm (Brandle and

Boehm, 1982) and (USA Dept.of Energy, 1983). However, many designers apply the

Louver
0=450

LouverI
0=300

~..........>

A

\ >

A

:~1:~I MLWwith ventilative sill

Figure (3.10): The modem application of MLW for natural ventilation. (Bittencourt
1993)

MLW to optimise the daylight and shading characteristics indoors while underestimating
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its design in terms of the ventilation. This is due to many reasons amongst which the

performance and design the window is given when it is closed, rather than when it is open

(Evans, 1979). Another possible reason is the absence of comprehensive characteristics of

ventilation performance through this type of window. The flow around a MLW is more

complicated than those produced by the imagination of architects, not only on the scale of

the velocity and pressure characteristics, but even on the scale of flow patterns, "Much of

this information is misleading, as it is frequently based on the limited knowledge and

expansive imagination of designers, who have not thoroughly researched this topic, "

Bowen stated (1983).

3.5. Related research

Wind induced natural ventilation has been the subject of many researchers since the

1950's; yet most of them have given little consideration to the airflow indoors as a function

to window treatments and accessories (Muniz, 1985). Holleman (1951) was one of the

first to comprehensively underline the role of various conventional window designs with

respect to natural ventilation. The study is of critical importance as it sets guidelines for

designers and architects to optimize the indoor environment based on the window design.

His study covered the most conventional windows implemented nowadays. Amongst these

are the Jalousie windows that are preferred over other types investigated in redirecting and

altering the flow in upward and downward directions indoors as discussed earlier (Figure

3.2). Further studies are found in the famous book Design with Climate, written in 1963

by the Olgyay brothers (1963). They gave some indications of the flow behaviour across

the louvered windows. The images were useful in demonstrating the patterns indoors as

function to various window parameters.
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Givoni and Hoffman (Givoni et al. 1968) studied the temperature and illumination

conditions in a classroom as a function of windows with fixed shading device. The work

did not directly account for natural ventilation, yet it showed that the temperature

variations due to open windows did not constitute a significant reduction in internal surface

temperature as shown in Figure3.11. One of the explanations of this was the low wind

speed under which the study was conducted as noted by the authors. In further research,

Givoni (Givoni, 1968) stated that the details of the aperture would have a direct influence

on ventilation conditions. The treatment involved employed wing-walls that created

pressure and suction on the external wall near the window. Similar statement is found in

his book, Man, Climate and Architecture, which was published in 1981 (Givoni, 1981).

oo

WINDOW GLASS SLATS SHUT

FIG. 2.4 /-.:-;'~\" r...I.I~;i~~,
''1'' / '." " )./ / \""(' / ....'" i/ / .~./// :~~ ~. / .,.... ."

...... /7'./ ·····..·'·~ .•i../ ..:::::......._.~~......... ~.__.:,... '.."..~~-

Figure (3.11): The internal temperature patterns in relation to natural
ventilation when window faced north.(Givoni et al. 1968)

Some more recent research has underlined the effect of various window parameters

such as size, location and orientation in improving the airflow quantity and patterns
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Jawadi, 1986), Chandra (Chandra, 1983) and Brandle & Boehm (Brandle and Boehm,

1982). Others have investigated the mechanism of airflow through buildings, and further,

on various parameters governing air motion indoors. These are more relevant to the

current review; hence they are highlighted here in more details.

100
90
80
70
60

~ 50"~ 40;:..

30
20

10

0
0 2 3 4 5 6

Room depth (R d)

Louver inclinations -+--22.5 -8 ...... 0 ""_45 -.-45

Figure (3.12): Airflow through Jalousie windows with various louver
inclinations and wind directions. (Sobin 1983)

The work of Sobin (Sobin, 1963) (Sobin, 1981) (Sobin, 1983) mentioned

previously has extensively studied the various parameters governing airflow indoors

including the windows treatments. After more than 270 experiments that were carried out

on nearly 140 aperture configurations, he demonstrated the clear contribution of the

architectural features of window location orientation, treatment, outlet as well as room

depth in relation to wind-induced natural ventilation. The Jalousie windows were

examined amongst the other window treatments and Figure 3.12 represents the velocity

drop in the centre axis along the room depth. The ratio of indoor to outdoor velocity
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(V/Ve%) near the window was 90% for the louvers inclinations 0°, -8° and -22.5°, while a

clear reduction was observed with the presence of steeper inclinations. The study also

demonstrated the significance of the wind direction for the reduction of the ratio of internal

velocity with respect to external (v/ve%). The reduction along the room was obviously

smoother with the perpendicular wind incidence. In addition, the study gave some

indications of the effect of louver angle of inclination with respect to v/ve% as illustrated in

the Figure. Nevertheless, his work disregarded the effect of various parameters of the

louvered windows on the flow indoors. Furthermore, it did not emphasise the flow rate

(Q) with respect to the pressure drop (9) across the window.

Muniz (Muniz, 1985) examined the effect of shading device geometries on natural

ventilation, daylight and thermal comfort. The study was extensive in that it provided

designers with an analytical model in which they could compare various shading

geometries in order to optimise the indoor environment. There were three shading devices

that covered horizontal, vertical and combined geometries. The velocity characteristics

with respect to the former types were generally less marked in perpendicular than In

oblique winds (Figure 3.13).

But when this work is examined in light of the hypothesis of the of current study,

some critical limitations become apparent:

1. The study was limited to only a single wind speed.

2. The louver configurations covered, including louver depth and aperture,

were too large compared with those reviewed in this investigation. The

depth ranged from 0.35m to nearly I.20m; the flow characteristics could not

therefore represent those carried out here.
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3. The study also disregarded the louver inclination and its contribution to the

overall velocity and pressure drop inside the room.

The work of AI-Lyaly (AI-Lyaly, 1990) sheds light on the significance of the MLW

to assist occupants' comfort in traditional buildings in Jeddah. Indoor temperature, air

velocity and relative humidity were measured in three rooms and compared with outdoor

temperature, air velocity and relative humidity, respectively. The study was conducted

during the summer season with an average outdoor temperature reaching 38.5°C noontime.

Although the indoor temperature was near, or even exceeded, the comfort level

temperature in the three rooms examined, it did not reflect the outdoor temperature

changes as shown in Figure 3.14.a. Interestingly, the air penetrating through the louvers

and large apertures seemed to lower remarkably the indoor temperature by between 3°C

and almost 6°C during daytime. Similarly, the relative humidity during daytime was

reduced by 5% to nearly 20% before noon (Figure 3.14.b). With respect to the velocity

measurements through MLW (Figure 3.14.c), the study is limited to a single louver

configuration and the internal air velocity was averaged over three readings per hour.

Although this is valid in long-term measurements, it does not completely reflect the

velocity drop as a function to the MLW parameters, since outdoor air fluctuates and

turbulences occur frequently.

Bittencourt (Bittencourt, 1993) studied the performance of typical perforated blocks

employed in warm-humid climates in relation to natural ventilation. From the various

wind indices and speeds examined, he concluded that the use of perforated blocks were

appropriate and best used where "openings are to remain open throughout the year". His

study recommended the use of blocks where airflow direction is not altered within the

perforation as those where this happened offered more flow resistance, and hence, were
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unable to produce the minimum ventilation required for comfort in that climatic region

(Figure 3.15). Essentially, the previous statement reflects the importance of MLW in

warm and humid climates where it offers flexibility in adjusting airflow entering the room.
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Figure (3.15): Natural ventilation through perforated blocks as
function to various wind incidences. (Bittencourt 1993)

Perhaps the most relevant studies in the review are found in (Yakubu, 1990),

(Yakubu and Sharples, 1991), (Pitts and Georgiadis, 1994), (Oliveira and Bittencourt,

1998) and (White, 1999). The work of Yakubu (Yakubu, 1990) and (Yakubu and Sharples,

1991) was conducted under similar louver configurations and measurements setup. Like

the current study, the work investigated the performance of louver window systems under a

series of air extractions. Figure 3.16 illustrates the pressure drop (LiP) across the MLW as

function to volumetric flow of air (Q). The inclination angles selected for this work ranged
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from 0° to +75° at intervals of 15°. The volumetric flow of air through the MLW was

independent of the resulting pressure for all louver inclinations less than 60°. One

limitation of Yakubu's study was that "The measurements are restricted to smooth wooden

louvers with dimensions of JOOmmin breadth and 5mm in thickness with a gap of 95mm

between the louvers when they are perfectly horizontal (i.e. 0°)" (Yakubu, 1990). In other

words, his work does not take into consideration when louver breadth (L) and gap

thickness (d) are changed.
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Figure (3.16): Pressure drop (DP) in relation to the flow rate of
various louver inclinations. (Yakubu and Sharples 1991)

Pitts and Georgiadis (Pitts and Georgiadis, 1994) carried out a wind tunnel

investigation to measure pressure drop across the opening associated with a Venetian blind

with three inclinations, 0°, 45° and 85°. Similar to the former, the study showed that Q was

independent of the louver inclinations until 45° (Figure 3.17). Essentially, the study made
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a noticeable contribution; "Indeed there is some evidence to suggest that the use of suitably

angled blinds may actually enhance air flow through partially opened windows". The

number of cases examined was more than the former; nevertheless, the louver

configurations were limited since, "The fins each measured 910mm wide, 50mm depth,

O.25mmthick with a spacing when horizontal of a 40mm". Pitts and Georgiadis suggested

that further investigations to optimise the use of this type of window treatment from natural

ventilation point of view were indeed essential.
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Figure (3.17): The volumetric flow of air (Q) through shading devices v the pressure
drops (LiP) for a number of opening free areas. (Pitts and Georgiadis 1994)

Another study was conducted on various ventilators and wall-vent systems, some of

which contained fixed louvers (White, 1999). While the study is not directly relevant, it

suggested that the airflow passage though ventilators seems more efficient than when

compared with a sharp-edged hole having the same free area.
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Similarly, Oliveira & Bittencourt (Oliveira and Bittencourt, 1998) carried out some

recent work comparing the velocity drop with respect to both open windows and louvered

windows, with and without mosquito screens. Similar louver dimensions were examined.

The result demonstrated the significant variations of flow resistance as a function of wind

speed and direction (Figure 3.18). However, as in the case of former studies, the study did

not take into account the various louver configurations and their input to the flow

characteristic, and the authors indicated the need for more comprehensive research to

optimise the ventilation performance of this window type.
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Figure (3.18.a): . Louvered window only Figure (3.18.b): . Louvered window with mosquito

Figure (3.18): Comparison of airflow resistance for both window types. (Oliveira and
Bittencourt 1998)

Most of the above studies stressed the hypothesis of this thesis that more research is

needed to investigate effect of MLW various parameters with respect to pressure drop (..1P)

as well as velocity drop (vlve%) along the room depth (Rd), since they are rarely known.

The body of literature analysed and the issues of ventilation with respect to MLW did not

cover the complete configurations, and hence, work remains to be done.
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3.6. Statement of problem

This section is devoted to setting the hypothetical statement of the current research

based on the review in the aforementioned chapters concerning the climate and architecture

in Jeddah as well as the review on the modulated louvered windows as the source of

natural ventilation in building.

From the literature review it was found that Jeddah is located in a hot-humid

climatic zone and wind-induced ventilation is a main source of human comfort by natural

means. Various ventilation strategies to improve the indoor climate were employed,

amongst which the MLW, as part of Rowshan, was given the most attention. The

application of MLW systems is also found elsewhere. The body of literature pertaining to

this window accessory dealt with its solar control performance and the optimization of its

various dimensions and configurations in relation to natural ventilation is far from being

satisfactory. A number of studies have addressed the need for a comprehensive analysis of

this issue.

In this context, the design of MLW acquires special importance as air mainly flows

inside buildings through its (MLW) apertures. There is a need to move a step forward to

trace more carefully the significance of various MLW components with respect to natural

ventilation. Entire parametric studies are still needed to investigate pressure and velocity

characteristics as function of MLW various components. Therefore the present study will,

through its various appraisal stages, enable the researcher to elaborate on the pressure and

velocity characteristics as functions of the MLW parameters. These are highlighted as the

following:
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• The role of the modulated louvered windows parameters, such as louver

depth (L), aperture (d), angle of inclination (0), free area (AI)' d/L% and

others.

• The thorough investigation of the overall performance In relation to

integrating all variables.

• The external prevailing wind conditions represented in wind speed and

direction.

• The critical MLW configuration when the flow characteristics would

experience major alteration and resistance.

• The room configuration and its contribution to this effect.

• The airflow patterns in relation to the common Rowshan configurations

employed Jeddah.
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CHAPTER 4: NATURAL VENTILATION IN

ARCHITECTURE
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4.1. Introduction

This chapter reviews ventilation and airflow research within buildings with an

emphasis on wind induced natural ventilation. Besides the introduction, it contains four

sections including airflow dynamics in buildings, airflow around buildings, ventilation

within buildings and ends up by highlighting some common techniques employed In

ventilation research.

The first section underlines the basic principles in architectural aerodynamics

including the common mathematical representations of wind induced natural ventilation

around and within buildings. This establishes the ground for the laboratory appraisal of

airflow characteristics across the modulated louvered windows (MLW) that is carried out in

Chapters 6 and 7. The pressure characteristicsaround the structure as a function of wind are

also covered here. Then comes the wind movement around buildings with respect to a

number of determinants including the urban fabric, the topography, building surroundings,

and building geometry in altering the characteristicsof airstreams.

The discussion in respect to natural ventilation within buildings is of importance to

comprehend the various building components and their contribution to natural ventilation

indoors. More emphasis in this section is given to the window as a main source of natural

ventilation in buildings. Window treatments and controls as well as indoor and outdoor

modifications, such as wing-walls and partitions, are also considered. The last section

reviews some of the most common techniques employed in ventilation research and sheds

light on the features and drawbacks of each technique.
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II

4.2. Airflow dynamics in buildings

Architectural aerodynamics in buildings involve a number of complications in the

real environment. As a result a number of mathematical representations of airflow

characteristics within the building are established to assist an understanding of the

dynamics of airflow in buildings. It is worth mentioning that most of the researchers agree

those theoretical representations of flow components are treated with some simplicity and

assumptions (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996) (Awbi, 1991) (Koenigsberger et al. 1977)

(Aynsley et al. 1977) (Massey, 1989) (Maghrabi and Sharples, 1999) (Bittencourt, 1993) .

Despite the fact that in practice they may differ, the assumptions made in the mathematical

models considers that airflow is in steady state and is isothermal. Nevertheless, most of

the equations discussed in the following subsections are considered accurate enough to

examine the airflow around and within the buildings.

4.2.1. Airflow in buildings

The dynamics of airflow within and around buildings is basically caused by the

following variables:

• Wind induced natural ventilation.

• Buoyancy forces caused by temperature difference (stack effect).

The phenomenon of wind induced natural ventilation is simply understood when an

obstacle, such as a building, obstructs the wind causing pressure difference (..1P) across the

windward and leeward sides. When apertures are provided on both walls, cross ventilation

through the building occurs. This depends on many variables discussed in this chapter.

The temperature difference between outside (To) and inside (Ti) the building will also
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contribute to ventilation rates as a function of AT. In low-rise buildings a 10°C

temperature difference could result in an indoor air speed of O.SmJs (Bittencourt, 1993).

The vertical magnitude of temperature differences between different levels within a

building could result in significant ventilation. The phenomenon is known as the stack

effect whereby air ascends to higher floors, and low-pressure zones in lower levels cause

air suction. However, "Stack effect ventilation is not a powerful ventilation mechanism

and has several limitations that reduce its applicability" (Abrams, 1986). In addition, in

warm and hot humid climates the effect of temperature is not significant since external

temperature almost nears or even exceeds limits of comfort zones all year-round. So T;

and To do not suffer much variation. The typical temperature difference ranges from 2°C

to 5°C depending on the thermal mass of building and other variables (Aynsley et aI.

1977), (Fleury, 1990), (Bittencourt, 1993) and (Van Straatan et al. 1965). Wind-induced

natural ventilation is therefore the main factor in assessing thermal comfort in building by

natural means while the stack effect is negligible with the presence of even a slight breeze.

Thus, the effect of stack effect is excluded and not examined in the following discussion.

Evans (1979) has indicated that thermal comfort in buildings relies, to a high extent, on the

energy-free source; i.e. natural ventilation.

4.2.2. Wind induced natural ventilation

The blowing of wind on a structure creates positive and negative pressure zones on

windward and leeward sides, respectively. Low-pressure zones are also created along the

sides of the building and above the roof with the presence of higher wind velocities

(Abrams, 1986). It is important to indicate at this stage that in a hot humid climate, it is the

airflow which should be taken into consideration when assessing human comfort, not the

air changes (Muniz, 1985). Although models identifying air changes per hour (ACH) are
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important in ventilation research they are not addressed here for the above-mentioned

reason.

The highest-pressure drop arises when wind is perpendicular to the building

(Evans, 1979). The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-conditioning

Engineers (ASHRAE) Handbook of Fundamentals (1985) states that wind pressure (Pw) is

a function of the square of wind velocity (V) and expressed as follows:

(4.1)

where

Pw = wind pressure (Pa)

Cp = static pressure coefficient

p = air density (Kg/m3)

v = wind speed at datum level (rn/s)

The magnitude of pressure on windward side for a square or a rectangular structure

varies from 0.5 to 0.9 times the velocity pressure (Pw). On the downwind side, the pressure

is negative from -0.3 to -0.9 the velocity pressure (Abrams, 1986). The ASHRAE

Handbook of Fundamentals (1985) and the Chartered Institution of Building Services

Engineers (CIBSE) (1976) have similar values for these figures. The magnitude of

pressure is usually described as the pressure coefficient (Cp) and is the ratio of the total

Wind pressure acting on the building. It is dependent mainly on the type of flow, whether

turbulent or laminar, and building geometry as will be mentioned later here (Etheridge and
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Sandberg, 1996). The surroundings such as topography and terrain type, may also have

some effects on the pressure (BRE, 1978) and (Awbi, 1991). Pressure coefficient

represents only a single point on building surface and is obtained through direct

measurements or through wind tunnel models. Values of Cp on a number of buitnings

geometries are found in (BS, 1980) and in (Liddament, 1986) and others.

4.2.3. Equations of airflow mechanisms

The mathematical models to calculate the volumetric fluid flow (Q) across an

orifice are related to a large extent to the pressure difference (AP) across the orifice. These

models are represented in a form of flow network consisting of a number of nodes where

each node is then represented by a number of equations. Some of these models are

mentioned in the following subsections.

4.2.3.1. Common orifice flow equation

In buildings with large apertures, the airflow (Q) seems turbulent under normal

pressure (Awbi, 1991). The common orifice flow equation represents the turbulent airflow

with large openings in the building as being proportional to the square root of the pressure

difference across the aperture. It is expressed as follows:

(4.2)

where

Cr discharge coefficient of an opening.

A = openings area (rrr')
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L1P= pressure drop across the opening (Pa)

p = air density (Kg/mJ)

The discharge coefficient (Cd) for a sharp-edged orifice flow is 0.61 and is independent of

the Reynolds number (Re) (see section 4.2.7). Etheridge (1977) noted that Cd is not

observed in most buildings due to the configuration of the openings and the variations in

pressure difference depending on inside and outside building conditions determining the

effective leakage areas, Cd A, either through pressurisation and depressurisation tests or

directly from the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals (1985).

4.2.3.2. Power law and quadratic airflow model equations

The validity of the power law and quadratic airflow model equations have been

investigated by many researchers in ventilation studies to set standards for building envelopes,

ventilation requirements and many other infiltration models. Both calculation methods have

been broadly accepted and the discussion as which is the most suitable one to apply is still

ongoing. In general the power law equation has been widely used to describe the relationship

between differential pressure (LiP) and the volumetric flow rate (Q) through various ranges of

apertures in buildings such as gaps around doors and windows, cracks, slits, etc, (Sherman et

al. 1979), (Liddament, 1987), (ASTM Standard E779, 1982), (CGSB Standard 149.l0-M86,

1986), (ISO Standard, 1995), (Awbi, 1991) and (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996). (Liddament,

1987) considers the power law function as best to fit measurements of air infiltration within

buildings. The power law function is expressed as:

L1P = aQ" (4.3)

where:
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M = pressure drop across orifice (Pa)

a' = is a constant proportional to the effective leakage area of the crack (rrr'Is Pa),

Q = is the volwne flow rate (m3/s) n = is the exponent.

But equations of this type, however, are not dimensionally homogeneous because they do not

obey Reynolds law of similitude (Etheridge, 1987). Equation 4.3 gives the function of

pressure drop for a known Q. Alternatively, the flow rate can be expressed in another form:

Q=a·(Mt (4.4)

where a = fT~d

The flow exponent n was determined to be the square root of pressure as the flow rate is

almost proportional to the square root of M (Shennan et al. 1979), (Dick, 1950). On the other

hand, Walker et al. (1998) suggested that n has a value of 0.5 for fully developed turbulent

flows and I for laminar flow. This formulation is called the square law. But this relationship

does not fit in practice for a number ofreasons(Hopkins and Hansford 1974):

• Due to distortion of the crack, the increase in M would be accompanied by an

increase in aperture area.

• The value of the Cd of the orifice plate equation that is used to estimate the

leakage area was asswned constant. Hence, any change in the discharge

coefficient would result in deviation from the theory.

• The approximation in square law equation could not be applied for all types of

cracks and their various configurations and differential pressures.
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Alternatively, other researchers in the field applied the quadratic model equation.

Etheridge (1987) (1997) (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996) prefer the quadratic equation

method to determine the air infiltration. Baker et al. (1987) stated "Although the quadratic

disregards the existence of a critical velocity of transition between streamline and turbulence

flow, it has the practical advantage that at both extremes, i.e. Q ~ 0 and Q ~ C(), it gives the

correct forms corresponding respectively to laminar flow and to complete turbulence. The

coefficients A and B remain independent to the rate offlow", This formulation is expressed as

follows:

M=AQ+BQ2 (4.5)

where

A = the flow coefficient for fully developed laminar friction losses [CPasj/m"].

B = the coefficient of entry, exit and turbulent flow losses [CPas2)/m6].

Practitioners have also found that the quadratic is better in estimating leakage areas

through cracks and that it gives a better fit to the data obtained from their pressurisation and

depressurisation experimental results as found in (Thomas and Evans, 1951), (Baker et al.

1987), (Yakubu, 1990), (Yakubu and Sharples, 1991) and recently in Maghrabi and Sharples

(1999). The quadratic equation had some theoretical validity by using the basic flow equation

for laminar flow through infinite parallel plates and it is dimensionally homogenous (Fox and

MacDonald, 1978).

Coefficients A and B are determined by the standard fluid mechanics principles:
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(4.6)

(4.7)

where

J.i = the dynamic viscosity (kg/ms)

z = the plate length (m)

L= the breadth of the plate (m)

d = the gap thickness(m)

p = the fluid density (kg/nr')

Y = a factor depending on crack geometry.

Substituting coefficients A and B in Eq. (4.5):

(4.8)

The factor of loss coefficient as a function of crack geometry is assumed to be 1.5, 2.5

and 3.5 for straight crack, L-shaped crack and double crack respectively (Baker et al. 1987).

Hence, loss coefficient is increasing with a value of 1 for each sharp bend (Baker et al. 1987).

Awbi (1991) pointed out that some researchers had compared these models equations at

higher pressures and they found that both equations in the form of quadratic and power-law

models were identical. He added, "However, this study was by no means conclusive and
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more test cases are needed before a true assessment of the two equations can be achieved at

low pressure ranges H. The latter quotation establishes a solid base for the further comparison

between these models with respect to the type of window in hand: the modulated louvered

windows.

4.2.4. Airflow calculation models

A number of calculation models are reported here with several references. As it

was indicated previously, these model equations are developed with some simplifications.

4.2.4.1. ASHRAE model

The ASHRAE model (1985) of the volumetric flow of air is expressed as follows:

where

Q = volumetric air flow (m3/s)

Cd= effectiveness of the opening (discharge coefficient), 0.5 to 0.6 for perpendicular wind

and 0.25 to 0.35 for diagonal wind.

A= free area of inlet opening (m2)

V=wind velocity (m/s)

One advantage of this model is that only two variables are involved; wind velocity

and area of the opening. However, the simplicity of this equation may have some

drawbacks when applied in prediction. The equation does not take into account cases
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when inlet and outlet areas are not equal in dimensions. In architecture the areas of inlet

and outlet may vary depending on many factors. Moreover, as indicated by Aynsley

(1982), the model does not account for surroundings such as topographic features,

vegetations or other obstructions. On the scale of a window, no consideration is given to

the location and size of the inlet or any treatments.

4.2.4.2. The discharge method

The algorithm produced by Aynsley (Aynsley et al. 1977), (1979) (1982) takes

into account the Cd for each opening along with the pressure coefficient (Pc) for both

windward and leeward openings. The model represents a higher degree of efficiency in

predicting airflow rates since a balance between simplicity and accuracy is obtained

(Bittencourt, 1993). The model covers a number of openings in series and is presented as

follows:

Q=

0.5

(4.10)

where

Q = airflow rate (m3/s)

Cpw = windward pressure coefficient

Cpt = leeward pressure coefficient

Vz =mean wind velocity at z height above the ground (rooflevel) (m/s)
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A2 = internal opening area (m2)

n = number of openings in series

Cd= discharge coefficient of an opening

The wind incidence would have an effect on the inlet area (AI). The AI is then

corrected with respect to the projection of the opening area that is perpendicular to wind

speed. But when wind incidence is greater than 60° then the representation of AI becomes

more complicated (Aynsley, 1988). In addition, wind pressure characteristics could be

estimated directly for a solid building or with a wall opening less than 10% of wall area

(Lee et al. 1980). However, in cases where the opening area exceeds 20% of wall area Cp

could not be estimated except from real measurements or wind tunnel tests. The difficulty

of obtaining Cp inside the building when the flow is divided into a number of branches

adds another disadvantage to the model equation (Al-Megren, 1987).

4.2.4.3. British Standards (BS)

The formula of airflow rate due to wind developed by the British Standards (BS

5925) (1980) for single sided ventilation is represented as:

Q= 0.025AV (4.11 )

where

Q = airflow rate (m3/s)

A = inlet area (m2)
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V=wind velocity (mls)

However, in tropical areas more concern is given to cross ventilation that requires openings

at windward and downwind sides. The BS 5925 (BS, 1980) algorithm for the cross

ventilation due to wind only assumes the two-dimensional flow through a building with

openings on opposite walls, and ignoring internal partition, to be as follows (see Figure

4.1):

where

v

Figure (4.1): BS 5925 for cross ventilation due to wind
only. (After Awbi 1990)

(4.12)

Q = airflow rate (m3/s)

A = inlet area (m2)

Cd= discharge coefficient of an opening

v = wind velocity (mls)

C; = Pressure Coefficient
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And the total equivalent area when openings are in series is:

(4.13)

Where AJ and A2 are inlet area for openings in parallel on windward side and A3 and A4 are

the outlet area in parallel on leeward side as shown from the Figure. The equivalent area

employed here could be from the actual opening area for large windows. But in the case

where window treatments are applied, such as MLW, the equivalent area has to be taken

empirically. For parallel openings, the overall equivalent area is calculated by

arithmetically adding the openings. But when openings are in series the equivalent area is

obtained by the addition of the inverse square root of the total areas (Awbi, 1991).

4.2.4.4. CIBSE method

The estimation of flow rates covered by the Chartered Institution of Building

Services Engineers (CIBSE) is known as the CIBSE-method (1976). The discharge

coefficient (Cp=0.65) is considered constant for all openings and it is expressed as:

Q = 0.827 A(MtS (4.14)

where

Q = airflow rate (m3/s)

A = Total area (rrr')

~P = the pressure drop across the orifice (Pa)
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When a number of openings in parallel are involved then the equivalent area represents the

summation of the total areas of the openings:

(4.15)

where

Al = inlet area on windward side (m')

An = inlet area on downwind side (rrr')

With openings in series the effective equivalent area is obtained graphically for a number

of A/AI % as in Figure 4.2. Alternatively, it is mathematically obtained using the

following equation:

(4.16)
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Figure (4.2): The effective equivalent area of two
openings in series. (CIBSE 1976) (Bittencourt 1993)

A quantitative comparison between some of the models mentioned earlier along with other

models was carried out by Al-Megren (1987). The comparison was based on a single

square room with two windows in series. The window area was 15% of the wall area and
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was located at approximately 2.2m heights from the ground level. AI-Megren indicated

that various models examined had quite different results although the study was conducted

on a single room. He added, "Significant differences are therefore expected when

computations are performed for larger buildings". The variations were referred to a

number of factors one of which of concern here being the window treatments "Some

models do not account for some of the variables that extremely affect the flow, such as

window screens".
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Figure (4.3): The flow regimes around various shapes.
(Aynsley et al 1977)

4.2.5. Pressure characteristics around buildings

When airstreams hit an object, they create flow regions depending on the

characteristics of that object. The three regions that are mainly found around the object

include freestream, wake and shear layer. In architectural aerodynamics these are known

as flow fields (Aynsley et al. 1977). As shown in Figure 4.3, the freestream is a

continuation of the flow airstreams of wind. Roughly speaking, when representing these
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airstreams of wind into graphical parallel lines, they become more condense as function of

building shape. The shear-layer is formed as a separation between the freestream and the

wake zone where re-circulation and vortex form behind the shear layer. Around a

streamed-lined body (see Appendix A.l), the free stream moves adjacent to the body and

the pressure increases depending on the curvature of the body. The wake region is

minimized and the pressure around it contributes to lift and drag forces (Aynsley et al.

1977). The forces are components of the wind velocity force over the body. Lift-forces

tend to deflect airstreams in perpendicular to wind direction, and drag-forces are dragged

parallel to the airstreams direction. The developments of the three regions are more

obvious with bluff bodies and sharp-edged elements (Appendix A.l). In architecture, the

bluff bodies represented in square or rectangular building shapes are employed more than

the streamlined building forms. Therefore, some detailed description of the pressure fields

around bluff bodies is mentioned, bearing in mind that the presence of more than 20% of

aperture to wall area will have different pressures characteristics (Lee et al. 1980).

The pressure fields are formed as function of flow separations as well as of the

building shape. As shown in Appendix A.1, "The algebraic sum of the pressure, kinetic

energy per unit volume, potential energy per unit volume has the same value of any two

points on a streamline" (Bittencourt, 1993). The equation is expressed as follows:
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Horizontal dotu,"

Figure (4.4): The flow field where the Bernoulli's
equation could be valid. (Aynsley et al. 1977)

2 2p.VmJ D p.Vm2
P; + +p.g.z, = £2 + +P·g,Z22 2

where:

P = static pressure (Pa)

(4.17)

p = density of fluid (Kg/m3)

Vm =mean velocity

g = gravitational acceleration (m/s')

z = height above a horizontal reference datum (m)

The above equation is known as Bernoulli equation (Figure 4.4) (Aynsley et al.

1977) and is valid with steady flow. In low-rise buildings, gravity is negligible and air

density constant, hence the third term of the equation, pg z, could be omitted:
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pVm2

P +' = Constant
2

(4.18)

showing that the pressure decreases with the enhancement of the wind speed and vice

versa. On the other hand, Vm is significantly reduced as it reaches the centre of the

windward side of the bluff body, say at point a, and the pressure is expressed as follows:

(4.19)

It is also called stagnation pressure (see Appendix A.l). But at any other point far from the

centre on the windward wall, say point b, the acting pressure is significantly more than that

recorded at free stream Ph> P and Vm; <Vm and lift-forces occur. The developments and

separations of the flow regions occur at far edges of the windward wall, say point c, and

Vme '2:Vm and Peg. However, within the shear layer, say at point d, it is evident that Vmd

:>Vm and P~P. The suction zone where wake region occurs turbulent vortex and eddies

are developed and the pressure at point, say e, is the average Pe-)P d (Aynsley et al. 1977).

At certain distance from the leeward side the flow regions may join and redevelop in a

form of a fresh freestream dependent on a number of factors amongst which the urban

tissue and building configuration are of interest to the current study. In such phenomenon,

Bernoulli equation is valid at the freestream region and could not be employed at the other

regions of flow, i.e. shear layer and wake zone (Aynsley et al. 1977) and (Massey, 1989).

The behaviour of the wind pressure when blocked by the building is also dependent

on the shape and orientation of the structure (Aynsley et al. 1977), (Markus and Morris,

1980) and (Sawachi et al. 1999). The peak wind pressure (positive pressure) is near the
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centre on the windward side of the building and the suction (negative pressure) peaks at

Comers and edges as seen in Figure 4.5 (Markus and Morris, 1980).

4.2.6. Laminar and turbulent flows

The flow is known as laminar when a streamline is in steady state and where

pressure and velocity are independent of time. But when the velocity profile is affected by

the presence of aperture, for instance, this would cause instability to the flow due to

velocity disturbances. This represents one way of flow turbulence due to velocity

disturbances. The turbulence in flow is dependent, to a high extent, on the frequencies of

Fill. 8.4 Pressure distri-
bution on walls (from
Newberry and Eaton
[5 J).

Suction
Directlo~
of wind --.....

Plan: Rectangular building

Direction
of wind ----

B

(a) Wind on face A (b) Wind on face B

Figure (4.5): The pressure distribution on the walls of various
buildings shapes. (Markus & Morris 1980)

the disturbances, velocity profile and the Reynolds number at which flow is considered

turbulent. Etheridge and Sandberg (1996) stated, "These factors determine whether or not

transition to turbulence takes place, and the length of the so-called transition region which

separates the completely laminar and fully turbulent parts of the flow". High Reynolds

numbers are usually considered turbulent in architecture aerodynamics.
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4.2.7. The Reynolds number

Reynolds number is the ratio measure of two different forces acting on the elements

of air where these forces are the inertial force and the viscous force (Etheridge and

Sandberg, 1996), (Al-Jawadi, 1986) and (Aynsley et al. 1977). In physical terms, the

inertial force is, "The blocking force generated by the frontal impact of the streamline

against a barrier" and the latter is, "Theforce made up to the viscous actions between air

strata" (Bittencourt, 1993). The inertial forces around streamlined bodies are small and

increases with blunt structures. On the other hand, the viscous force is reduced at the latter

type of structures and is high with aerodynamic shapes (Bittencourt, 1993). The Reynolds

number is given by:

Re = p.U2.L2 = p.U.L
f./..U.L f./.

(4.20)

where

p = air density (Kg/m3)

U = wind velocity (m/s)

L = Length of the structure (m)

u = Dynamic viscosity (Kg/ms)

The above equation clearly shows that high Reynolds number indicates low dynamic

viscosity and vice versa. In natural ventilation in warm climates both p and f./. could be

considered constant (Aynsley et al. 1977). Then this leaves us with the only two variables

U and L which are the representatives of the two forces involved. The physical
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interpretation of this in architecture aerodynamics is that the blockage caused by L

dimension could, to a high extent, determine the behaviour of the flow from laminar to

fully turbulent.

The value under which the Re is considered laminar or turbulent is not fixed.

Depending on the frictional forces, it is ranged from 105 to 3.6x106 and is called the

critical Re (Melaragno, 1982) (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996). Above this, the range of

transition indicates that boundary layer is turbulent as the functional increase of frictional

forces. In the opposite, low critical Re indicates reduction in the frictional forces and the

boundary layer is more likely laminar.

The Re of the structure differs from that across an aperture or those smaller

components. The flow through MLW is more likely a piped flow and the critical value of

Re to consider laminar or turbulent flow is also not fixed. In most cases if Re value

exceeds 2000 then the jet flow is considered turbulent. Etheridge and Sandberg (1996)

mention that some studies showed that fully turbulent flow could be of about 4000.

Similarly, Massey (1989) indicated that the critical Re for the later flow regime ranged

from 2000 to 4000.

4.2.8. Flow regime through bounded flow

Amongst the flow regimes through an aperture, the regime of flow through the

reviewed MLW seemed to fall under the piped flow regime or bounded flow regime. A

number of factors affect the flow regime through piped object. Frictional losses are the

most important in causing resistance to the fluid flow as a function of pipe roughness,

kinematics' viscosity and pipe shape (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996), (Awbi, 1991). Entry

and exit diameters of an inlet added to any diversion of flow within the pipe, such as elbow
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shaped pipe or louvers tilted to various inclinations, would share head losses (Massey,

1989). Figure 4.6 shows the graphical representations of flow separation and reattachment

on the entry of the bounded shape such as the MLW. It is obvious that eddies and

turbulent bubbles occur just at the entry edge as functions to the sharpness of the edge.

With sharp-edged inlets, the reattachment occurs some distance away from separation

while with more smooth-edged inlets, the reattachment distance is reduced and the flow of

turbulent bubbles is diminished. The head losses vary with the Pw and are represented as

follows:

Figure (4.6): The flow separation and reattachment on the entry through louvers.

K=CPw (4.21)

where

K = the head loss

C = coefficient obtained from experimental measurements

Pw = velocity pressure (Pa)
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The value of C differs from the entry and exit of an inlet. Baker et al. (1986)

investigated the airflow through perforated screens at small-scale pressure difference and

recommended that the value of C at entry side of an inlet be 0.5 and at exit side of the inlet

1. The latter value of C is correspondent to exit losses when the airstreams within the pipe

leave it into the freestream inside the room or the enclosure. The governing principles of

the flow regime at exiting side of an inlet are discussed in the following section.

4.2.9. Air Jets

The principles of air jets are mainly encountered with the mechanical ventilation

systems where, "Air jets are used to mix the processed air from the plant with the room

air" (Awbi, 1991). Similar principles of air jets are encountered with cross ventilation.

Roughly there are two types of jets, namely the free air jet and the wall jet. Both

phenomena are discussed here since they are directly relevant to the flow regime

encountered through the reviewed modulated louvered windows.

4.2.9.1.Free air Jet

The free air jet occurs when air leaves an aperture or a nozzle and travels into the

space where no solid boundaries affect the flow patterns. "The static pressure within the

jet is the same as the static pressure of the surrounding space" (Awbi, 1991). The velocity

magnitude increases at the jet centerline and a free shear layer is developed around the

edges of the regime. The shear layers from both sides shape jet boundaries as an indication

of the velocity discontinuity and they expand as function of distance from the opening.

The downstream flow becomes more turbulent as function of the distance from the opening

due to the velocity reduction in air jet. Four zones of free jets are developed depending on

the variation of velocity centerline caused by distance from the opening; potential core
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region, characteristic decay region, asymmetric decay region and terminal decay region

(Appendix A.2).

4.2.9.2. Wall Jet

The Wall jet effect occurs when the fluid inside the space flow is adjacent to a flat

surface and the velocity magnitude moves parallel to that surface. This phenomenon is

widely know as Coanda effect (Awbi, 1991), (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996), where the

jet keeps attached to the surface recording the highest velocity near it till reaching the

opposite wall where it then deflects downward in the room. The shear layer here is

developed only from the other side of the surface and expands in a proportional and similar

fashion to the free air jet. In architectural aerodynamics, the wall jet could produce some

sort of draught within the living room specifically when the re-circulation of air, such as

cross ventilation, is not present. In this case, two zones of wall jets are developed

including potential core and the characteristics decay (see Appendix A.3).

4.3. Natural ventilation around buildings

There are a number of parameters affecting airflow around buildings. Some are

referred to the environment and surroundings while others are related to the building

geometry. Of the first determinant, the type of terrain, topography, streets and alleys, and

landscape are of most significance. On the other hand, building determinants include array

and distribution of buildings, building shape and orientation. These are discussed here in

brief as they are not directly relevant to the current study.

The global wind circulation in the atmosphere follows two dominant directions of

circulation, horizontal and vertical, and each circulation dimension is dependent on the
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other (Koenigs berger et al. 1977), (Markus and Morris, 1980). Wind flow across the

earth's landscape is subjected to frictional effects depending on the type of terrain.

Appendices A.4 and A.S shows the various types of terrain and their characteristic

roughness. The mean velocity at the surface is zero and velocity ingredient increases

exponentially until reaching the gradient height where wind velocity becomes free from the

terrain effect (Koenigsberger et al. 1977), (Markus and Morris, 1980), (Aynsley et al.

1977) and (AI-Jawadi, 1986). The hilly and mountainous sites have an effect on wind

patterns, directions and velocities that differ from that of valleys, sea level or open country.

As far as the building concerned, wind velocity and pattern profiles are distorted in

the three dimensional airstreams when hitting buildings' external walls and roofs causing

various positive and negative pressure zones as discussed earlier. These zones occur due

to blockage of airflow added to the roughness of the urban fabric. Roughly speaking, the

4.7.a: Gridiron pattern distribution 4.7.b: Staggered pattern distribution

Figure (4.7): The flow patterns around buildings as a function to the
building arrays and distributions. (Koenigsberger et al. 1977)

staggered buildings distribution has some preference over the gridiron distribution since it

eliminates the stagnant air zones and the wind-shadow zones (Figure 4.7). A correction is

therefore needed: the spaces between both buildings in the downwind should be six times

the building height (Koenigsberger et al. 1977). These guidelines are of extreme
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importance in respect to the warm climate where cross ventilation is needed for almost

every single building within the settlement.

Building shape and orientation also have an effect on the acting wind force.

Similarly, the magnitudes of alleys and streets between scattered or uniform building

distributions will affect directly the inertia of air. Wind between buildings is weakened

and even fades in sheltered streets with irregularities in direction. On the other hand, wind

speed is recovered with wider streets parallel to breeze. This provides a sound solution in

humid climates (Koenigsberger et al. 1977), (Kaizer, 1984), (Konya, 1980) and (Al-Lyaly,

1990). Recalling this in conjunction with the streets and alleys layout in Jeddah mentioned

previously (section 2.5.4) we would acknowledge the presence of wider streets radiating

from the waterfronts that channelled air into the settlement.

4.4. Natural ventilation within building

As discussed in the previous Chapter (section 3.2), the type of window has a direct

effect on the ventilation characteristics within the room. Additionally, there are a number

of other parameters governing natural ventilation inside buildings. These are underlined

here in details.

4.4.1. Inlet/outlet ratio (A/Ao%)

The airflow characteristic around the structure is a function of the ratio of aperture

to wall area in both sides of the structure (Lee et al. 1980). Based on a given outdoor

velocity, the ratio of inlet/outlet (A/Ao%) has a sound contribution to the average indoor air

Velocity. This was concluded when the effect of window size on indoor air motion was

examined. Givoni (1965) concluded that the dimension of the smaller opening, i.e. inlet or
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outlet, would determine the indoor air velocity. Chandra (1983) supported this conclusion

where airflow within a room was affected by the smaller area Ai or Ao. Consequently, an

equation was developed:

(4.22)

For a given inlet opening, a considerable increase in the airflow is found

proportional to the increase in outlet area (Ao). This was indicated by both Holleman

(1951) and Chand (1970) when the impact of the relative sizes of windows on the

magnitude of indoor ventilation was examined over a number of outlet areas for a given

windward opening (Ai). As shown in Figure 4.8, Chand (Chand, 1970) found that the
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Figure (4.8): The effect of AoIAi% to average indoor air
velocity (vi/ve%). Highest average of velocity indoors was
found when AoIAi=2.S. (Chand 1970)

maximum air velocity inside the room was obtained when AJAF2.S and when no further

value had much significance. Similarly, Sobin (1983) indicated that any reduction in the
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inlet area to the outlet area would have major contribution to average indoor speed. Sobin

found that the highest average values of velocity indoors were for AJA; ranges from 1.0-

2.25. In contrast, when the size of the inlet is larger than the outlet, a more uniform pattern

of air distribution was found (see Figure 4.9) and the speed increased as it approached the

outlet (Chand, 1970).

In general, larger outlets favour air speed to increase near the inlet and vice versa

(Abrams, 1986). Yet, larger windward openings are preferred with the presence of wind

incidences or when the flow through the entire room was required (Koenigs berger et al.

1977). The latter provides an optimum alternative for the warm and humid climates where

cross ventilation is needed for almost every single space within the structure.
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Figure (4.9): The effect of Ai/Ao% to average indoor air
velocity (vi/ve%) showing that the increase in Ai/Ao> l did
not improve the average indoor air velocity. (Chand
1970)
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The aperture width has also some influence on the ratio indoor air velocity to

outdoor (v/ve%). The work of Givoni (1965) compared various window widths against the

wall width and found an increase of 5-20% in the averaged v/ve%. Further, Kukreja

(1978) noted that this increase could extend to nearly 35% when window width/wall width

is nearly 75%. The optimum fenestration to wall ratio on the windward side is 30-50%

(Chand, 1970).

The increase in aperture width also has a substantial effect on air motion inside the

room, more than its increase in height. The work of Sobin (1981) mentioned earlier
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Figure (4.10): The three opening shapes examined under various wind
directions and showing the preference of the horizontally-shaped inlets
compare to other shapes. (Sobin, 1981)

compared the horizontal and vertical openings against the simple square opening. The

three shapes were investigated under five different wind directions ranging from 0° to 180°

at intervals of 45°. The study concluded that the horizontal opening shape was superior to

both vertical and simple square ones at wind incidences examined as shown in Figure 4.10.
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4.4.2. Window location

Location of the window could share in the flow within the room, especially when

considering wind incidences. The location of aperture within the wall creates pressure

zones on and velocity components around it. These pressure zones and velocity

magnitudes have an effect on the flow of air inside the room. Relatively speaking, the flow

is either straight or skewed with respect to window location. Evans (1979) indicated that

the flow within the room follows a similar direction if the window is located in the centre

of the wall. However, patterns would deviate towards the wall if the window was located

off-centre. The flow could also be directed upwards or downwards within a room if the

Window was located off-centre as illustrated in Figure 4.11. Flow passing through the

window in the upper floors is forced upwards while in the case of the window in ground

floor the flow is directed downwards. Similarly, the flow entering a building is skewed by

the horizontal location of the window. An example of this is shown in the previous Figure

where the pressure build-up in front of the elevation governs the direction of indoor

airstreams independently from leeward opening location.

The arrangement of both windward and leeward apertures contributes directly to

flow variations and therefore to velocity magnitudes occurring. Basically, a leeward

aperture in respect to the inlet is either located in series or adjacent on a sidewall. For a

given inlet and outlet sizes, airstreams flowed unchanged with some eddies occurring on

the corner of the room and slight flow along sidewalls (Givoni, 1981). The latter finding

Was with perpendicular wind, 90°, and when oblique wind was present, 45°, better

circulation on sidewalls and around corners was obtained. Additionally, the latter wind

direction to the inlet openings has some preference over the perpendicular wind from the

Velocity magnitude. As shown in Figure 4.12 the oblique winds produced better
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ventilation efficiencies than perpendicular wind in all cases examined. Nevertheless

perpendicular wind was more effective when the two apertures were adjacent. Other

researchers, as stated by Bittencourt (1993), may not support the latter statements, "The

lateral apertures can only partially compensate for the reduction in the airflow rates if

they have predominantly horizontal shapes".

The inlet height is also effective in directing air within the room. Air movement is

regularly directed to the living zone up to 2m high. Koenigsberger et al (1977) indicated

Plan

~

S·:;''''?i:

Figure (4.11): The flow pattern indoors as a function of
window location. (Koenigsberger et al.1977)

that the location of the inlet is a more determinant factor than that related to the outlet.

Melaragno (1982) noted the importance of the relative heights of both inlet and outlet.

Interestingly, locating inlet higher than outlet or vice versa would provide better flow
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regimes in all vertical layers in the space including flow around body level or living zone.

On the other hand, positioning the outlet in various heights affected neither the incoming

air nor the pattern of the flow (Holleman, 1951), (Givoni, 1981), (Olgyay and Olgyay,

1976).

The vertical location and type are the main controls of indoor flow patterns (Muniz,

1985). Bowen (Bowen, 1983) demonstrated a number of sketches of flow patterns within

the room as a function of various parameters mentioned in the section.
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Figure (4.12): The effect of wind direction and the windward
opening size on the average air velocity indoors. (Koenigsberger et
al.I977), (Givoni 1981)

4.4.3. Window orientation

Building orientation is a significant task for designers when considering the

environmental variables. Similarly the window design, on the scale of an aperture, is of

appreciable importance. The orientation of a window in relation to the wind angle of
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incidence was found to be much more important than the size. But when using window

controls (such as a solar shading device or a MLW) the case may differ; "In ventilated

buildings with effectively shaded windows the internal temperatures are virtually

independent of orientation "(Givoni, 1981).

4.4.4. Controls

The discussion of the window design in tropics is related, to a high extent, to

window control systems (Koenigsberger et al. 1977), (Givoni, 1981), (Muniz, 1985),

(Olgyay and Olgyay, 1976), (Bittencourt, 1993), (Yannas, 1990) (Kukerja, 1978) (Oliveira

and Bittencourt, 1998) and (Sharples and Maghrabi, 2000). In other words, the need to

control the environmental aspects, including sun radiation, glare, rain and ventilation

through the window, are borne in mind with the control systems. The protection from

direct solar radiations as well as controlling the airflow patterns indoors have been the

major consideration behind using the shading devices. As stated previously, window

controls in tropics should have the utmost attention (Muniz 1985).

Two controls such as horizontal louvers, vertical louvers, combination of both

louvers (known as egg-crates) and perforated block were discussed in details in section 3.3.

The overhangs incorporate slotted hood, solid hood, louvered hood and projected ceiling.

They may be found under different names though their concept is still the same. Various

studies have been carried out to study the effect of each type over natural ventilation

performances. Vertical louvers tend to reduce the effect of ventilation efficiencies with

oblique winds. But with oblique louver angles this louver favours wind incidence similar

to the angles and produces better performances (Figure 4.10). Bowen (1983) and Caudill

and Reeds (1952) studied the effect of some typical overhangs over the flow pattern inside
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the room and found that both louvered hood and slotted hood controls cause a downwards

flow pattern while the solid hood tends to cause an upward flow in the room.

Window screens (mosquito-screens) also have some effect on the velocity drop

based on the porosity percentage as well as their material. Abrams (1986) indicated that

the frequently used screens reduce air velocity by 50%. More precisely, other researchers

studied the effect of screen materials on that drop and found that cotton, nylon, bronze-

wire and plastic screens reduce velocity by 70%, 35%, 21% and 29% respectively,

depending on the sheet perforations (Koenigsberger et al. 1977), (Chandra, 1982). A

recent work (Oliveira and Bittencourt, 1998) highlighted the significance of velocity

reduction as a function of mosquito-screens. When indoor velocity through two windows,

louvered window and louvered window supplied with a mosquito-screen, was observed

against an open window, the reduction as a function of the latter setup was more evident

than the former under all wind indices observed, as illustrated in Figure 3.18. This is an

important issue in the tropics where windows should be opened most of the day, for cross

ventilation is needed while mosquitoes and other insects must be kept out of living area.

4.4.5. Wing-walls and projections

In certain circumstances where the window location does not experience much

wind or is facing downwind, the use of vertical projections that are stepped out of the

elevation surface may assist natural ventilation. Wing-walls are outdoor vertical

projections made either from a solid or porous wall, such as perforated blocks (Bittencourt,

1993). The design and location are particularly significant since they create sub-zonal

locations around windows with different pressure, and hence, cause ventilation as

illustrated in 4.13. For a simple room, the inadequacy in positioning the wing-walls
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around both windows could obstruct the airflow through and hence cause draught as seen

from the previous figure (Fleury, 1990) (Boutet, 1987). In the case of single sided

ventilation, wing-walls could also be a solution to enhance natural ventilation, specifically

when accompanied with oblique winds. In this situation, the wing-walls would act as wind

Figure (4.13): The effect of wing-walls in modifying and enhancing
indoor flow patterns. (Fleury, 1990), (Koenigsberger, 1977) and
(Boutet 1987)

catchers (Figure 4.14). The application of perforated blocks could reduce the pressure

build up around windows, which reduces inference and flow turbulence near the window

occurring at higher wind velocities.

The effect of wing-walls with eaves on the velocity inside three adjacent rooms is

shown in Appendix (A.6) (Aynsley et al. 1977). The velocity coefficient for the three

rooms (Cv), which is the ratio of average indoor speed against free wind speed at 10m of

elevation in an open field, was plotted against various wind angles ranged from 0° to 75° at

IS° intervals. The effect of wing-wall was clear on the downwind room, especially with
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diagonal winds. In contrast, the introduction of a wing-wall had a reverse effect on the

other rooms. C;was reduced in proportion to more skewed winds. Evans (1980) indicated

that the technique was useful in many critical situations when the freestream was parallel

to window panel (w;=900) where cross ventilation was achieved by controlling the external

walls with various lengths.
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Figure (4.14): The mean indoor air velocity for a single sided ventilation
was improved with the presence of wing-walls. (Givoni, 1981)
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In hot humid climates, cross ventilation efficiency is the means by which human

comfort is achieved, unlike other climates where the hourly air changes (ACH) are the

sources of comfort (Muniz, 1985). The distribution of airflow within the building should

vary with respect to the functions of the rooms. Such rooms where occupants' activities
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occur at set locations should have concentrated flow regimes (Bittencourt, 1993). An

example of this is the bedroom or bathroom where concentrated airflow with higher

velocities is required. Other enclosures such as the living room require a uniform

distribution of air. Thus the design of such a space should provide adequate and uniform

distribution of air and avoid wind-shadowed or still-air areas within the room (Caudill and

Reed, 1952), (Bittencourt, 1993).

When endowing the room with appropriate openings, then the room depth, length

and height would have little effect on the airflow as was quoted by both Caudill and Reed

(1952) and Muniz (1985). The effect on the length may have some significance for

diagonal winds as indicated by Caudill and Reeds (1952). This, however, is not supported

by other research findings. For example, Givoni's (1981) showed that the velocity

reduction is dependent on the room depth as shown in Figure (4.12). Additionally another

study has shown the influence of ceiling height and depth on the flow pattern indoors

(Sharples and Maghrabi, 2000). When using controls that deflect air towards the ceiling,

the stack effect will be negligible due to the breeze speed. Evans (1979) noted that flow

near the ceiling helps remove the hot air build-up but may not necessarily cause a cooling

sensation to occupants. As discussed before in section (4.2.9.2) this is due to the Coanda

effect when air flows adjacently to the ceiling until reaching the outlet and is not diverted

into the living zone.

4.4.7. Internal partitioning and sub-divisions

Most airflow studies are conducted using a single room with windward and leeward

openings. However, airflow within a building normally passes by a number of zones

before reaching the outlet. These zones are usually divided by walls or partitions which
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sub-divide the building, and hence, would have a major effect on branching and

channelling the flow indoors. Internal partitions have a great effect on flow pattern,

direction and speed of air before leaving through the outlet. Givoni (1981) studied the

effect of sub-divisions on the distribution of average internal speed (Vi) and found that the

reduction ranged from 44.5% to 30.5%. He concluded that higher average Vi was obtained

when the partitions were placed near the outlet as compared to the inlet. One solution

suggested to reduce flow resistance caused by partitions was the application of porous

partitions (Koenigsberger et al. 1977), (Al-Lyaly, 1990), (Bittencourt, 1993). This

recommendation is not new but rather was employed in traditional architectures in the

tropics such as in Jeddah, Yemen, Brazil, etc. However, the application of porous

partitions may interfere with other aspects such as privacy and noise controls as noted by

Bittencourt (1993).

4.4.8. Roofs and eaves

A number of studies have investigated the criterion of roof and eaves design in

regards to flow patterns within building. Bahadori & Haghighat (1985) studied the

doomed roof design in respect to reduced air temperature in buildings. They concluded

that doomed roof with a crown opening on its crest is a sound alternative to asses natural

ventilation in arid regions (Bahadori and Haghighat, 1985). A more recent study was

conducted on the effect of roof shape on cross ventilation in a room using numerical

simulation: Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) (Kindangen et al. 1997). The roof

shape examined covered a number of possible roof shapes in tropical architecture including

pitched, pyramidal, prism-shaped and semi-cylindrical roofs and was measured with

reference to flat roof, with and without overhangs (eaves) (Appendix A.7.a). The

significance of eaves on the flat roof depended, to a high function, on the wind inclination
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angle. An amplification of 39%, 10% and 7% was found with the presence of respectively

0°,30°,45° of wind incidence. Any increase beyond that was negligible (Appendix A.7.b).

However, eaves on outdoors flow pattern and specifically on the percentage of wind

shadow (wake depth) was minor (Evans, 1973) (Boutet, 1987). The roof height was also

significant with steeper wind indices, " For large wind angles (60~(}:590)at the inlet, act

to increase the exposed projected area on the windward side, followed by the positive

pressure of the windward side" (Kindangen et al. 1997). Interestingly, in all cases

examined, the measured cell on outlet surface experienced higher speed than the adjacent

cell inside the room. Similarly, wake depth as function of pitched roof height was

increasingly proportional and obviously increases pressure difference between building

enclosures (Boutet, 1987).

4.4.9. Landscape and vegetation

The proper positioning of plants around a building or an opening will appreciably

enhance and correct flow patterns inside the room. Where window orientation does not

appreciate wind currents or is not facing the freestream then hedges and trees could solve

the problem (Evans, 1979). The hedges act as wing-walls and create sub-zonal locations

with difference in pressures between inlet and outlet, and thus, ventilation occurs.

However, Bittencourt (1993) and Chandra (1989) argued that most literature on the

influence of plants on the airflow within buildings was based on a model study carried out

by White in 1957 and the model does not realistically represent the plants' ''porosity'' or

"bending and alignment of leaves due to wind".

The influence of hedges on flow inside the room will be more effective than trees.

The height and location of the hedges in relation to the building are important for " The
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reduction in air motion reaches its peak when the hedges are located about 7 times its

height from the building, but decreases sharply when the hedges are planted near the

building or awayfrom it" (Bittencourt, 1993), (Van Straatan et a1. 1965).

4.5. Measuring techniques

Ventilation contribution through an opening encounters a number of complications

in the real environment. Some of these are related to the physics of the fluid and others are

related to the aperture and surroundings as discussed previously in this chapter. The

calculation method or measuring technique selected is considerably important to decide the

optimum technique for a specific task. The principle of airflow measurement would

determine to a large extent the appropriateness of the technique selected. The various

techniques and calculation methods implemented in ventilation research are discussed

here. Table (4.1) sheds light on the advantages and disadvantages of each technique.

4.5.1. Site Observation

Perhaps the most pragmatic and most primitive technique is the site observation

where the investigation procedure is conducted on a full-scale building or on an enclosure

in the real environment. It may not necessarily be named site observations since it has

been used on the basis of trai/-and-error experience to treat the built environment.

Aynsley (1999) indicated that the empirical knowledge obtained from observations to

utilise natural ventilation in buildings goes some thousands years back; "Ancient records

from Egyptian times refer to orientation of buildings to prevailing winds as do Greek,

Romans, and Chinese records". He added, "It was not until the development of

instruments to measure atmospheric pressure and wind speed that there was an
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opportunity for a theoretical approach". In ventilation studies, however, site observations

may encounter some difficulties that could not lead to optimisations and standardisations

since the variables involved, such as wind speed, direction, temperature, etc., are beyond

control. The technique is also a time consuming due to the fact that the work required for

analysis could take a number of months of preparations. Adding these to the economic

factor, such as the capital running costs and the need to analyse proposed solutions at early

design stages, has led to the utilisation of other techniques.

Table (4.1): The common weaknesses and strengths of various measuring
techniques. (Etheridge & Sandberg 1996)

Property CFD Full scale
Model Simple
scale methods

Continuum No Yes Yes No

Geometric similarity Approx. Yes Approx. Approx.

Size limitations No Yes Some No

Scale effects Some None Yes Yes

Instantaneous turbulence Indirectly Yes Yes No

Hazardous events Yes Limited Limited Yes

Modeling of moving people Limited Yes Limited Limited

Empirical content Some None Little High

Potential accuracy High High Moderate Low

Tuning required for highest accuracy Yes No No No

Capital cost Moderate High Moderate Low

Running cost High High High Low

Experienced user desirable Yes No No Yes

Usable at design stage Yes No Yes Yes
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4.5.2. Wind Tunnel

The wind tunnel is an empirical scale-model approach that is widely established in

ventilation research. This technique, along with others, has some preference over site

observation in regards to its usefulness at an early design stage before finalising the

scheme and further developing various solutions. It allows examination of different

alternatives. Carey and Etheridge (1999) indicated that direct wind tunnel approach has

more potential for the examination of wind effects on buildings than the theoretical

approaches. The boundary layer in the wind tunnels, depending on the surface roughness,

presents a good representation of wind characteristics in the real environment before

reaching the proposed building; and also of how the building will influence other buildings

in the downwind direction as found in Lee et al (1980), Abdulrahman et al. (1998) and

Olwi et al (1988). The wind tunnel is also used to examine airflow through a particular

space or a number of spaces within the building as found in (Gadi and Ward, 1989),

(Warren and Parkins, 1984) and more recently in (Carey and Etheridge, 1999). Pressure

and velocity drops and airflow visualisation are obtained with the use of appropriate

instrumentations and equipments. In 1950's, the wind tunnels were the only available tool

for testing complex cases in ventilation (Koenigsberger et al. 1977).

4.5.3. The test chamber

Another laboratorial approach is the test chamber. This is widely employed in

testing building components such as a window, a door or some of their particular

components, like infiltration due to cracks. The technique is widely used in measuring the

volumetric flow of fluid (Q) through a component, and therefore the differential pressure

(LiP) occurring (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996). The approach has also a history in
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ventilation research that goes back to 1920's. Houghton and O'Connell (1928) carried out

air leakage measurements in metal windows in 1928 using the latter approach. Some

recent research applied this technique to determine airflow characteristics through cracks

(Baker et al. 1987) or flow characteristics through louvered windows as found in

Maghrabi and Sharples (1999), Yakubu and Sharples (1991), Sharples and Maghrabi

(2000). In this study, velocity and pressure drops as functions of various MLW

configurations will be carried out using the latter technique; Le. full-scale test chamber

approach.

4.5.4. Theoretical approaches

Theoretical approaches to calculate airflow within and around buildings were

discussed in more details in section (4.2) and subsequent sub-sections. The assumptions

are employed to answer some of the complexities accruing in practice since the full

understanding of these complexities is not yet complete: "In this approach the better

models are the ones which make the more justifiable assumptions and which employ the

experimental in the more appropriate manner" (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996). The

assumptions corrections are more evident with the presence of empirical studies. In 1950,

Dick (1950), when investigating air infiltration while using both techniques, reported that

theoretical estimations shared a good agreement with site observation. Since then, more

efforts have been made to validate the theoretical approaches with other empirical studies.

Some of the most recent ones are found in (Said et al. 1995), (Wang, 1995), (Kindangen

and Krauss, 1996), (Alexander et al. 1997), (Chung and Dunn-Rankin, 1998), (Sharples

and Maghrabi, 2000) and others. However, theoretical techniques usually require a highly

sophisticated knowledge of fluid mechanics principles and user expertise.
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4.5.5. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is one of the theoretical approaches that have

been widely accepted in recent years. The advancement in computational power has

influenced the developments in wind engineering. In the 1970's, CFD software was

feasible and was accompanied with research in the field of ventilation. CFD models are

governed by the principles of fluid dynamics including conversion of mass, momentum

and thermal energy represented in set of equations to solve some more complicated

situations than any other measuring technique. CFD will be discussed in more details in

Chapter 8 of this thesis.

4.6. Conclusion

Wind-induced natural ventilation is the main natural and free source of human

comfort in hot humid climates. Its potential to cool the indoor environment as well as the

occupants ensures research interest. In this chapter the airflow characteristics as a function

of various elements around and within buildings were reviewed. Also, the mathematical

representations of the airflow characteristics with respect to natural ventilation in buildings

were highlighted. Some conclusions are derived from this review:

• The varieties of mathematical models related to airflow characteristics

within buildings are treated with some simplicity and assumptions; yet they

are widely accepted in ventilation research since the entire representations

of flow complexities are agreed to be unfeasible. Nevertheless, the validity

of most of them is based on a complete open aperture. When any treatment

is involved, such as the reviewed MLW, their appropriateness is questioned,
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and thus, the need for direct measurements will be more reliable than the

theoretical models.

• Window accessories and controls, such as MLW, are very essential in

tropical climate as they serve more than one function. Nevertheless, the

relevant research conducted with respect to their contribution in the overall

ventilation effectiveness and flow patterns indoors is far from being

satisfactory. Also, the values for pressure and velocity magnitudes are rare

in the literature. The previous statement was argued in both Chapters 3 and

4 and therefore, further research is needed to identify the coefficients of

pressure and velocity magnitudes as functions to these treatments and their

configurations.

• The observed measunng techniques to solve ventilation problems in

buildings are widely acceptable and the selection of the appropriate

technique depends on the scale and the problem, and the degree of accuracy

required. From this perspective the standardisation of characterising airflow

around MLW is believed to be better conducted through wind tunnels or test

chambers as compared with the site observation technique. Both techniques

have also preference over the theoretical models, specifically when related

to MLW as discussed before. The work in Chapters 6 and 7 will be then

carried out using the test chamber at the University of Sheffield Campus.
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CHAPTER 5: THE MODULATED LOUVERED

WINDOWS AND THE ROWSHAN PARAMETERS
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5.1. Introduction

This chapter is the outcome of the literature review carried out in Chapters 2 and 3 as

well as of a number of site measurements conducted by the author to observe the modulated

louvered windows as well as the Rowshan various configurations that are commonly

employed in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The first section reviews the MLW and the Rowshan

geometries and the criterion employed for the review. Then comes the MLW configurations

which will be examined later in Chapters 6,7 and 8. The potential of the various selected

MLW configurations for controlling solar shading and view is then discussed in brief. The

shading evaluation examines the shading masks for four months, representing the four

seasons of the year followed by the privacy and view evaluation as functions of the MLW

various geometries. The chapter ends up with highlighting the mathematical contribution of

each variable involved in the reduction of airflow across the modulated louvered window

systems.
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5.2. Review of MLWand Rowshan geometries

5.2.1. The standard criterion of the review

The review of MLW as well as of the Rowshan's vanous components and

geometries discussed in this chapter and examined in Chapters 6,7, 8 and 9 are based on

the aforementioned Chapters as well as on some other sources of information. These are

set out as follows:

• Onsite measurements on a number of typical houses in Jeddah carried out by

the author to trace the MLW and Rowshan geometries.

• The Rowshan and MLW characteristics found in the work of Hariri (Hariri,

1992) as well as the recent work of Al-Shareef (AI Shareef, 1996).

• An interview with a local craftsman (Maghrabi, 1995) who has experience of

constructing this type of windows.

• In addition, other sources in the literature that have highlighted the

construction and geometry of the window system in hand. Amongst these

references are Al-Lyaly, (1990), Al-Said (1996), Attieh (1990), Banajah

(1995), Khan (1986), Maghrabi (1995), Mani' (1980), Salloum (1983), Al-

Kahtani (1996), Greenlaw (1976), Hajj Research Centre (1994) and Zahran

(1995).

5.2.2. MLW configurations

The construction of modulated louvered windows does not fall under a strict rule or

specification. Therefore, an attempt was made to examine a number of MLW configurations

that would cover most employed parameters.
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The thickness of the louver (t) has slight variations with a mean thickness ofO.OIm.

Thus the thickness examined in this study was chosen to be O.OIm. As far as the values of

aperture between louvers (cl) and depth of louver (L) were concerned, there were no specific

dimensions of these values; and yet they were set in proportion. This was concluded after the

onsite measurements that was carried out in addition to those found in the literature review

such as Al Shareef (AI Shareef, 1996) and Greenlaw (Greenlaw, 1976). When the MLW is

completely closed, the louvers are set into three different proportions. The maximum aperture

is obtained when the external edge of the louver overlaps just over the internal edge of the

louver underneath when it is closed with the maximum value of d obtained. A local

craftsman stated, "The distance between the two, when the louvers are completely open at (j'

inclination, should not exceed the total depth or breadth of the louver" (Maghrabi, 1995).

This overlap could also be 1f4 or Y2of the louver underneath. The proportions were examined

graphically and resulted in three-overlap proportions that represent the approximate ratios of

d/L which are 1,0.75 and 0.50 respectively, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The depth of the sash

frame (SI) has the same length as the L. The number of louvers (N) within sash frame is

determined by sash height (Sh), d and L. The location of the window, the orientation and the

function of the room determine the width (Sw) of the sash (Figure 5.2).

The porosity (P) of the MLW depends on the geometry and the number of louver

blades in each unit. When blades are in perfect horizontal position, i.e. ()== 0, P IS

considered at its maximum and diminishes according to the degree of inclination, say po·

The MLW has its own significant mechanism that allows louvers to incline from 0°

angle- when the window is totally open- up to the degree, say eo, when the outer edge of

the louver will overlap the inner edge underneath where d == Om. The louver depth,

number and gaps between louver blades in the frame also determine the angle where the

sash unit is considered closed.
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In Chapters 2 and 3, it was evident that the construction of the Rowshan is affected

by a number of parameters. When a typical room in Jeddah is observed, one could also

~ l::::::' . ::::::: dfJ=O. LfJ=O

NiNo overlap

d~ Yz L
d/L=O.50

d~L
d/L=l

acknowledge the criterion of the Rowshan that is then replicated in a number of forms.

Figure (5.1): The various louver configurations that are typically employed in Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia.

5.2.3. The Rowshan configurations

Figure 5.3 shows the various forms of the Rowshan that are employed in Jeddah. The

Rowshan mainly follows five different combinations that cover the most common types

found in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The number of louvers in each combination varies

accordingly. While they are either plain or projected Rowshans covering part or whole

wall, they vary in louver numbers, wall configurations and dimensions. The plain

Rowshan has two different forms; (Inlet-I) and (Inlet-III) and is more like the Taqqat
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shown in Figure (2.16). The projected Rowshan on the other hand is much more

predominant and has three different forms; (Inlet-II), (Inlet-IV) and (Inlet-V). To the other

end of the room, the outlet dimensions and location that control the movement of airflow

cover three various forms of outlets including a typical door (Outlet-I) or a window

positioned in two locations on the outlet side: (Outlet-II) and (Outlet-III) with various

dimensions (see Figure 5.3). The outlet-III is typically used over the doors connecting the

various spaces to allow continuous air movement near the ceiling. This is called Al-

Shakous and it is normally covered with perforated wooden screen.

Figure (5.2): The modulated louvered window.

The MLW and Rowshan various configurations along with the various outlets

involved will be recalled in the next chapters to examine the airflow characteristics inside

the room as function of their configurations.
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) __ Middl,

,)======~
.-- Floor

Inlet-I

Rowshan area
I ~ Room depth (Plain Rowshan) ~r- Room depth (Projected Rowshan) --1

Figure (5.3): The typical combinations of inlet and outlet components in Jeddah for
the projected and the plain Rowshan (Taqqat).

5.3. The examined configurations

For the evaluation purposes, a number of full-scale models of MLW fitted in sash

units were constructed for further analysis (Figure 5.2). Models were made of smooth

pinewood of light brown colour with various louver configurations including depths,

apertures and flexibility to adjust them to the desirable inclination. Every model had its own

mechanism that allowed louvers to incline from 00 angle up to the degree when the outer

edge of the louver would overlap the inner edge underneath. Three louver depths (L) were

chosen; 0.04,0.06 and 0.08m. The six various gap dimensions (d) chosen were 0.01,0.02,

0.03, 0.035, 0.05 and 0.07 m (Table 5.1). These configurations included louver inclination

angle (B), depth (L), the number of louvers (N), gap between louver blades or aperture (d),

the free area (Aj) and the ratio of aperture/depth (d/L%). The ratio ranged from 0.5, in

which half distance of the louver depth was overlapping the one underneath when MLW

was considered totally closed, up to 1 where the outer edge of the louver was just

overlapping the inner edge of the louver underneath as shown in Figure 5.1.
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Table (5.1): The modulated louvered window (MLW) various configurations

No Depth Aperture Number Ratio
L(m) d(m) N d/L (%) The MLW configurations

1 0.04 0.01 24 0.5 f
I i I

I
I
I

2 0.04 0.02 16 0.75 d I

~
I
I
I

3 0.04 0.03 12 1 I

I i I

4 0.06 0.02 16 0.5 14- :L~
I
I
I
I

d5 0.06 0.03 12 0.67 I
I
I
I

6 0.06 0.035 11 0.75 I ........
• I •

to \...... .. ..........
8 1

I

7 0.06 0.05 I
I

~ I
I

0.08 0.03 12 0.5
I

8 : •••••••• Jo ••••• :~,..... I.
9 0.08 0.05 8 0.75 I

I
I
I

10 0.08 0.07 6 1 40 -+
I
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5.4. Shading evaluation

This section examines, briefly, the performance of the modulated louvered

windows with respect to solar shading and its contribution to daylighting effect.

5.4.1. Measures of evaluation

Shading evaluation of the MLW geometries was carried out using stereo graphic

charts where their performance is measured based on the vertical shadow angle (3)

(Koenigsberger et al. 1977) (Figure 5.4). It is a simple measure for evaluating the shading

performances of a window accessory which would provide designers with a threshold on

the shading potential of that accessory. It may will be inaccurate to measure the shading

factor yet it is sensible for climate regions where the sunshine is unwelcome at all times

like Jeddah and to minimize risks of overheating due to sun penetration inside the building.

Some research was found to support the application of the shading techniques and further

readings are recommended for this purpose, (Olgyay, 1963) (Koenigsberger et al. 1977).

Figure (5.4): The solar shading evaluation for the horizontal
shading devices. (Koenigs berger et al 1977).

In Chapter 2 (section 2.3.2) a review of bio-climatic needs concerning Jeddah was

covered and Figure 2.13 showed the clear need for reducing the overheating potentials

caused by the excessive outdoor temperature which rarely falls under 30°C. Although the

temperature readings do not solely correspond to the overheating periods indoors, they
- 142 -



could give a general understanding of the potential problems inside building. The

temperature IS believed that to give an adequate justification to the shading needs

particularly when there is no specific space or enclosure to be investigated (Bittencourt,

1993).

The sunpath chart for Jeddah, 210 N latitude, in Figure 2.12 illustrates that the

summer solstice day occurs on June 21 and sunrise is at 05:18am and sunset is 6:42pm.

The shortest day occurred on December 21 when daylight extends from 6:36am until

5:24pm. The criterion adopted in the evaluation was selected based on sunshine in the

latter days representing both summer and winter. Also the evaluation covered the is"

September and so" March to cover the four seasons. As it is shown from Figure 2.9, the

sunpath in both latter months is identical. With regard to orientation, the study is limited to

only two orientations, East and West, with an assumption of the sun being opposite to the

louver systems.

5.4.2. The discussion

The protection from direct sunlight in the warm climates shapes one of the most

basic ways of enhancing climatic conditions inside buildings. Based on this statement, the

windows accessories should be given major attention as they shape some of the appropriate

solutions to the environment stresses (Muniz, 1985). A recent study (AI Shareef, 1996)

was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of daylighting with respect to the Rowshan

geometry commonly employed in Jeddah and concluded that the Rowshan contributes a

sound for daylighting control to these environments.

The shading masks discussed below covered a number of MLW geometries as

found from Figure 5.5 to 5.9. Various inclination angles of louvers were observed ranging

from -300 to 300 at 150 intervals.
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5.4.2.1. Louver depth

The shading masks reflect the increasing potential of shading as a function to the

louver depth. With the same model's geometry, the increase in depth is found appropriate

to reduce the cutoff angle of the louvers which increase the masking periods. For instance,

with louver depth L=0.08m, the effective shading started early morning in the summer

(8:22am). This was extended to more than an hour with the presence of -30°. However,

this was corrected by the increase in louver depth as airflow may be directed downwards

with the interior being under complete shade from early morning (around 8:30am).

Similarly, in September, the shading mask started one hour earlier with L=0.03m rather

than 0.07m for the same cutoff angle. In winter, when the noon solar altitude is 46°, there

is a big potential for over heating when the 8=-30°. Both depths 0.08m and 0.06m hardly

created any mask till noon since the respective cutoff angles 56" and 51" were more than

the solar altitude. Meanwhile the increase in depth provided some release to the indoor

environment since the cutoff angle was slightly under the sun's solar altitude; bearing in

mind that in winter direct sun may be needed at day time to assist cooling the structure.

In general, it is the increase in louver depth that would assist controlling the

penetration of direct solar light, which would contribute to the thermal environment

indoors.

5.4.2.2. Louver aperture

The aperture also contributed to this effect since the cutoff angle was corrected

according to the decrease of d. The comparison between similar MLW geometries with

various apertures have shed light on the possibilities of overheating indoors. The decrease

d from 0.07m to 0.05m would reduce the shading mask time from 30 minutes to more than

one hour before and afternoon. While this may be acceptable during early morning, the
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afternoon overheating may be increased where the sun due to the increase in cutoff angles

accompanied by higher temperature (from 1:OOpmtill 4:00pm).

5.4.2.3. Inclination angle

The effect of louver inclination angle is clearer than the other variables. The

attempt to examine the negative inclinations was to observe the possibility to determine the

extent of these inclinations when altered to negative or positive angles. With louver being

perfectly horizontal, the minimum summer shading period was between 8:30am and

3:3Opmwith the MLW with largest d and L dimensions. The shading period covers the

most unwelcome sunlight that is around noon and afternoon periods. The time was even

expanded with the alteration of even a small segment of louver inclination as shown in the

Figures. The tilt of louver to -30 inclination is questionable since it limits the shading

periods, which may cause the potential overheating indoors. In general, the other

dimensions of the MLW are corrected with the presence of louver inclination even at the

hottest periods of the year. Generally, to control the indoor environment, the cutoff angle

should not exceed the solar altitude in the hot seasons and more specifically in the

afternoons where higher temperatures are present.

The flexibility in controlling cutoff angles of the louvers is another advantage

added to this window system which, on the other hand, exhibit the preference of this type

of window accessories as they demonstrated a stronger potential to control the daylight in

buildings.

5.5. Privacy and view

In the literature, a number of studies indicated the importance of louvers from

privacy and view perspectives as the MLW design reveals some social requirements.

Privacy is the main sociological factor that a Rowshan posses. This issue was thoroughly
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investigated by other studies such as (Hariri, 1992), (Al-Lyaly, 1990), (Al-Said, 1996)

(Banajah, 1995), (Khan, 1986), (Salloum, 1983) and others, and therefore will not be

covered in the following discussion.

The view within the louvers blades of the Rowshan is important since at certain

stage the Rowshan louvers geometry could cause conflict with the climatic requirements.

The MLW setup allows different viewing angles to the outdoor environment. The

reference viewpoint determines the angle of viewing. Here the point is about 0.08m away

from inside louver blades. The simple diagrams that are demonstrated in Figures (5.10)

gives a number of interpretations of the viewing characteristics through louver apertures.

The initial notion of the above figures demonstrates the effect of inclination of

louver as a considerable factor which will diminish view angle. The view angle is

diminished by almost 60% when louver is inclined to 45°. In practice this is of crucial

importance since it may contradict with the solar shading requirements during noon

periods in summer. Similarly, the louver aperture is also a measure to control the view

through. The diminishing of louver apertures is accompanied with a reduction of view

angle which ranges from 5-25% when ()=Oo. The Figure also shows some effect of the

louver depth where its increase is accompanied with some limitation of view angle based

on the other MLW geometries.

In general, there is a significant contribution of the MLW various geometries to the

view behaviour across them. Therefore, the design of MLW should give also some

concern to these variables since at certain stage they may sufficiently obstruct the view

through.

5.6. Reduction of volume as function ofMLW parameters
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The louvers' various variables including d, L and e are factors that determine the

flow patterns as well as the volume of the flow passing through a sash window. An

attempt is made here to mathematically define these functions to the total reduction in

volumetric flow.

Assuming a sash window with a complete open aperture and with a volume of:

where

V = the sash volume (rrr')

Sh = the sash height (m)

S; = the sash width (m)

SI = the sash length (m)

when this window is facilitated with louver sheets and the total volume of louvers is:

where

VL = volume of louvers (rrr')

1

T = the summation of louver thickness Lt. (m)
n

L = the louver depth (m)

then the new volume as a function oflouvers' volume is expressed as follows

V - D·S -Snew - I w (5.3)

where

I

D = the summation apertures between louvers Id.
n

Vnew = V - VL (5.4)

where
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Vnew = volume reduction due to louvers (rrr')

For a number of louvers (n) of V[., the above equation is written as follows:

(5.5)
n

Substituting both equations, (5.1) and (5.2):

This is when the louver at inclination O> 00; L = S, and Lis:

L = Sh -T (5.7)
v"ew . s;

Representing Vnew in equation 5.3:

L = --=-1 _ ____:.:.n __

(Ld.L.Sw
2
)

(5.8)

n

(5.9)

n

L = n (5.10)

n

(5.11)

With the presence of louver inclination angle B:

Lo = L'cose (5.12)

1 1Ido = Id ·cose
n n

(5.13)
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Substituting Le due to inclination angle 8:

(s, -t,leoso'
I

Ide
_n__ .S 2

cose w

(5.14)

(s, - t}osOJ
IIde 'Sw

2
(5.15)

n

and

(5.16)

Showing that d, L and e are all functions to the total reduction in the volumetric

dimension of an aperture.

5.7. Experimental setup

The elaboration of various appraisal stages involved regarding the experimental

setup, calibration, measuring technique and the various equipments used are highlighted in

each chapter, respectively.

5.S. Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter was to select the various parameters governing the

MLW as well as the Rowshan for further evaluation. The various variables of the MLW

and the Rowshan, including the inlet outlet types, are setup and will be recalled in various

appraisal stages involved in this thesis. The assessment carried out in this chapter shed
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light. on the potentials of the reviewed MLW to control other factors that share a its

function considerably. The control of sunshine hours in various seasons is easily done by

the simple configurations of the MLW. Both louver depth and angle of inclination showed

some level of significance to controlling shading masks indoors, and hence to managing

indoor overheating during summer times. In the meantime, the aperture was less important

in this respect.

With reference to view consideration, the assessment indicted the importance of

various MLW parameters in affecting the view through louvers that may contradict, at

certain stage, the other functions of the MLW.

These configurations of MLW and Rowshan will be recalled in the following

chapters to carry out the various appraisal stages of this research.
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CHAPTER 6: PRESSURE DROP ACROSS THE

MODULATED LOUVERED WINDOWS
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6.1. Introduction

The first appraisal stage of this study is concerned with the pressure drop

characteristics across the modulated louver windows and is discussed in this chapter. It is

devoted to exploring the drop as function of the MLW various parameters reviewed in the

previous chapter.

The first section sheds light on the experimental setup as well as the various

instrumentation and equipment employed. The procedure followed to allocate and

calibrate the equipment in addition to the measuring principles is discussed in the second

section. The analysis of the observed data based on the two model equations in the form of

power law and the quadratic is discussed later. At this stage, the work covers the analysis

of the mathematical representations of the coefficients embedded in the equation in the

quadratic form. This section also covers the mathematical representations of other

variables involved in this study that are not integrated in the basic quadratic model

equation.

The results discussion of this chapter is divided into three subsections including

individual-variable appraisal, overall-variables appraisal and the critical inclination

appraisal where major airflow reduction was present. Based on critical inclination, a

statistical model is developed which represents pressure drop across the MLW as function

of the other variables concerned.
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6.2. Experimental Setup.

This appraisal stage of the pressure drop across the reviewed MLW was carried out

at the ventilation laboratory, School of Architecture, University of Sheffield. Various tools

and equipment were prepared in the laboratory prior to the experiment. The experimental

setup as well as the equipment and instrumentation used are discussed in details in the

following subsections.

6.2.1. The depressurising test chamber:

A test chamber was constructed to represent the environment where internal

pressure would be recorded. The construction setup of the test chamber was specified in

accordance with the British Standards Institution (BSI) (1998) code-prEN1314-1

concermng performance testing of components. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the

depressurising chamber with a fixed size-mounting device opening at front. The chamber

was designed with a maximum flexibility to fix any sash unit with a variety of depths.

Sash models were fitted later on the opening with the four screws on borders and tilted to

the desirable angle through a small door on the side elevation of the box. At the top, three

small holes were equidistantly placed where internal pressure tappings were placed. The

depressurising duct flow was facilitated on the opposite wall at distance of 2m away from

the inlet. The distance was essential to allow uniform pressure distribution inside the

chamber and to avoid the likely reading errors near duct flow where pressure reading may

not reflect the actual pressure (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996). The duct flow was

equipped with a laminar volume-flow meter device, and the volume-flow air (Q) was

recorded and connected to four extraction fans in series. As stated previously, similar

setup was found in some recent literature such as Baker et al. (1987), Yakubu and Sharples
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(1991) and Maghrabi and Sharples (1999) as well as in one famous ventilation

fundamentals book, Buildings Ventilation; Theory and Measurements by Etheridge and

Sandberg (1996).

Differ~:al ~~r.~r.~.~.~.) ~.hleltered pressure t:.~.~:.~.~~ ~.~.I~.r.l:ow ~ ])
, ·.. · · 1 I I r · · · · · · · · l

I I
! !. ~~~

The MLW model
Extraction Fans

Laminar volume-flow meter device

Figure (6.1): Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up

6.2.2. Micro-manometer

The two micro-manometer devices used in the experiment were manufactured by

Furness Controls Limited, Bexhill, England. The first device (FC012) was connected to

the laminar volume flow-meter device to record the quantity of airflow passing through the

sash unit. Through two tubes connected to the metal holes in front panel, this device

records the quantity of airflow (Q) at the rate of four readings per second. Similar to that,

the other device (FC0510) was used to record the differential pressure of inner and outer

volumes of the box. Both models with ranges of 0-19.9 Pa operated with self-calibrating

devices to ensure compensation for zero-drift, making them accurate enough to measure

small pressure differences. The manufacturer quoted an accuracy of less ±l % error for the
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devices. Data from both devices were transferred to the computer through the data-logger

connected.

6.2.3. The laminar volume flow-meter device

This device was used to record the quantity of airflow through the reviewed MLW

(Figure 6.2). It is designed for smaller Reynolds number to preserve the laminar flow of

the fluid; Re is less than 2000. The device is based on the linear-law correlations between

Q and !.1P as in laminar flow (Awbi, 1991). While the flow is passing through the parallel

flat plates, it considers the flow rate in relation to the pressure drop taken from upstream

and downstream of the meter by linear relationship calibration stated by the manufacturer.

6.2.4. Fans

Four fans used for depressurisation were connected in series at the other end. The

diameter of each fan was 0.48m (19 inches) and contained blades of 14° pitch capable of

1440 r.p.m. and performed under fluid temperatures of up to 40° C. Each fan was made to

control the speed alteration separately from other fans. Woods of Colchester Limited

manufactured the fans.

6.2.5. Pressure tappings

Internal and external pressure tappings were positioned away from the influence of

flow through the opening. In the measurement, there was no need to make a second

upstream chamber of the component such as that found in Baker et al (1987) since the

laboratory pressure fluctuations, when measured, were found negligible. Shield pressure

tappings were enough to measure pressure both outside and inside the test chamber.
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6.2.6. Data-logger machine

This interface was made by Computer Instrumentation Ltd, England and was

attached to a computer through a parallel port. Out of a series of ranges manufactured, the

interface used was mini-POD 100- 8 Channel high speed A-D converter that is capable of

taking up to 4 channel differential inputs or 8 single-ended channels. The mini-POD 100

is supplied with soft-logger and soft-scope software for DOS & Windows, together with

the Virtual Multi-meter. The data from both micro-manometers were transferred to data-

logger into millivolts (mV) signals via wires connecting both devices.

6.2.7. Computer

The data was transferred to a computer through the Data-logger, the software that

converts the data received to a CSV format for loading into a spreadsheet for further

analysis.

6.3. Calibration and measuring techniques

Prior to the analysis, it was essential to start with a number of routine

measurements and calibrations. These included the calibrations of various

instrumentations, data conversion, selecting the appropriate location of pressure tappings,

etc.

6.3.1. Air leakage through pressurisation chamber

The chamber edges were sealed with rubber silicon and tape along both its internal

and external edges. Seals were also made for the three holes on top. In addition, the sash

unit was firmly sealed after being fitted on the front panel of the chamber with rubber and
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tape around the edges. All these precautions were made to minimise any possible

infiltration that may result from air extraction. Initial measurements were carried with the

box being totally sealed, including the opening in the front panel, and resulted in L1P at

extremely low flow rates, i.e Q,=O.0038. The flow rate due to infiltration (Q;) was

measured according to testing installation conditions and uncertainty characteristics noted

by BSI code-prEN 1314-1 (1998). The actual flow rate passing through the louver was

then adjusted using the following equation:

Q=Q-Q (6.1)

where

Q = the actual flow rate passing through the MLW (m3/s)

Qt= the total flow rate (m3/s)

Qi = the flow rate due to infiltration (m3/s).

6.3.2. Positioning of pressure tappings

The pressurisation chamber was designed with the flexibility to allocate the

pressure tappings in many locations and, thus, achieve most accurate results. The fact that

the location of the pressure tappings might influence the data reading to be analysed further

(Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996) was taken into consideration. For this purpose, pressure

readings were taken under two airflow rates for six different locations in the pressurisation

chamber. They found that positioning pressure tappings at the centre would be the most

appropriate.
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6.3.3. Data-logger result conversion

The micro-manometer transferred the data to the data-logger via connecting wires.

The software then received the data in its raw format, i.e. mV, and represented them into

series of tables for loading into spreadsheet software. Later, this data was calibrated from

mV signals into e and volume-airflow Q. Series of airflow records run first and then

micro-manometer transferred the data to the computer. The calibrations were made for

both pressure limits of pressure bands, high and low as shown in Appendix (B. I ). The

results were in linear regression of raw data mV into pressure readings from the micro-

manometers expressed in the following equation:

/)J'=a·mV+b (6.2)

where

a = the slope constant determined by the linear regression (Appendix B.l).

b = the intercept constant determined by the linear regression (Appendix 8.1).

6.3.4. Timing of pressure

Adjusting proper timing for each average reading is an essential technique which

has been taken into consideration prior to the evaluation stage. In the case of ventilation,

the researcher needs to give positive timing for the flow to reach its steady state where

pressure fluctuations are minimised. Too short a timing of an average reading might be

less effective and does not represent the actual alteration in the pressure drop where long

timing might be redundant and is time consuming. The micro-manometers and software

were adjusted to give the average reading of various timings, 1, 2, 3 minutes at four
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readings per second, under series of air extractions. The 2 minutes average readings were

found to be the appropriate timing to carry out the rest of the analysis.

6.3.5. Pressure difference at zero airflow

For accuracy, the author aimed to examine the pressure variations due to volume

variations between outside and inside of the pressurisation chamber. So the micro-

manometers recorded L1P at Q = Om3/s. Records were taken with respect to three time

periods: 20 minutes, 1 hour and 2 hours and the L1P were almost the same; L1P=0.019 Pa.

Though this drop was not significant it was taken into consideration in this study.

6.3.6. The work of Yakubu

The initial setup and measuring technique was similar to the work found in Yakubu

and Sharples (1991). The rest of the experiment was carried out after ensuring comparable

results were found in the relevant study.

6.3.7. Measuring principle

Controlling the circuit of fan systems would result in air flowing into the chamber

through louvers on the other edge. As these are already pre-set at particular angles this

causes differential pressure across the modulated louver window. The previous and the

volume-airflow readings were both transferred when the reading had stabilised. The

pervious step is repeated over a range of pressure drops obtained from the combined power

of the 4 axial fans. It was ensured that the laboratory temperature was about 20°C (White,

1999), the temperature that was programmed for both micro-manometers. The procedure

of the test measurement can be summarised in the following steps:
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1. Various equipment to be used in the measurement were first switched on.

n. The micro-manometers were set to zero and left some time to stabilise.

UI. A MLW unit was fitted onto the chamber and sealed. Further, an

adjustment to tilt louvers to the desired angle took place. The inclination

was flexibly adjusted through a vertical wood panel connecting all louver

blades within the sash unit.

IV. After ensuring that only air entering the pressure chamber was flowing

through the sash, adding to the room infiltration, the fan was switched on

and controlled to the desired setting.

v. The data of both pressure drop and the volume-flow were taken after

ensuring stability of volume flow. As stated previously, one reading is a

representation of averaged two-minute records at 4 readings per second.

VI. Fan speed was set to various extraction rates to create ranges of differential

pressures. Step (v) was repeated before any further readings were taken.

vu. Fans were later switched off and the louvers adjusted to the next desired

angle. Step (iv) and (v) were then repeated for each setting.

viii. Nine various settings of angles, ranging from 60° to -60° at intervals of 15°,

were observed before installing other MLW unit.

IX. The software was programmed to record only the required data to be loaded

later into a spreadsheet package.

6.4. Power law and Quadratic Model equations

The validity of the power law and quadratic equations has been reviewed in the

previous chapter (section 4.2.4.3). Both calculation methods have been broadly accepted
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and the debate about which of the two is more suitable still goes on. The results were

analysed using both model equations in order to find the more appropriate model. The

power law function is expressed as:

M = a .Qn (6.3)

And the quadratic model equation is expressed as:

M= AQ+BQ2 (6.4)

For ventilation research, some correlation is needed to identify the flow rates as a

function in relation to pressure difference due to wind, stack effect, .etc, which is expressed

as follows (ASTM Standard E779, 1982):

-A±.JA2 +4BM
Q= 2B (6.5)

The values of A and B in the quadratic form could be directly measured as they

refer to gap thickness between louvers (d) and the breadth of louver (L) in equations (4.6)

and (4.7). However, the louver inclination Band the ratio of d/L were not considered in the

model equation. The following subsections are attempts to represent these effects in

mathematical forms.

6.4.1. Pressure drop as a function to inclination angle (9)

For modulated louvers, pressure difference could be a function to vertical

inclination angles of louver assuming that two louver blades are placed at a distance d with

a breadth of a blade L at initial inclination position 0°, when the two blades are perfectly
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horizontal as shown in Figure (5.1). When louvers at initial setup were tilted positively or

negatively to angle, say e, this would be accompanied with a decrease in the effective gap

thickness between louvers da and the breadth of louver Lo, bearing in mind that the

following formulations could only be true if friction along dimension z was considered

constant for all louvers' vertical inclination angles (Yakubu, 1990). The following is the

interplay of the (da) and (La) at vertical angle e:

de =dcose (6.6)

Le = Lcose (6.7)

hence, the total pressure drop for the vertical angle e derived from Eq.(6.4):

(6.8)

or

:. the values of Aa and B«

A = 12.uz (6.10)
(J L d 3e e

B = pY (6.11)
(J 2d 2L 2e e
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Substituting the values of both de (Eq 6.6) and Le (Eq 6.7) in the latter equations, one

obtains:

(6.12)

12.uz 1
= Ld3 • cos04

(6.13)

(6.14)

pY 1
= 2L2d2 • cos04

(6.15)

By replacing both coefficients A and B for the blades when they are perfectly horizontal in

latter equations (6.13) and (6.15), one gets:

A = A ._I---:-
e cos04

(6.16)

1s, = B· -co-s-O-:-4 (6.17)

:. Ma is given as:

1 1 2
M, =A· Q+B·--4Qo cos (}4 cos 0

(6.18)

= (AQ+BQ2)._I_
cos04

(6.19)
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It is evident from the pressure difference for the parallel plate theory, and when angle e = 0°

that M = AQ + BQ2. ThenMe would be representedas follow:

(6.20)

From the above equations it was apparent that a vertical angle e would be a

parameter to measure pressure drop function across the modulated louvers systems, in

addition to other constants embodied in coefficients A and B.

6.4.2. Pressure drop as a function ratio (dIL)

The ratio of the gap thickness between louvers over the breadth of louver (d/L) is

also another parameter considered in determining the function of measured pressure drop

at any angle e. In this study, this ratio was strictly divided into three categories from

which all model configurations were selected. To simplify, these categories were

represented in numerical numbers as (d/L= 0.5), (d/L = 0.75) and (d/L= 1), respectively

(Figure 5.1).

So, from Eq. (6.19) it is apparent that pressure difference at any angle e was

represented as follows:

(6.21)

(
12,uz pY 2) 1

= Ld3 Q+ 2d2 L2 Q cose4 (6.22)

Adding to the above equation a function of (Ld\
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(6.23)

(
pY d 2) 1M, = 12,uz·Q+-·_·Q

8 2 L Ld3 cos04
(6.24)

(6.25)

showing that the pressure drop is also a function to ratio of gap thickness between louvers

over the breadth of louver (d/L). Although this would be theoretically consistent, it could

only be true if the friction along the dimension z in the direction of flow was considered

constant from all ratios d/L.

6.4.3. The comparison between both model equations

By examining the coefficient of determinations (r2) of both model equations, it was evident

that curves produced by quadratic equation were preferred particularly in models where the

ratio d/L > 0.5. The coefficient of determination of these ratios was 0.989. The smoother

curves produced by quadratic formulation fitted the scattered data at both pressure limits

(i.e. higher and lower M) as illustrated in Figure (6.3). On the other hand, power law

curves were gradually accepted as louvers were tilted to steeper angles (0 = ±60) and

caused an increased pressure drop due to pressurisation with / that ranged from 0.337 at

()=OO to 0.981 at 0=60° as seen from Table (6.1). This showed that power law curve fit

was gradually improving from 0° to the maximum measured angle. Appendix (B.2)

demonstrates the coefficient of determinations (r2) with the standard errors of all MLW

examined with both model equations. Similar conclusions of this were found in Baker et al

(Baker et al. 1987), Yakubu & Sharples (Yakubu and Sharples, 1991) and (Pitts and
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Georgiadis, 1994) as well as in another recent study that investigated the validity of the

power law function over a range of pressure drops experienced by a naturally ventilated

house using the pressurisation method (Walker et a1. 1998).
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Figure (6.3): Regression curves produced by quadratic and power law model equations
at both higher and lower pressure records.

Further, the representations of both coefficients evolved from the quadratic

equations A (Eq. 4.6) and B (Eq. 4.7) were measured directly and calculated, based on the

various parameters. It was found that the predicted values of A and B had undergone more

variation than those obtained statistically. As a result, the value of & presented in

equation (6.4) could not be predicted. This was referred to a number of possible

explanations. The first was related to physical complexities of flow characteristics passing

through MLW various components. As mentioned earlier, these complexities could not be

simplified theoretically. The second factor seemed more likely to relate to aperture of

MLW. In 80% of models investigated, the aperture dimensions d were big enough for air

to flow with not much resistance causing similar pressure drops for various d and L

dimensions that are embedded in both coefficients. Similarly, the value of volume-flow of

air as in equation (6.5) could not be simplified theoretically. This is merely due to the fact

that the original format of equation was based on single crack theory. Thus it is assumed
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that for models with series of parallel cracks, the parallel plate theory would apply (Baker

et al. 1987). Here, the total flow as the sum of number of cracks evolved could not be

justified due to interference to flow caused by parallel cracks. This interference would

differ from that resulting from single cracks. Another possible explanation was concerned

with the inclination angle. The latter equation had no relation to the inclination angle of

plate. These explanations, added to others embedded in the coefficients A and B could be

the possible answer for discrepancies found in theoretical representation of Q and iJP.

Such correction is beyond the scope of this investigation; so further adjustments of the

quadratic model equation would be required to fit variables that might not be embedded in

both Q and the coefficients A and B equation formats. Appendices (B.3 and B.4) show the

measured values ofa number ofMLW units against the predicted values based on Eq (6.5).

6.5. TheDiscussion

At this stage, various variables have been taken into consideration to trace the more

effective variable of pressure drop across the louvers. These variables- as mentioned

earlier- included louver depth (L), inclination angle (B), gap between louver blades (d),

number of louvers (N), free area (AI) as well as the ratio d/L. Each variable is analysed

individually in relation to the statistical analysis and regression curves of each. The

comparison would either be performed through analysing variations between individual

models, set of models having common variables, or the general characteristics of the

variable on the whole model configurations. These are highlighted in the three following

subsections.
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Table (6.1): The comparison of Power law and Quadratic equations for
a number ofMLW.
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Figure (6.4): AP data as a function of inclination angles ofMLW.
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6.5.1. The individual variables

The resultant L1P as function of louvers inclination angles (8) was generally not

significant between -30o~B e+-30°, while a little increase was found at inclination angles -

2

1.5
CO'o, 1-o,
-<l i .0.5 - .Li I.

I

Ji I

i n i .r. l\J

-60 -45 -30 -15 0 15 30 45 60
()

Figure (6.5): The pressure drop as function to the positive and
negative inclinations.

45°~B e+-45°. Figure (6.4) shows the various inclinations and their contribution to the

overall L1P across the MLW. The curves produced by inclination B=±45° and those

below, i.e. +30o~B:? -30°, yielded towards lower pressure drops even at the highest

volume-flow rate measured (Q == 0.03 m3/s). This gap was more distinguishable at

inclination angle B = ±60°, showing that inclinations at the last pre-set were therefore the

main parameters to cause significant pressure drop as function of B.

As far as the B direction was concerned, variations found between positive and

negative inclination angles were diminished and negligible (Figure 6.5). The reduction in

pressure seemed to have had direct linear relation to angles when higher inclination angles
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Figure (6.6): The pressure drop across the MLW as a function
of various apertures examined. [a: L=O.04m, b: L=O.06m and
c: L=O.OSm].
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occurred positively or negatively. The coefficient of determination of this variable with

respect to all models examined was r2 = 0.135.

The varieties of louver apertures examined, which ranged from 0.01 to 0.07m,

therefore resulted in various pressure curves. In cases where aperture d $; 0.035m, higher-

pressure drops were achieved compared with bigger dimensions. In the latter, pressure

records were diminished to lower readings (max. !1P <0.45 Pa). Also, louver apertures

played an important role when accompanied with steeper inclinations. As louvers were

tilted to steeper inclinations the de was lessened accordingly, causing reduction in pressure

as shown from Figure (6.6). The Figure demonstrates that the maximum pressure drop

across the MLW ranged from 0.35 Pa to nearly 8 Pa for the range of aperture from O.07m

to O.OImrespectively, when B= 60°. It is worth mentioning here that MLW with d=O.Olm

1.~ 11.6
1.4

_jet;' 1.2
~1
~ 0.8

0.6

I
-~

0.07

0.4
0.2
o +------+---------'1--------,----+--- -----,

0.01 0.050.03 0.04
d(m)

0.060.02

Figure (6.7): The pressure drop as function to the aperture dimensions.

was almost closed when examined under the latter inclination. In practice, the application

of smaller apertures would cause more L1P as shown in (Figure 6.7). This was the fact for

all MLW models examined.
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Figure (6.8): Some of the MLW where there was a significant
effect of the louver depths. [a: d=O.02m and b: d=O.03m].

Generally, the reduction in aperture area due to tilting angles, say do. upward or

downward is one of the main answers to the drop of pressure. This was almost the

common behaviour of all models selected for experiment, particularly those with deeper

louver depths.

Depth of louver was the least affecting variable in the resultant differential

pressures though in some cases it positively functioned as motivate barrier to airflow as

illustrated in Figure (6.8). Otherwise, with various dimensions of L, MLW had minimal
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pressure drops at 0 :$;45°. However, with the similar aperture models at steeper inclination

the longer L caused more pressure difference than the lesser ones as demonstrated in the

previous Figure. In other words, pressure drop was a function of MLW with large louver

depths at de than smaller depths. The value of,2 of this variable was 0.25 showing that the

louver depth was not a significant variable under the variety of configurations examined.

Similarly, the number of louvers (N) in the same MLW model caused also some

considerable pressure differences of air as it reaches N;? 12. As shown in Figure 6.9, there

was a gradual increase of AP proportional to the increase in the louver number within the

MLW.
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Furthermore, the relationship between d and L dimensions was established in the

4 6 8

form of ratio d/L. Lower ratios of d/L showed more increased pressure drops than higher

o 2

ones (Figure 6.10). !1P would be dimensionless at ratio d/L=t no matter what other
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configurations of MLW were. This dimensionless relationship could not be established at

d/L~1 since the deviation between curves produced varied with some significance (see

2 -

I

1.5

<il'e:. 1-
o,
<l
0.5 I

o +-------+-----1
0.25 0.5 0.75 1

dlL (%)

Figure (6.10): Pressure drop as function of various d/L%.

Appendix B.5).

In conclusion, the individual analysis of each variable showed that the change in

pressure drops could be attributed to some variables, better than others. However, the

overall conclusion of the major parameter that would prove this phenomenon could not be

accomplished. This is apparent from the coefficients of determinations of those variables

and their descriptive analytical results as found in Appendices B.6.a to B.6.e. Yet, there

was a trend of the effect of some variables when they were studied in conjunction with

others. An example of this is found when analysing the effect of louver aperture on the

resultant M. Though pressure characteristics was not influenced by the variety of d

examined, the aperture reduction as a function of various inclinations, do, gave some
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indication of AP occurring. Nevertheless, this effect of the new do was only able to explain

about 45% of the resulting pressure drop (see Appendix B.6.b).

The next section is devoted to analysing the integration of all variables involved in

this appraisal stage and their overall contribution to AP.

6.5.2. The integration of all variables

The integration of all variables was observed since none of the individual variables

could explain the resultant pressure drop across the reviewed MLW. Similarly, the

statistical analysis of overall variables integration was not possible either. As shown in

Appendix (B.7), this integration explained about only 65% with an error limit which

exceeded 30%.

The discussion of the latter two sections looked more closely at the functions of

individual variables as well as the integration of overall variables in resulting pressure drop

across the MLW. More than 80% of MLW geometries examined were not sufficiently

effective to create any pressure significance. In other words, it was discovered that louvers

showed some resistance to airflow at steeper inclination, 8=600• This was due to 8, the

reduction in d as function of inclination, and the free area (AI)'

On the one hand, the above findings confirmed those reached by the two related

studies conducted by Yakubu and Sharples (Yakubu and Sharples, 1991) and Pitts and

Georgiadis (Pitts and Georgiadis, 1994) which were conducted in similar, limited MLW

geometries. On the other hand, they clearly supported the argument concerning the

validity of MLW application in buildings as a source of natural ventilation were higher

airflow rates where achieved at almost minimal pressure drops. The above discussion
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nevertheless gave some importance to the steeper inclination angle as a factor for initiating

some considerable pressure drop across the MLW.

As a result, the following section examines the 60° louver inclination over a

number of MLW units under higher flow rates (Q).

6.5.3. Pressure drop at 60° louver inclination

A number of MLW units were examined under higher flow rates aiming to

establish an understanding of the MLW geometry contribution to resultant pressure drop.

They were examined under 60° inclination since pressure drop was much related to this

louver inclination. Table (6.2) shows the various MLW geometries examined under a

series of flow rates.

~ 10---------
Q"~

0.115 0.116 0.07 009001 010.01 0.02 0.03 0.04

Figure (6.l1): Pressure drop as a function of various MLW
configurations at louver inclination 600.
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Figure (6.12): The predicted against the observed values of t1P, based on
the statistical model equation (6.26).

The various pressure drops (Figure 6.11) demonstrate more clearly the effect of

each variable of MLW. This was clearly obvious as the decrease in the gaps between

louvers resulted in considerable pressure drop across the MLW. t1P showed some level of

dependence on other variables examined such as the free area and aperture where the

higher r2 reported were, 0.66 and 0.61 respectively. Interestingly, the effect of the louver

depth was more obvious at this stage since the r2 of this variable reached 0.552 (see

appendix 8.8.a). At similar d, the louver with bigger depth encountered more resistance to

airflow than the louver with a smaller one. An example of this is found in Figure 6.11

where t1P reached nearly 20 Pa at flow rates 0.067m3/s and O.04m3/sfor depths O.04mand

O.06mrespectively.

As far as the number of louvers was concerned, t1P showed a higher dependence on

the number of louvers involved since the data observed and predicted were comparable
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with ,2=0.75, with a high level of significance. Appendices B.8.a to B.8.d demonstrate the

statistical analysis of each variable with respect to the observed data.

Nevertheless, the integration of all variables involved in this study was needed to

establish the overall relationship of the factors mentioned earlier. The predicted value of

L1P with respect to the observed laboratorial data aimed to trace this effect. So, a statistical

model equation was developed which corresponds to the integration relationship of

variables involved in the latter inclination. This was essential to demonstrate the effect of

various parameters of MLW at the critical inclination; Le. 60°. The linear correlation of

the observed L1P is plotted against the predicted value in Figure 6.12 and is represented in

the following equation:

M = c+a.Q+ Pi.do +Xi·At +c5i·N+6i·Lo +l(ap)ij ·Q.do +(ax)y ·Q.Af +(ac5)ij ·Q.N +(ac),/ 'Q.L(}j
(6.27)

where:

c = the intercept defined from the linear curve estimate in Figure 6.12 (0.1762).

a = a constant value for volume flow (141.046 )

f3, X, 8, E and ¢J are the numerical representations of the variables do. Afi N. Lo and ()

respectively.

The equation fitted the data observed with high degree of linear correlation (/ == 0.95)

(Appendix 13.8), with standard error of less than 5%, bearing in mind that the equation is

examined merely on the data obtained from Table (6.2). The aim was to highlight the

critical inclination where the pressure across the reviewed MLW would encounter a
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considerable drop. A further observation of this equation to fit larger number of MLW

parameters was beyond the aim of this research even through it represents one of the

author's future tasks. Therefore, it is not covered here.

6.6. Conclusion

This study investigated the pressure characteristics across the reviewed modulated

louvered windows that are typically employed in Jeddah. The appraisal measurement

showed that enhancements in pressure drops between inner and outer volumes could, at

certain point, be a function to some variables involved in this analysis. Nevertheless, the

major enhancement in differential pressure was not due to individual variables but rather to

the combination of variables that would comprehensively describe M. The considerable

pressure drop could not be achieved except when reaching ±60° of inclination, where

MLW offered a considerable resistance to the airflow. This was verified since more than

80% of the total cases observed have fallen under extremely low-pressure drops. The

statement, in light with the hypothesis of the current study, addresses the significance of

modulated louvered windows as a source on natural ventilation in buildings. Airflow

across the MLW has shown independence to the MLW where 0<±60o, regardless of the

other configurations involved. In other words, this chapter has demonstrated the critical

angle ofMLW under which major airflow reduction will exist.

In addition to the above, there are a number of other conclusions derived from this

chapter. They are highlighted as follow:

• The quadratic model equation suggested the best curves fits compared to

those produced by power law regressions. The quadratic curves were in the
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form of M = AQ + BQ2. However, further adjustments of the theoretical

representations of coefficients A and B that are embedded in the equation in

the quadratic form would be required to fit other variables such as number

of gaps between louvers, inclination angles B, and the ratio d/L%.

• The effect of louver depth showed some significance when accompanied

with steeper inclinations only.

• No major variations on drops were found between louvers positive and

negative inclinations.

There is some evidence to suggest that the flexibility in the design of MLW which

will not encounter much reduction in airflow passing louver blades. Next chapter is the

next appraisal stage to evaluate the velocity drop across the reviewed MLW.
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CHAPTER 7: VELOCITY DROP ACROSS THE

MODULATED LOUVERED WINDOWS
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7.1. Introduction

This chapter covers the experimental work carried out to investigate the velocity

drop across the reviewed modulated louvered Windows. The louver depths (L), inclination

angles (0), apertures (d), and porosity percentage (P) of MLW are investigated here in

depth. In addition, room configurations, height (R,J and depth (RaJ, and prevailing wind

conditions including angle of incidence (Wi) and speed of wind (ve) are also studied at this

stage. The experimental setup and the calibration technique are considered first before

being followed by the analysis technique selected by comparing curves produced by the

power-law and quadratic statistical curve fits.

The discussion of the results is undertaken in a number of stages. First, the wind

data, including wind speed and direction, are highlighted. Then follows the velocity drop

as function of the room configurations. The parameters of MLW mentioned earlier are

discussed in the last section of the chapter, followed by the integration of all variables in

respect to the velocity drop across the MLW.
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7.2. Experimental and Calibration setup

The experiment took place at Ventilation laboratory, School of Architecture,

University of Sheffield. The velocity reading, which is further analysed as a function of

the earlier mentioned variables, is expressed as a percentage representing the ratio between

the mean indoor air velocity (vJ and mean outdoor wind speed (v.). The aim of this is to

establish a relationship between louvers' various configurations and that of the percentage

of (v/ve). It is necessary to mention at this stage that the wind speeds ranged from 0.6 to

3m/s. However, for simplicity some variables were investigated under fixed wind speed of

v,=2m1s, unless otherwise stated. The setup and calibration of various equipments and

instrumentation used in this study are discussed here in more detail.

7.2.1. The technique

The type of measurement undertaken in this chapter requires a deep analysis of the

air velocity reduction as function of the MLW variables noted in chapter 5. In addition, a

number of variables are also investigated here including the room configuration, wind data

and external reduction of velocity near the MLW as function of porosity percentage (p). In

here, the wind flow through the window is expressed as the fraction of wind speed near the

window level. The technique is appropriate for the scale of measurement in hand. Chand

et al. (Chand et al. 1988) studied the profile of wind speed on airflow rates through a

cross-ventilated enclosure by identifying the wind speed near the window level and

"Without introducing practically significant errors in the results due to a variation in the

type of terrain". In addition, a recent research is conducted by the Sharples and Maghrabi

(Sharples and Maghrabi, 2000) which includes the same measuring technique.
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For initial velocity measurements it was noticeable that the fans tended to generate

higher velocity profile at extremes than centre axis due to turbulence produced by its

blades. In the meantime, the flow has no preset direction due to the turbulence that led to

discrepancies in internal and external velocities readings. Therefore, a number of measures

were considered to ensure that the flow, generated by fans, represents the free wind at

window level in the real environment. These measures were:

• A porous fibrous Felt-Type material, O.Olm thick, covered the fans air exiting-

sides in order to enable uniform distribution of airflow on the facade of the

MLW external panel.

• The v, was measured though a shield box connecting the fans with the MLW

front panel as shown. A number of measuring locations were considered

before selecting the most appropriate measuring location of Ve. From velocity

measurements made around the velocity device in the shield box, Re was

calculated to be less than 2000, Res 1200, thus a laminar flow through was

assured. Consequently, the shield box controlled the wind direction.

• The size of the frontal area of the shield box was similar to the MLW area

examined. This minimized the effect of the inlet/wall ratio effect on the flow

pattern inside the room discussed in chapter 4.

• As far as the wind angle of incidence (wi) was concerned, the fans were

connected to a metal bar positioned at the lower centre of the front panel. This

connection was made with the flexibility to move the fans, in a semi-circle

manner, to any predetermined oblique angle (experimentally represented as the

external wind direction) as shown in Figure 7.2. Consequently, more precise

readings were achieved (Figure7.1).
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A test room chamber (Figures 7.1 and 7.2) was used to represent the indoor

air movement. As stated above, the MLW units were fitted on the front panel of

the chamber. The other end, the air-exiting side, was left open as an attempt to

investigate the velocity drop that merely occurs due to the louver various

External air measuring cell (v,)
Internal measuring cells (v,)

Laminar flow

•

Open-ended air exiting side.
Polythene sheet The MLW unit

Figure (7.1): A schematic diagram of the velocity measurements experimental
set-up

configurations. In other words, the outlet was about six times bigger than the inlet

to minimize any effect that may occur from the outlet discussed in section 4.4.1.

Pre-set holes on the floor of the room chamber were made that -precisely-

represented the internal locations of velocity measurements.

7.2.2. Fans

Two fans were placed in series facing the front panel of the sash unit models. The

diameter of each fan was 0.48m (19 inches), and contained blades of 14° pitch capable of

1440 r.p.m. and performed under fluid temperatures of up to 40 QC. Each fan was made to

control the speed alteration separately from other fans. Woods of Colchester Limited

manufactured them.
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7.2.3. Velocity record instrument

The machine used to record the indoor air velocity (vJ and the outdoor wind speed

(veJ was Model 8910 DisplaylPower Supply, manufactured by TSI Incorporated, USA

(Figure 7.2). It was designed specifically to work with TSI air velocity transducers to

provide a convenient readout of air velocity. Depending on the range selected, this

machine accepts a signal of 0 to 5 volts DC and displays an output that is linearly

proportional to the signal. The connected TSI air velocity transducer in the same hand is

calibrated to provide a linear output of 0 to 5 volts DC. It is a precise instrument designed

to measure air mass velocity in fixed installations as quoted by manufacturer. Mass

velocity is a measure of air velocity with reference to standard conditions of about 20°C,

the laboratory temperature under which the experiment took place. As the flow of air

passes the heated sensor of the velocity transducer which is kept at a constant elevated

temperature by means of electronics, more electrical power is required to maintain the

sensor at the elevated temperature. Monitoring the power supplied to the sensor provides a

signal that is related to the amount of air flowing past the sensor. This signal is

automatically displayed in the power supply machine in terms of velocity (mls) and

transferred to the computer in voltage signals through wiring and data-logger connecting

them.

The air velocity transducer was calibrated by the manufacture (refer to TSI device

manual). In the laboratory, the author correlated the readings of series of air velocity (m/s)

displayed from TSI machine relative to the voltage signals recorded by the data-logger.

The chart developed showed linear correlation between velocity and voltages signal that

ensured consistently accurate output display against that of voltage signals (see appendix

C.l). The coefficient of determination of the linear regression was (r2 = l).
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7.2.4. Positioning of TSI-meter device

Two TSI-meter instruments were used to measure both external and internal air

velocities. The first was placed outside room chamber at five different measuring locations

at a pre-set distance from the centre axis of the MLW unit. A number of routine

measurements took place before the final measuring location was chosen. It was evident

that the resistance to airflow caused by both front panel and MLW units had resulted in

interruptions to velocity reading and caused discrepancies in the O.50m next to the panel.

Beyond this, the distance towards the fans was a more appropriate location to measure

external air velocity as discrepancies were diminished. The centre of shield box was

finally recommended as the optimum measuring location from which wind velocity was

recorded.

As far as internal velocity was concerned, detailed analysis was attempted of

velocity drops along the vertical and horizontal sectional directions of flow. Therefore, six

different locations with two various heights each were selected for measurements along

height and depth of the chamber. Along the room depth, the six measuring locations were

set at O.25mdistance from each other and the vertical location was at O.325m(Figure 7.1).

The selection of the first measuring location inside the room chamber was chosen far from

free-jet flow or turbulence caused by louver geometry. The series of runs that took place

first showed that at a distance less than RtFO.25m, there were turbulences and jet flows that

interrupted flow measurements being taken, and hence, the first measuring location was

selected.

At a later stage, the TSI-meter instrument was positioned on the external surface of

MLW for comparison with the reviewed inclination angles for the various MLW units in

order to study the velocity drop as function of porosity percentage (P) of the MLW.
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7.2.5. Timing or velocity recording

As stated in Chapter 6, there is a need to give positive time for the flow to reach its

steady state and to avoid any turbulence before inscribing any reading (Etheridge and

Sandberg, 1996). While too short a timing may be less effective, along timing might be

redundant and is time consuming. Contrary to site measurements, wind could be adjusted

at any pre-set speed and direction in laboratory measurements. This advantage could save

time and therefore result in better representation of the average readings to be recorded

therefore (Yousoufian, 1992). Another advantage of the latter technique is related to the

time lag between internal and external readings. Time lag is the time required for

measuring internal velocity to correspond with the external one (Bittencourt, 1993). Onsite

observations with improper consideration of time lag could result in discrepancies found in

data collected. On certain occasions, at lower air velocities and wind turbulence, the

discrepancies could exceed the margin of error percentage, thus results may not be

accurate, especially when v/ve% is of considerable importance in the analysis. In the

laboratory, errors resulting from time lag are diminished since external wind is controlled

at a pre-set velocity and direction. Hence, the ratio v/ve% is more likely to represent the

actual drop in air velocity.

The software was adjusted to give an average reading of various timings, 30 sec, I

min and 2 min at four readings per second under series of air velocities. The first average

timing (30 sec) was chosen as no major variations resulted from the three timings

examined.
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7.2.6. Measuring principles

Both internal and external velocity readings from the combined power of both axial

fans were transferred to the computer attached when readings had stabilised. Similar to the

pressure drop appraisal stage, this step was repeated over ranges of velocity drops as well

as different measuring locations involved. Steps were taken to ensure that the laboratory

temperature was about 20 C (White, 1999). The procedure of the test measurement can be

summarised in the following steps:

I. Various equipment used in the measurement were first switched on.

II. The TSI-meter devices were set to zero and left some time to stabilise after.

being fitted in the pre-set measuring locations.

III. A MLW unit is fitted onto the chamber front panel facing fan systems with

adjusting louvers to the desired inclination angle.

IV. The fan is switched on and controlled to the desired setting.

V. The data of both internal and external velocities were then taken after

ensuring stabilised readings.

VI. The fans were set to various wind speeds in order to create ranges of air

velocities and step (v) was repeated.

VII. The TSI-meter device used to measure internal velocity was then moved to

another pre-set location, vertically or horizontally, and the last two steps

were then repeated.

VIII. The MLW unit was then adjusted to the next desired angle and the last

three steps were then repeated for each setting.

IX. Wind speed covered from 0 to around 3 mls.
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x. External velocity was measured at the centre axis of the MLW and internal

velocity was taken at the preset locations noted earlier.

7.3. The analysis

A reduced-sample of data was first analysed using the two statistical curve fits

including power law and quadratic (based on the least square method). At this stage, the

three curve fits were analysed based on the reduction in velocity due to external wind

speed and the reduction in v/ve% due to room depth and the ,-2 of both model equations

were examined as shown in Figure 7.3. It is important to mention at this stage that data

obtained were not based on scattered data but rather on clear trend of curve fits since

measurements were carried out in the laboratory.

As shown in Figure 7.3, the regression lines developed by the two curve fits

corresponded to the data measured at both maximum and minimum aperture dimensions.

The preference of quadratic cure fit was obvious with data representing the reduction due

to room depth at both higher and lower ratios v/ve, as well as with the presence of louver

inclinations. Therefore, the recommendation was to carryout the discussion of results of

this chapter using the curve fits in the quadratic form.

7.4. The discussion

This study investigated the velocity drop across the reviewed MLW. The louver

depths (L), inclination angles (0), apertures (d), ratio of (d1L) and free area (Aj, porosity

percentage (P) of MLW are investigated here. The room configurations, height (R;J and

depth (RcJJ and wind angle of incidence (Wi) were considered.

The internal velocity patterns would vary in accordance with the varieties of louver

inclinations as well as other variables involved. Some measurements were taken at louver
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Figure 7.3: The comparison between quadratic and power law statistical curve fits.
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inclination set to zero while others were evaluated with and without the presence of

inclination. These are noted accordingly in each variable discussed in the following

subsection.

The discussion of results was divided into sections: the velocity drop due to wind

speed and the extent to which MLW would determine the reduction percentage of v/ve %.

The effect of wind angle of incidence will be discussed in the same section. The room

geometry, including height and depth will be highlighted in another section. Subsequently,

various louver configurations will be discussed and followed by the overall integration of

the MLW parameters in causing significant velocity drop across.

1-,:l----- .----
I i
i ~ 2r-
I

'- ,
.~

I !l,sl---~-------'
-; j

I
... 1·-

::l !

oS
o.s i--~

I
I° ; -- ---~-~-'T-~--~-----·~------

o.s 1,S 2 2,5 3 .d·007m

Ad-O,OlmWind speed (ntis)

Figure (7.4): The polynomial curves for two louver apertures at Rcr=0.7Sm

7.4.1. Velocity drop as function of wind velocity (ve)

The MLW was examined under various wind velocity ranging from 0.6 to 3.00mls.

which corresponds to minimum indoor air velocity and to the recommended air speed

indoors in humid conditions as indicated by Evans (Evans, 1980) (see Appendix C.2).

Measurements of internal velocities (Vi) were taken along room and were plotted against Ve.
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The polynomial curves indicating internal velocities based on wind speeds were

linearly correlated. They varied significantly depending on the various louver apertures.

For example, at RcFO.75m the maximum Vi achieved for apertures O.Olm and 0.07m was

1.5m1s and 2.5m1s respectively while the minimum was 0.27m1s and 0.56m1s as shown in

Figure 7.4. The practical interpretation of this showed how the selection of louver aperture

dimension could determine the desired level of velocity indoors. As far as the ratio of v/ve

was concerned, the Figure shows the maximum aperture dimension d=0.07m tested under

series of winds v, == 3, 2.5, 2, 1.87, 1.40 and 0.6 mls. The v/ve% corresponding to the wind

speed was 85%, 87%, 87%, 89%, 87% and 82% respectively. In other words, v/ve% was

constant to Vi since the mean value of v/ve=86% with a minimum error limit. It is worth

noting at this stage that with this proportionality, the curve fit representing them started

declining around ve=2 m/s. In contrast to what was originally thought, v/ve% declined

rather than improve as further wind speed occurred. A sound explanation to this fact was

that the MLWallowed air to penetrate through its large apertures with not much resistance

or friction caused by its surface. Therefore internal velocity will be proportional to the

external one. But at higher speeds of wind this proportionality would deviate as more

pressure occurred on the inlet surface due to acting wind speed and resistance of ML W

free area. This in fact caused the decline in flow as air loses much of its momentum force

at inlet surface.

Nevertheless, this was not the general case for all apertures. The v/v/Yo for the rest

of the apertures was gradually increasing as higher winds existed even at the highest speed

examined. The increase in percentage v/ve% at louver apertures d ~ 0.05m was less than

20% for the ranges of wind speeds examined. Table 7.1 shows the records of internal

velocity and ratio v/ve % as a function of wind speed for the various MLW. Readings from
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the last example showed that v/ve% ranged within 83-90%. As a result v/ve% was found

proportional regardless of wind speed range with a mean of 87% with ±5% variations of

both ratio limit bands. At the same time, the ratio was 76%, 62% and 58% for apertures

0.05, 0.03m and 0.02m respectively, with less than ±15% variations of both extreme limit

bands (see appendices C.3 and C.4).

The effect of louver depth was examined and found negligible. Figure 7.5, shows

the insignificance effect of the louver depth under the variety of models examined,

although some significance was present at the highest wind speed examined. But for the

range of wind speed examined, the variation between indoor records in conjunction to the

number of width examined was minor.

Table (7.2): The ratio v/ve as function to various apertures.

R =025m R =050m
d . '. 0

Id IMu IMin Mun ISt.error SI. dey.

0.02 68.39516 14.9 63.0184 4.59962 3.252422
0.03 11.44133 81.486 13.23816 2.860012 2.022334
0.05 83.62352 86.098 80.98046 1.149123 1.231241
0.01 95.6 95 94.6 0.424264 0.3

d 'iJ '. 0

Id M.~ MI .. Mun St..rrnr St. d.v
0.02 10.0923 54.618 63.75221 10.89956 1.70715
0.03 76.56 63.8456 70.93111 8.990438 6.3512
0.05 80.49 15.887 78.8544 3.254813 23015
0.07 93.09 89.69 91.1 2.404163 1.7

R =0 15m v Iv 0;. R -1m Ivo;.d • 0

Id IMax IMin IMean ISt.error 1St.d.v.

0.02 68.45 47.678 58.41433 14.68802 10.386

0.03 73.35333 53.45507 63.4042 14.0702 9.949134

0.05 82.31667 70.27504 76.29586 8.514713 6.020811

0.07 89.93845 85.34667 87.64256 3.246883 2.295893

d- VI. r; 0

Id 1M... IMln IMnn ISt.rrnr 1st. dey.
0.02 63.098 44.0998 53.88594 13.43376 9.4991
0.03 62.8909 46.776 55.44158 11.39496 8.05745
0.05 69.461 54.676 61.84709 10.45882 73955
0.07 80.67 71.467 77.3 6.507504 4.6015

Further analysis was carried out to investigate louver apertures with respect to other

measuring location within the room. As a result, it was possible to establish a relationship

of the above variables at room depths Rc 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1m as the standard error

variation was less than 15% in relation to the mean value ofv/ve%. Interestingly, the scale

of error decreased as records were taken nearer to MLW unit as shown in Figure 7.6. But

when the measurements exceeded Rc1m, it was not possible to establish such correlation
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Figure (7.5): The reduction of velocity as function of louver
depth.
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as error percentages increased beyond the acceptable limits; over 25%. Hence, polynomial

regression curves were produced representing that correlation for louver apertures

investigated at various room depths. Table 7.2 shows the various MLW units examined

with their standard errors and standard deviations. Although louver aperture O.OIm

behaved like other apertures, it was not included in the later Figure since its correlation had

fallen significantly different from the rest of louver depths.

7.4.2. Velocity drop as function of wind direction (wtJ

Measurements covered three incidences of wind directions (WI) 90", 75"and 60"with

blades in perfect horizontal position. The first direction is referred to as the wind

perpendicular to the windward side. As mentioned earlier, the metal bar connecting both

room chamber and fans made it flexible to alter fans (in a semi-circle manner) to any

predetermined direction. Polynomial curves produced by the two latter directions, w;=7s"

and 60"were compared with the referenced direction w,=90"at RrO.25m.

The average reduction in velocity as function to wind incidence angle is illustrated

in Figure 7.7 where in average it yielded nearly 21% due to tilting wind from perpendicular

to incident 60". In other words, the Figure suggested that a 30" deviation in wind angle of

incident would consequently reduce 20% of initial velocity recorded at perpendicular, i.e.

w;=90". This was the general behaviour with MLW of various aperture dimensions

examined, with some reservation at d=O.Olm.

The case was not proportional as measurements took place further. These

percentages were further enhanced as room depth increased depending on each model

configuration. Gaps between curves at wind incidences 90", 75" and 60" were gradually

increasing as velocity was measured along room depth. At 60", the reduction reached its
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minimum readings in the middle of the room with some reservations at models with

d=O.07m. Hence, it was thought that as further wind directions were examined, the breeze

flow along room depth would be less effective for all models examined, with exception of

measuring location RtFO.25m. Generally, it was evident that velocity drop due to

deviation in wind direction was significant when accompanied with room depth and varied

in accordance with various d selected.

7.4.3. Velocity drop as function of room configuration

The observation mainly covered the horizontal velocity magnitude represented in

the room depth. In this section, vertical velocity magnitude is also highlighted. As noted

before, one of the main advantages of employing the MLW is the possibility to control the

flow patterns to various sections within the room, including ceiling, living and ground

zones. The following is the discussion of each of these effects.

7.4.3.1. Room Depth (Rd)

Some of the studies reviewed in the literature, such as Givoni (Givoni, 1981), Sobin

(Sobin, 1983), Muniz (Muniz, 1985) and others, showed the effect of velocity drop as

function of room depth. Here the six measuring locations along room (Rd) were taken at

distance of 0.25m each.

The relation between Rd and v/ve% contained two approaches of evaluation

including the percentage of velocity reduction along room depth with reference to

RtFO.25m and the effective ventilation along room. As for the former, readings at

RtFO.25m were taken as a reference to trace the percentage of reduction at other measuring

locations examined when the external wind velocity was ve=2mJs. In fact it was found that

along room depth the flow of air had lost 30% - SO%of its momentum force at RtF 1.SOm.
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Figure 7.8 shows the relationship between the reduction percentages from various

measuring locations along room depth.
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Figure (7.8): The ratio of velocity reduction along the room with
reference to Rr0.25m.

Comparable results were attained in models with same opening dimensions (d).

The effect of louver depth (L) at those model configurations was from 5% in smaller depth

scales up to 10% at the maximum dimension evolved showing that L effect was minor at

horizontal inclinations. In contrast, when similar depths with variety of d involved,

velocity drop curves varied in accordance to the size of various opening dimensions chosen

(Appendixes C.5). In general, 95% of MLW units showed that curves of v/ve% due to

room depth were above 40%, even at the farthest measuring location, i.e. Rr I.SOm.

Also, the room depth was a sound factor when louver inclination was involved at

inclinations Oo~B~30°. Steeper curve regression of Rd were produced at those inclinations

due to the considerable variation occurring in v/ve% between extreme ends of Rd

measuring locations. These curves were smoother at inclinations B ~45° as only 15% of
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data were scattered above 20% of vlve at various MLW configurations examined. Thus,

MLW greater than 30° of inclination would be ineffectual in producing velocity drop

variations along the centre axis of room depth (Appendices C.S to C.II).

7.4.3.2. Room Height (Rh)

Velocity measured at certain height above was taken at 0.0725m above and below

MLW frame edges and at a distance of 0.18Sm away from ceiling to shelter against

discrepancies occurring due to wall jet phenomenon (Awbi, 1991) (Etheridge and

Sandberg, 1996).

The inclination 8= 0° showed the poorest performances since incoming air was not

deflected upwards and continued in a similar direction. Similarly, the result found at 8=

60° was not effective, with the exception of the first measuring location, RcFO.25m.

However, other inclination angles showed higher percentages of vlve% inclinations at the

specific room height. For example, the highest records of vlve were found at RcFI.OOmat

inclination angle of 15°. Meanwhile, room depth at distance of O.SOmwas the optimum

measuring location for all models examined when louvers were tilted to 30° angle. Also,

The maximum ranges of data achieved were found at distance of 0.25m for both

inclinations, 45° and 60°. All these findings demonstrate that the velocity distribution

patterns inside a space would vary according to MLW configurations beside other

variables such as wind data and room configuration (Appendix C.S to C.Il). This is more

likely the reason why curve patterns of vlve% would vary at various room heights (Rh) and

depths (Rd) indoors. Finally, the vlve was found to be less than SO%at nearly 92% of data

examined, showing that the maximum ratio indoors, with the presence of wind inclination

will not reached more than half of the wind speed. This figure even becomes more critical

with the presence of steeper louver inclinations as seen in the Appendices.
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7.4.4. Velocity drop as function ofMLW porosity (P)

The porosity (P) of the MLW depends on the geometry and the number of louver

blades in each unit. When blades are in perfect horizontal position, i.e. 0: 0, P is

considered at its maximum and diminishes according to the degree of inclination, say PfJ.

Thus, data measured of (V/ve%) represent the ratio of velocity drop at the external front

panel of MLW on the windward side (vp) against the actual wind velocity (ve) (Figure 7.1).

The porosities ranged from 50% to 87% and were calculated on the basis of the ratio of

inlet opening over the total area of the MLW unit when 0:0. The aim was to find out how

much resistance was offered by the geometry of MLW different configurations on external

reduction of airflow speed.

There was a strong relationship between porosity of MLW geometry against

v/Ye%. The ratio v/ve: 62% when selecting the MLW units with minimum porosity

percentage, i.e. p=50%. This would in other words suggest that air stream lost

approximately 40% of its momentum velocity before reaching the inlet external surface

due to the resistance caused by inlet porosity percentage. However, the loss decreases as

the development in porosity percentage occurs. As found at the other extreme porosity

percentage, p=87%, the loss was less than 5% as the ratio v/Ye was found to be

approximately 96%, as demonstrated in Figure (7.9).

In addition, it was interesting to underline that when measuring the velocity drop at

RrFO.25m for the same model unit both porosity percentage and the ratio v/Ye were almost

identical, i.e. v/ve%:V/Ve%. A more defined description of this phenomenon is illustrated

in Figure (7.10) which shows that, as a laminar flow of air passes inlet surface of the

louvers, it generates its speed along the louver depth causing a free-jet flow with higher

speed on the outlet surface than that on the inlet. This speed along the centreline of the
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free-jet eliminates and reaches its initial speed at the inlet surface at a distance that depends

on a number of factors such as MLW geometry, viscosity of air, pressure drop, density, etc

(Awbi, 1991). Amongst these factors is the geometry ofMLW unit that is our concern at

this stage. Therefore, Figure (7.11) was developed showing both v/ve% and v/ve% against

various porosity percentages examined. It is concluded that at all MLW units with p<70%

the velocity of free-jet laminar flow speed reached same velocity recorded at reference

point before R,F0.25m. Contrary to the rest of models both velocities were identical at that

Reference velocity at inlet (v,Ive)
velocity at outlet

Jet flow
L

Free-jet laminar flow

Figure (7.10): The phenomenon of relationship
between v/ve% and v/ve%.

room depth.

In practice, data also showed that models with p~75% were preferable when much

air would be needed, to ventilate a space indoors since they provide less resistance to flow

stream. Thus, designers would be able to maximize or minimize airflow within the space

indoor on the basis that porosity percentages are identified.
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As louvers were tilted to 15°of inclination, the reduction in v/ve% due to porosity

was of approximately 5%. But the correlation curves were falling apart forming a major

reduction as further inclinations were selected. Figure (7.9) shows the correlation curves

produced for each angle. In general, reduction in the v/ve% with the presence of

inclination angle of louvers ranged from 90 to 40%. This was the case in 80% of models

investigated and only 20% of data were scattered above and lower limit band. It confirmed

the hypothetical justification discussed in earlier chapters which states that these porous

elements were made with maximum capabilities to maximize the amount of air penetrating

whilst protecting indoors from direct sun radiations.
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Figure (7.11): The v/ve% and v/ve% against various porosity percentages
examined

7.4.5. Velocity drop as function of MLW configurations

The discussion of velocity drops as a function of the MLW geometry will be

covered in this section. As in the previous chapter, the effect of each variable is discussed

independently and is followed by the discussion of all variables integrated.
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7.4.5.1. Louver depth (L)

As velocity declined with the increase of room depth no major variation was found

between varieties of depths examined under similar configurations. For example, the

curves representing data collected at various louver depths, O.04m and 0.06m, were

comparable and individual regression curve was then recommended to represent such

relationship with standard error of less than 5% and coefficient of determination r=0.996.

Similar results were achieved when comparing depths of 0.06m and 0.08m with similar

Table (7.3): the comparison between various louver depths and their statistical mean
values along with the standard errors.

level of confidence. In other words, the increase at louver depth to one half would not

cause significant resistance to internal airflow measured. However, when doubling louver

depth as in L=0.04m and L=0.08m, it was found that significant variations of velocity

would occur at Rd ~ 1m (Table 7.3). Similarly, with the larger apertures examined, there

was an evidence of the significance when changing the louver depth. Nevertheless, when

examining the mean values of those deviations along with there standard errors, it is

believed that the variation in depth near the window, RQ5. lrn, falls within the margin of

errors since the maximum error was less than 10%. In this scale of experiments, this may

be acceptable to indicate the insignificance of louver depth near the window. But at
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Rd>1m, this homogenous relationship was not possible since velocity drops were clearly

falling apart from one depth to another. The curves would even fall apart more

significantly as room depth increases as shown in Figure (7.12).

Results were homogenous with the presence of louver inclinations ISo~ B~600, the

coefficient of determination of those curves was r=0.999 at 9S% models examined with

standard error of mean less than S% (see appendices C.6 to C.9). This homogenous

relationship was also found with the presence of various MLW units observed.

The general statistical value of this variable to contribute any adjustment to indoor

velocity ratio was the least affecting variable since the r2::O.2.

7.4.5.2. Louver inclination angle (9)

The reduction of air velocity at 0=00 was relatively smooth and the curves along the

room had not shown considerable or sudden drop. Nevertheless, the curves produced for

other inclinations showed some significant drops relative to the inclination selected. For

instance, the effective flow at ISOwas present up to distance Rd =0.7Sm. Subsequently a

major airflow velocity drop was shown for all models examined, i.e. vi/ve<20%. This drop

was even closer to MLW unit when both inclinations of 30° and 4Soexisted as the effective

flow was found only around the first measuring location near the MLW. 60° Angle

showed the poorest performance amongst other examined inclinations since maximum

vilve < 30% regardless of the rest ofMLW variables (see Appendices C.S to C.9).

The situation was clearly different as flow above the centre axis was considered.

Measurements of various inclinations carried out with the presence of room height were

quite distinct from those measured at the centre. As noted before, while the flow at 0=0°

was found very minor and negligible, both louver inclinations of ISOand 30° were quite
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accepted as room depth increased. The highest records for angle of 15°was found around

the measuring location ReF 0.75m and 1m with smooth decline in flow after them.

Similarly, the effective velocity at 8=30° was found around Rd = O.SOmand 0.75m away

from the MLW. Finally, at the first O.SOmof room depth it was found that the optimum

velocity resulted from both inclination 45° and 60° as shown in (see appendices C.8 and

C.9). This was to ensure that the vertical velocity profile within a space would vary

according to the change in louver inclination angle.

Interestingly, it was possible to trace the significant contribution of the louver

inclination angle when examining its coefficient of determination from statistical

perspective. As seen in Appendix C.l2.a, the statistical behaviour of (}with respect to

vilve% revealed some significance since ,2 = 0.736 for the variety of MLW geometries

along the room depths examined.

7.4.5.3. Louver aperture (d)

Internal velocity as a function of aperture distance between louver blades shaped

the major factor to the total velocity reduction indoors. It varied in accordance with the

size of various opening dimensions chosen. At this stage no consideration was given to

louver depth since the increase to one half would be less effective to velocity readings

indoor, up to ReFlm.

At the maximum aperture examined, air lost nearly 20% of its initial speed after

reaching Rd=lm while it lost 50% at Rd =1.5m. Likewise, only 5% was lost at ReFO.25m

showing that this model configuration may be recommended where cross ventilation may

be necessary. Obviously the MLW with minimum aperture showed the poorest

performance since 50% of wind speed was lost at first measured location and almost 90%

was lost at 1.5m of room depth as seen in Appendix (C.5). Additionally, it was found that
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the decrease ofO.02m in d=0.07m would be accompanied with a decrease in v/Ye =10-15%

near the window.

In general, curves ofv/ve% due to room depth were above 40% even at the farthest

measuring location when d=O.Olm is excluded. Figure (7.6) shows the correlation curves

produced for the louver apertures measured up to Rd =1m.

However, the do variable was only sufficient to explain about 38% of the total

reduction in velocity drop for all models selected. As seen from the Appendix (C.l2.b),

this has some effect on the reduction of flow, yet its effect was less significant than the

inclination angle effect.

7.4.5.4. Velocity drop as function of free area (A,,)

The free area was found to be a more appropriate variable corresponding to the

velocity drop across the ML W rather than d(J. Based on the various configurations

selected, the AI which ranged from approximately 33 to 85% were gradually accepted as

the result of vilve%. The general effect showed that AI explained nearly 65% of the air

velocity characteristics inside the room as the coeffiecnt of determination exceeded 0.60

(see Appendix C.12.c). Hence, the free area was a better factor than MLW aperture.

7.4.5.5. Louver number (N)

The general behaviour of louver number was not sufficiently possible to determine

the indoor velocity reduction across the ML W since the r2=0.2 as seen in Appendix

(C.12.d).
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7.4.6. The integration of all variables

The above discussion shed light on the effect on each variable and its contribution

to the velocity drop across the MLW. On the one hand, there was an evident effect of

some variables such as the louver angle of inclination and the MLW free area. On the

other hand, the statistical analysis of these variables has indicated that the louver depth has

no significance near the window (see Appendix C.13). It is worth mentioning though that

the coefficient of determination of each variable is enhanced when investigated only under

horizontal inclination as shown from the table (for'; for each variable in B= 0 and the

general model).
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Figure (7.13): The correlation between observed and predicted values of
vi/ve% based on equation (7.1).

Nevertheless, as was the case with the previous chapter, none of the variables wwas

able to explain entirely the reduction in velocity drop across the reviewed MLW.

Following is the integration of all variables made in an attempt to develop the statistical

model that explains the total rectum in v/ve%.
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The statistical model was developed with error percentage less than 15% and with

,2 =0.905. Meanwhile, when including the various inclinations involved in this study, the

model (Eq 7.1) was the best to sufficiently explain the velocity reductions function to

various MLW geometries examined. Figure (7.13) and Appendix C.13 demonstrate the

correlation between the observed values of vlve% compared with the predicted value

which corresponds to the following equation:

where:

c = the intercept defined from the linear curve estimate in Figure 7.1 (1.6119).

a, f3, Xand cS are the numerical representations of the variablesa, Band N, respectively.

A further observation of this equation to fit larger number of MLW parameters was

beyond the aim of this research though it represents one of the author's future tasks.

Therefore, it is not covered here.

As seen from the Appendix C.l3, all variables selected in the model were

statistically significant, bearing in mind that some variation may occur if variables not

covered by this study were to be included, such as roughness or other variables noted

previously.

7.5. Conclusion

This chapter has examined the velocity flow characteristics with respect to the

reviewed MLW. In addition, it has highlighted the velocity drop as function to the room

configurations and wind data. The conclusions derived from the investigation are as

follow:
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• Louver angle of inclination is found a main variable to control this while

louver depth was the least affecting variables in this phenomenon except

with the presence of steeper louver inclination. Nevertheless, the major

indoor velocity drop was not due to individual variables but rather to

combination of variables that would comprehensively describe v/ve% as

concluded from the various evaluation stages conducted throughout this

chapter.

• The description of flow characteristics as function to the free area was

found more appropriate than that related to louver aperture. While both

variables showed some level of significance, the effect of the former was

more practical than the latter.

• The mean indoor velocity (v/ve%) was increasing as a function of wind (ve)

and the maximum increase was less than 15%. This was the general

behaviour of MLW under various apertures examined yet when d>O.05m

the v/ve% was proportional to Ve.

• Wind direction has also some significance on indoor air velocity since

normally a 20% reduction in v/ve% near the window was found when wind

was to deviate 30" from perpendicular.

• The vertical and the horizontal velocity profiles along the room height and

depth respectively are much related to the MLW configurations examined.

• The porosity percentage is a sound alternative to evaluate the performance

of MLW as it gave an understanding of the flow characteristics at the

windward side near the modulated louvered windows.
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• Airflow velocities in a room containing an MLW result from an interaction

of louver geometry, room geometry and prevailing wind conditions.

• It was possible to establish a dimensionless relationship of velocity

characteristics as function to various MLW parameters involved near the

window, Rds lm, Therefore, these results will be the base of the further

evaluation stages that will be covered next chapter using the computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) technique.

The appraisal stage has demonstrated the flexibility of the MLW design in relation

to accomplishing similar results. In another words, similar airflow characteristics were

achieved with a number of MLW configurations. There is some evidence to suggest that

the flexibility in the design of MLW that will not encounter much reduction in airflow

passing louver blades. These could be guidelines to be implemented in practise for further

implementation in production. Some of the conclusions attained from Chapters 6 and 7

were sound and considered key elements to recall the traditional louvers geometric

reviewed in earlier chapters.
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CHAPTER 8: SIMULATION OF VELOCITY DROP

ACROSS THE MLW: CFD APPRAISAL STAGE.
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8.1. Introduction

This chapter is devoted to exploring and extending investigations carried out in the

previous chapter. On the one hand it examines the CFD coding to simulate airflow around

the reviewed modulated louver windows; on the other hand it highlights the airflow

patterns around the MLW and the subsequent flow within the room, based on MLW and

inlet configurations as well as outlet configurations that are typically found in Jeddah. It

was not possible to examine them in the previous chapter due to the dimension of the

physical model under which laboratory measurements were carried out. A description is

first given of the historical background to the theory of numerical modelling and the

application of CFD in predicting airflow in buildings. The range of CFD software

packages used for simulation and justification of CFD code selection is discussed here.

Basic conservation equations, turbulence modelling and other CFD requirements for

simulation are also covered. The set up of MLW model configurations and the boundary

conditions are discussed before the comparison of both CFD and laboratory results takes

place. The chapter ends up by highlighting patterns of airflow through MLW with

reference to both inlet and outlet configurations implemented in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
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8.2. Literature Review on computational fluid dynamics

8.2.1. Historical background

In most flow regimes considerable flow complexities are commonly encountered

and analytical solutions are not possible. The equations of fluid dynamics can be solved

numerically with the aid of modem computers. Therefore, many computer programmes or

computer codes, as they are called, have been developed specifically to solve complex

flow equations. Each different code tends to have certain strength and is best suited to

particular types of flow. The set of techniques and procedures to achieve this has led to the

development of what is known as computational fluid dynamics (CFD). CFD is the

science of developing approximate numerical solution to predict the air motion based on

Navier-Stokes equations, the energy equations, the mass and concentration equations and

turbulent velocity and its scale equations (Schaub et al. 1995), (Awbi, 1991), (Alamdari,

1995), (Said et al. 1995), (Jones and Whittle, 1992). The fundamental laws of the

conservation of mass, momentum, thermal energy and concentration species within the

microclimate, or the enclosure, describe these equations. In CFD, the conservation

equations are solved numerically in order to generate field values for the static pressure,

velocity components, temperature, turbulent flow and concentrations of contaminants in

the enclosure (Alamdari, 1995), (Said et al. 1995). The flow is solved by a set of cells

(known as control-volumes) represented by computational grid either in two or three

physical dimensions. This is known by the finite-volume CFD solution. Through such a

process, based on computational efficiency and level of experience of the user, the CFD

model has the potential to predict the velocity, temperature variations, air cell

contamination as well as the room ventilation efficiency (Awbi, 1989), (Alamdari, 1995),

(Jones and Whittle, 1992). Performance of the indoor environment in relation to level of
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comfort can also be predicted, and then compared with the level of discomfort or

dissatisfaction of occupants in indoor environments. Although it is not possible to leave

out real experiments, numerical experiments using CFD allow the determination of certain

trends and give an insight into the physics of complex problems that would be impractical

to study experimentally. Etheridge and Sandberg (1996) noted that CFD mayor may not

be the best alternative amongst other techniques applied depending on the scale and

complexity of the problem to be solved. The advantages and disadvantages of each

technique were reviewed in Chapter 4 and summarized in Table (4.1).

8.2.2. CFD for airflow prediction in buildings

The analysis of indoor air motion within a building has become a significant task

for designers and engineers to improve indoor air quality and, in turn, to enhance the

environmental conditions for occupants within buildings. A typical person spends up to

90% of his time indoors in residential and commercial environments (Chen and Jiang,

1995). Airflow principles are governed by the fundamentals of physics and are associated

with variables in the environment such as temperature, pressure, obstacles, velocity, etc.

Patterns of airflow in buildings, however, are related to what is mentioned above as well as

other factors that control microclimate and macroclimate air motion. As stated previously,

the macroclimate is defined as the flow regime around a building while microclimate

relates to the regime within it. The airflow in buildings may be predicted by physical

measurements including full-scale, scale mock-ups modelling and numerical techniques,

i.e. computer modelling technique (Chen and Jiang, 1995), (Alamdari, 1995). The latter

technique had been increasingly applied by researchers to predict room air quality,

behaviour of airflow and how contaminants and pollutants are transported in the building
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ventilated by natural or mechanical means. The following outline intends to highlight the

CFD modelling as a tool for predicting air distribution within and around buildings.

From the increased awareness of the health problems associated with indoor air

pollution emerged the interest to improve the knowledge about airflow patterns and

contaminants transport in space. CFD has been used for predicting room air distribution

since 1970s (Aynsley, 1999). For the past few decades engineers and scientists have been

developing numerical methods and computer software to solve complex structures of

partial differential equations numerically (Maghrabi and Sharples, 2000). Schaub et al.

(1995) and Jones and Whittle (1992) reported that Nielsen was the first to apply CFD

numerical technique to predict room air distribution in 1975, the technique that was

practised by many later on. After two decades of development it is advised that CFD be an

alternative tool in conjunction with experimental mock-ups and full-scale measurements

techniques for room air distribution (Schaub et al. 1995), (Awbi, 1991), (Awbi, 1989),

(Weathers and Spitler, 1998), (Alamdari, 1995), (Jones and Whittle, 1992).

In the building engineering field, site observations, numerical calculations and

laboratory measurements have been validated using CFD. Some of those are found in

(Jones and Whittle, 1992), (Murakami et al. 1995), (Weathers and Spitler, 1998),

(Dascalaki et al. 1996), (Fontiane et al. 1994) and most recently in (Sharples and

Maghrabi,2000). They suggested that the CFD modelling technique has a strong potential

for the validation of the results from other techniques. For example, the work carried out

by Swainson (Swainson, 1997) concluded that the corresponding results obtained from

CFD to investigate natural ventilation through a solar chimney were accurate to validate

the experimental work. In his work concerning CFD predictions on ventilation efficiency

in clean rooms, Chul (Chul, 1997) has also noted an agreement between the full-scale
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experimental work and CFD technique. Interestingly, Chul concluded that CFD modelling

has an economical advantage over the full-scale measuring technique. The subject has

now advanced to the point where many engineers and designers rely totally on CFD results

to evaluate and predict air distribution at early stages of design; some of this is found in

(Chung and Dunn-Rankin, 1998), (Yaghoubi et al. 1995), (Holmberg et al. 1993), (Gan,

1995), (Kindangen et al. 1997) (Robinson et al. 1999) and others.

The scale of flow regime varies according to the approach intended. In building

engineering, these approaches are either classified as macroclimate or microclimate. CFD

applications in building engineering range from a small building component such as door

or window up to the scale of a multi-storey building or large structure. Figure (8.1)

demonstrates some scales of simulation problem solved by CFD. However, the vast

majority of studies were conducted on a scale of single room size. On this scale, the model

investigates the flow regime of the physical components of air such as contaminations and

pollutants produced by mechanical or natural ventilation systems; it could also estimate the
•

infiltration rates, air change per hour and trace patterns of airflow in all locations within the

room (Maghrabi and Sharples, 2000). In certain cases, the air movement and thermal

performances around the human body or an object could be examined (Alamdari, 1995),

(Gan, 1995) (Awbi, 1989). Simulation could be extended to solve flow in large spaces or

between a number of spaces within a building or an enclosure. Research conducted by

Murakami et al. (1995) evaluated ventilation effectiveness and contaminant concentrations

in a wholesale market structure using CFD. Also some studies investigated smoke control

within buildings and in atrium spaces (Chow and Lau, 1993), (Anon., 1995a). Other

research predicted natural convection between two spaces like that carried out by Williams

and Baker (1994) or even in the number of flows within the same building like, that

conducted by Robinson (1999). On a larger scale, the outdoor airflow simulation
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Section

Figure (8.1): Some examples of various problem scales covered by the CFD
technique. [a: A multi story building (Robinson et al. 1999)], [b: Mechanical
airflow systems (Alamdari, 1995)], [c: airflow around buildings (Alamdari,
1995)] and [d: huge indoor spaces (Murakami et al. 1995)].
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encounters other complications in addition to those discussed at indoor airflow simulations

such as wind forces, directions and other environmental factors that could not be solved at

certain stage of simulation.

In general, the application of CFD in building engineering IS increasingly

advancing with the enhancement in computational power. While empirical measurements

should not be underestimated, CFD offers an alternative tool for building engineering

problems that cannot be easily traced by other measuring techniques. A recent review

work carried out by Maghrabi and Sharples (2000) indicated the challenges of using

modelling technique for designers and architects in the field.

8.3. CFD applications in buildings engineering

8.3.1. CFD simulation software

There are several commercial CFD packages available at present that have the

capability of modelling a wide range of fluid flow problems; amongst these packages are

FLOVENT, FLUENT, FLINT, PHOENICS, STARCD and FLOW3D. They suggest

similar capabilities, hence the choice of package which is most suitable for the study

depends on a number of factors including the appropriateness to the fluid flow problem,

the software and hardware requirements in relation to cost and user skills. Help facilities

and technical user support services should also be considered.

The present work required facilities for single-phase flow and two-dimensional

modelling. FLUENT software was the code chosen to perform solutions of the problem in

hand. This software is used heavily in airflow simulation in buildings. Further details arc

available in the FLUENT user manual (1999). FLUENT was already available on site
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(University network and University network remote access) with technical user support

services, and the University of Sheffield network is frequently updated with the latest

version of FLUENT. That is why the simulation was carried out using the FLUENT

version 4.5, and hence, its description in some detail in this chapter. It is worth

emphasising that not all the available options of FLUENT are mentioned here, but only

those relevant to this work.

8.3.2. Basic Equations of CFD

The first step in numerical modelling is to establish the basic conservation

equations based on the principles of fluid mechanics and relevant components such as heat

and flow, etc. These equations constitute a system of non-linear simultaneous partial

differential equations that can be solved numerically. The equations used in this numerical

modelling are presented here.

The main problem of fluid dynamics is the determination of the velocity and state

of the fluid subject to certain imposed conditions. Throughout this work it has been

assumed that the fluids are gases at ambient pressure that behave ideally. No consideration

was given of the case of chemical reactions, air contaminations or heat transfer since the

aim was to investigate the air quantity rather than quality. The equations that allow the

solution of the most general case of ideal gas mixture are the following:

Mass conservation:

ap +~(pu,)=O (8.1)at Ox,
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Momentum conservation:

a a a [ (~. ~j)] iP-(pu)+-(pu.u.)=- I-l -' +- --+pg. +F.at } & '} & & &. &. } }, '}'}

(8.2)

The left side of the equation represents the convection term, and the terms on the

other side represent, in sequence, the diffusion, pressure body forces, and the momentum

interaction between forces.

The continuity and momentum equations are non-linear partial differential

equations and, together with appropriate boundary conditions, provide a complete

description of flows for which the density is uniform.

8.3.3. Turbulence Modelling

Turbulence is one of the remaining unsolved theoretical problems in fluid

mechanics (Yang, 1989). Nevertheless, there are different approaches in dealing with

engineering problems. The most rigorous treatment is for predicting complex turbulent

flows. As discussed in the earlier chapters, turbulence is measured based on the Reynolds

number, Navier-stokes, x-s model equations and others. The derivation of these equations

is not detailed here but some references are suggested to that effect (Etheridge and

Sandberg, 1996), (Alamdari, 1995), (Chow, 1995), (Ruyssevelt et al. 1995), (Anon.,

1995b), (Anon., 1995c), (Yang, 1989). It is worth mentioning that many engineers have

relied on the /C-B model equation to predict flow around the buildings (Kindangen et al.

1997), and hence, /C-B model was used in this study.

The above equations describe the time-averaged flow when applied to a finite

number of discrete control volumes. The effects of turbulence can be included by
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substituting an 'effective' viscosity in the equations consisting of the molecular viscosity

augmented by its turbulent counterpart, !J.t. The differential transport equations for the

kinetic energy of turbulence K and its dissipation rate E are:

(8.3)

and

o ( ) 0 ( ) o}lt OE E E2- oe +- pu,e =---+C -G -C p-a ax I ax ax 1& k Ie 2& k
I I U& I

(8.4)

where Gk is the generation term of k and is given by:

(8.5)

The turbulent viscosity, !J." is related to K and E, by

e
!J., = pCp- (8.6)e

where CIl) C2l) C)b Uk and Ue are empirical constants, with values 1.44, 1.92, 0.09, 1.0 and

1.3 respectively.

The equations mentioned above are transformed into a set of algebraic equations

that can be solved iteratively. This transformation, also called discretisation, involves the

following.

• The domain is divided into cells or control volumes.

• The governing equations are integrated over each cell.
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• The algebraic equations so obtained are solved by iteration as described

later. In this section consideration is given to the discretisation procedure.

8.3.4. Physical and computational domains

FLUENT requires detailed specification of flow mechanism and its boundaries in

addition to the model of turbulence. The identification of physical and computational

domains added to the boundary conditions shape the complicated part of the simulation

procedure (Maghrabi and Sharples, 2000).

In order to perform the discretisation of the governing equations the physical space

must be subdivided into a number of cells by means of a structured grid. The cells can be

built using Cartesian or Body-fitted grid coordinate systems as shown in Figure (8.2). The

latter is much complicated and sophisticated to make curves and cylindrical shapes while

Cartesian coordinate system is widely used in the rectangular domains (Alamdari, 1995),

(FLUENT, 1999). In this research, a two-dimensional Cartesian grid was generated either

directly from FLUENT or FLINT (2000). FLINT code is used only to construct the

models when simulating louver inclination angle since it was more complicated to use the

body-fitted grids coordinate in FLUENT. Permission was given to use it by FLINT's

author, as it was not yet commercialised. The node points, i.e. points where the grid lines

intersect, define the cells generated. The space where the integer numbers are used is

called the computational domain.

8.4. Boundary conditions
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(c) Non-uniform Cartesian
grid (coarse &fine grid).

(d) Non-uniform Body-fitted
grids (coarse & fine grid).

Figure (8.2): Both grid coordinates systems constructed using by FLUENT. [a, b, c:
Cartesian grids coordinate system (Holmberg et al. 1993)], [d: Body-fitted grids
coordinate system (Alamdari, 1995)].
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FLUENT allows for a number of different types of boundary conditions. The

following are the terms identified by FLUENT and various data were input to solve the

problem. Data mentioned here are those related to the work in hand.

8.4.1.1. INLET

At which conditions of flow components are identified such as velocity, turbulence

and composition of the flow.

8.4.1.2. OUTLET

FLUENT does not allow adjustments of the OUTLET specifications. But the

normal velocities are adjusted at OUTLET boundary to satisfy an overall mass balance and

no velocity gradients should exist. For precise results, it is recommended that air should be

fully developed before reaching the OUTLET.

8.4.1.3. WALL

Including walls, floor and ceiling. At these boundaries, the normal velocity

component vanishes. Temperature, conduction or heat fluxes were not specified as they

were not of concern in the current solution. The pressure gradient is zero. If the

dimensionless distance becomes less than a certain value, then a laminar expression is used

instead.

8.4.2. The iterative solution procedure

The equations are not solved simultaneously at all nodes. Instead, a line-by-line

solution procedure is made. The last step in the calculation is the inclusion of the

interaction terms between the second phase and the fluid phase, as discussed in the chapter.
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8.4.3. Uncertainties in CFD

The overall uncertainties involved in CFD modelling could be due to several

sources. The CFD coding to represent complexities could be a main cause of this.

Complexities occurring in a' real environment could not - sometimes- be represented

numerically as stated earlier. Additional uncertainties are referred to other factors:

• Modelling errors (the inaccuracy inherent in the mathematical model of certain

physical phenomena), domain dependency errors, i.e. errors arising from finite

representation of a domain.

• Inaccurate implementation of the boundary and initial conditions.

• Iterative convergence errors (i.e. incomplete convergence).

• Grid convergence errors (errors due to insufficient grid refinement, i.e,

discretisation errors).

• Lack of user skills and experience in dealing with CFD solution.

8.4.4. Numerical errors

In 1993, the issue was raised concerning the ability of programmes to produce

dependable predictions (Anon., 1995b). Different CFD models have different codes that

can have significant errors when applied in prediction procedures. While the debate

continues, this can be a significant issue not only for unskilled users, but embedded errors

are not - sometimes- easily discovered even by highly sophisticated skilful users (Maghrabi

and Sharples, 2000). Some of these errors refer to the fact that some of the complexities in

the real environment cannot be simplified numerically (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996)

(Awbi, 1989). Error then must be reduced to a reasonable level before accepting solution.

Cost may limit the resources that can be brought to bear on a problem. In such a case,
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compromise or another approach is necessary. The distribution of grids in the domain

could reduce the percentage of error. In other words, the use of finer grids near INLET,

OUTLET and WALL (Figure 8.2.c and 8.2.d) would usually increase the solution accuracy

and this while increasing computation power and solution timing (Awbi, 1991), (Maghrabi

and Sharples, 2000).

8.4.5. Numerical setup

FLUENT necessitates definitions of parameters in order to run proper solutions.

Memory allocation, dimension of computational domain (2 dimensions in this solution),

size of the computational domain and number of cells must be identified first. Other

parameters also must be identified to FLUENT: physical models used, fluid specifications

(viscosity, density, etc,) and boundary conditions of INLET, OUTLET and WALL. As

earlier stated, fluid temperature was not specified since it was not concerned in this

solution.

8.4.6. Iterations of residuals

Once the set up and construction of the model took place and was ready to run, the

solution parameter would then depend on the number of iterations of the solver. The

residuals of iterations reflect the accuracy of obtainable results. It is applicable either to

determine the number of iterations counted or by time-dependence. To activate the time-

dependent option, time varying data must be carefully identified, such as flow fluctuations,

before running the solution. However, in counts iteration the FLUENT is set to reach

satisfactory convergence at (1x 10-4) of residual iterations and would stop counting,

assuming that results are accurate to depend upon, and hence, save computational timing.
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In some studies, the residual of iteration counts would be adjusted to converge at (1x 10-3),

as found in (Kindangen et al. 1997), and still be acceptable.

8.5. The Models configurations and boundary setup

The general procedure employed to set up geometry, two-dimensional Cartesian

grid coordinates system, specification of the boundary conditions and physical constants

are discussed here. It is worth mentioning that this stage contained flaws as it is the first of

trial calculations but, as always, they are used as a learning process and are improved in the

subsequent specifications of the calculations.

8.5.1. Grid distribution

The consideration was taken into account to examine the CFD coding through

solving and representing the airflow around the MLW. A two dimensional rectangular

physical boundary was therefore constructed. FLUENT grid-based geometry was used, in

which the geometry of the domain was determined by control volumes defined by the grid.

This is with horizontal louvers blades evolved. As stated early, FLINT code was merely

used to construct the two-dimensional domain when louver inclinations were present and

the simulation process was carried out using FLUENT. Cartesian coordinates were used in

which the grid lines were aligned with the Cartesian (x, y) coordinates.

The overall domain size of the room chamber and location of reference wind (ve)

were defined. A non-uniform grid aimed to enhance the accuracy of the solution. A fine

non-uniform grid allowed the grid to cluster more densely in areas where the flow is

complex or of interest such as louver blades, ceiling and floor locations. It also allowed

the use of grid lines apart in regions that were of lesser interest. Therefore, non-uniform
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grid lines were made around the louvers since the dimension is very small, being only

O.02-0.07m. The area of the louver inlet was very small compared to the area of the whole

domain, and the activity in and around this entrance was important to the solution of the

problem. In order to create the necessary louver inlet dimension it was necessary to alter

the grid spacing so that it was concentrated at the louver inlet, in both x and y directions. A

single cell around louvers was used at O.005mfar from next cell. This was necessary, as

FLUENT calculates the properties of one cell and uses them as an approximation to the

next cell. It would have caused great problems if adjacent cells were vastly different in

size. These could be the justification that grid lines become narrower around the MLW

and other locations within the domain previously stated and compared, as illustrated in

Figures 8.3.a and 8.3.b.

The expansion factor (/) which was required for each segment was calculated from

the equation below:

N ~ ~(~(f -1)+1]

c In(/)
(8.7)

where:

Le is the segment length, a is the starting cell size and Ne is the number of cells in the

segment

The grid generated was checked. A graphic examination was also carried out to

observe if a good distribution of gridlines had been created as shown in Figures 8.3.a 8.3.h.
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Figure (8.3.a): The model initially constructed to carry out the simulation process
(case model I) .
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Figure (8.3.b): The modified model constructed (case model II).
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8.S.2. Physical domain

The construction of the physical domain usually anticipates some flaw. So these

errors were the learning process that improved subsequent specifications of calculations.

Initial set up of the laboratory was simulated and both v/ve% and v/ve% were examined.

The appropriateness of the model selected to carry out validation stage is described here

taking into consideration points stated earlier in this chapter. The procedure followed to

consider the appropriate model under which comparison took place was in three stages of

modelling. Each case model is described next.

8.S.2.1. Simulation model (Case-I)

This case is similar to the laboratory set up (Figure 8.3.a). The test chamber was

located between domains INLET and OUTLET as they shaped the vertical edges of the

domain while the room chamber with the louvers was floating within them. The reference

wind speed (ve) was located at a distance similar to that noted in section 7.2.1 away from

MLW models similar to the laboratory location and all characteristics of the physical

domain discussed earlier were clearly specified to the model. Both v/ve% and v/ve% were

obtained and compared to the physical measurements.

8.5.2.1.1. v/ve%:

The attempt was made to determine the flow resistance zone created at the

windward side outside the room due to the MLW. Inevitably, CFD confirmed that MLW

models had offered resistance to airflow. This zone however was depending on the MLW

tested. In general, the flow resistance zone ranged from O.35mto O.60mon the windward

side. Results of v/ve% obtained from both measuring techniques were comparable as
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shown by Figure (8.4) and Table (8.1). The error limit between both curves produced from

a number of MLW configurations was less than 10%.

8.5.2.1.2. v/ve%:

The first observations of colour-filled contour and regression curve plotted for

results obtained from both measuring techniques encountered major discrepancies. The

indoor air ratio of mean indoor velocity v/ve% obtained from CFD was undoubtedly

illogical and improper, and the measured cells inside the box accompanied by higher error

and discrepancies. On the one hand, the observation showed that as air passed the louver

blades its kinetic momentum increased dramatically, causing a higher percentage of errors

along the room chamber with a very slight decrease in the v/ve%. Furthermore, the regime

of airflow fluctuated and was obviously illogic. Various endeavours were then performed

to correct it. However, it was found that neither increasing the non-uniform computational

grid cells around louvers and inside the compartment nor considering the surface

roughness of the louvers corrected it. Boundary specifications on the other hand were

specified correctly. Locating reference wind speeds at various positions, far from louvers,

did not correct the error either. In addition, a consultation from the technical support was

sought. It was then suggested that errors resulting in vlve% could be due to number of

factors:

• The flow regime between various zones with dramatic change in their

dimensions as found in the case in hand. The area of air gap (d) between

louvers examined was much smaller when compared to the area of airflow

outside (windward) or inside the room chamber simulated. In such dramatic

change in flow volume the jet flow was as/if moving from free-jet condition to

wall-jet, to free-jet condition again. All of this occurred through the number
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of cells within louver blades and the flow encountered dramatic changes in the

fluid components. Even though during the laboratory measurement this

phenomenon was found only in CFD, it caused an increasing change in the

kinetic force as it was based on mathematical representations of the flow.

This force then affected the other adjacent cells around, which led to such

error.

• Another reasonable justification of this was concerned with CFD numerical

coding. In practice, the flow of air within and around porous elements such as

louvers would be accompanied with dramatic complexities occurring in

physical properties of air such as air viscosity, static pressure, velocity, etc.

These could not be simplified theoretically, and correcting them was beyond

the scope of the laboratory experiment. Therefore. the CFD equations

representing them may not represent the complication in the real environment.

Additionally, most available CFD packages deal with issues related to

ventilation aspects in simplistic ways and may not necessarily reflect those

types of complexities as noted before.

8.5.2.2. Simulation model (Case-H)

This case was similar to the latter except that the outlet was replaced by an INLET

with a constant pressure (IP) (0 pressure difference at IP) that permitted air to float at inlet

boundaries according to velocity and direction of a fluid (Figure 8.3.b). While this

solution did not correct the problem, it gave more assurance to the accuracy of measured

V/Ve% at laboratory (Table 8.1), (Figure 8.4).

The anticipated flaws that emerged from the two models cases discussed earlier led

to the conclusion that errors emerged inside the modelled test chamber. where the vlve%
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Louver Laboratory CFD (case model I) CFD (case model II)
aperture

(m) (v/ve%) Result (v/ve%) Resid. Error (%) r2 Result (v/ve%) Resid. Error (%) r2

0.03 79.43 78.24 l.l<; 1.5~98.5C 75.7f 3.68 4.63 95.37
0.05 88.49 85.92 2.57 2.91 97.09 84.85 3.64 4.11 95.8(
0.07 95.79 93.39 2.4C 2.5~ 97.5~ 93.43 2.35 2.46 97.54

l_~_~_

Table (8.1): Results of (v/ve%) obtained for both models built (case model-I) and (case
model-II) compared with the laboratory results.

-----------------------

100.00 -,-----

95.00

.',...
,..'

::: l--£~·-·--~---.---
0.02

,-----.~ -- -I----~~--·

0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08

Louver aperture (m)

--+- Lab - • - CFD (easel) -_._- C£Q_ (c;~_e_II)

Figure (8.4): Curves of both CFD (case model-I) and CFD (case model-II) plotted against
results obtained form the laboratory showing comparable curves with an acceptable margin
of error, ()=Oo.
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examined was due to the airflow complexities occurring within the louver blades. This led

to the errors found within the simulated chamber. On the other side, the flow readings

outside the box, towards the windward side were less affected by that error. As shown in

Figure 8.4, v/ve% recorded from both model cases built have supported the findings

obtained from laboratory measurements. The choice was suggested of the velocity drop

due to the porosity percentages (vp've%) obtained from the physical measurements as the

reference velocity at the INLET. Such decision was taken into consideration because of a

number of factors:

• The comparable v/ve% achieved from both techniques used as mentioned

earlier

• Reducing of the complications of the model which, in tum, would reduce the

error percentage.

• Scaling the volume from which airflow passed through, i.e. airflow from within

the louvers to the room.

• Other works in the field of CFD technique support the decision taken to

consider the data of v/ve% obtained from laboratory as a reference of values for

inlet wind speed. For example, Murakami et. al. (1995) applied wind tunnel

results obtained at the window to characterise the openings boundaries in CFD

stage. Also, Weathers and Spitler (1998) conducted a comparative study

between numerical predictions using CFD and full-scale measurements to study

room airflow, and used the measured data to specify the boundary conditions of

the inlet. Interestingly, the previous work highlighted that in ventilation

research velocity distribution over the inlet area is assumed to be uniform. This

is even applied with the predicting flow performance from mechanical
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ventilation systems as found in Gan (1995). The work Gan conducted to

evaluate room air distribution systems using CFD showed that the inlet was

characterised with some simplicity rather than fully characterised. Similar

justification could be found in the work carried out by Holmberg et al (1993).

Nielsen (1992) carried out a much relevant research on various diffusers. In his

work concerning the description of supply openings in numerical models for

room air distribution, the author investigated various techniques to specify the

boundary conditions at the supply openings (INLET) including direct

description, box method, prescribed velocity method and computer generated

supply condition method. The author stated, " The flow profiles in the openings

of the diffusers can now be used as inlet profiles for the prediction of the flow in

the room". Thus, the characterisation of INLET was represented by readings

obtained form the laboratory measurements, hence the full validation stage and

airflow pattern study were carried out based on this justification.

8.5.2.3. Simulation model (Case-III)

This model was constructed as a third stage of creating the proper computational domain.

In this solution, velocity speed vlve% obtained from laboratory measurements was applied

at the INLET reference speed because a strong potential for CFD to represent the

laboratory results of vlve% was found (Figure 8.4). The model was built considering that

air INLET as the first vertical grid cells between louver blades and the other side of the

room chamber was the OUTLET as illustrated in Figure 8.5. The actual shape of the

louver with inlets was accurately modelled under the Cartesian coordinates. This reduced

the geometry complications to predict the flow regime around MLW, and in-turn, reduced

error percentage and computational timing. Consequently, precise results were achieved.
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8.5.3. Boundary Conditions

In order to complete the numerical model, once the geometry set up was completed,

initial boundary conditions needed to be specified which took into account the wind speed.

The air INLET (II) was specified in terms of velocity and turbulence intensity.

The boundary conditions specified for the input-cells were measured at a reference speed.

The CFD reference speed corresponds to that achieved from the laboratory measurement

when external speed at the laboratory was set to 2m/s. The Cartesian velocity components,

turbulence intensity/length scale inlets were given through cell types defined at INLET

boundaries. The only INLET boundary specified as (11) presented air gaps between the

louver blades, i.e. d. Flow exit was modelled using cells specified as OUTLET

boundaries. FLUENT assumed that at the outlet boundary layer there was no change in the

flow properties between the live cell upstream of the OUTLET and the exit plane. The

boundary conditions at the WALL did not include wall temperature or diffusion of

chemical as indicated previously.

The turbulent flow model was activated, when needed, with the relevant basic

physical models and governing equations. TURBULENT FLOW in the menu defined the

problem as turbulent and activated FLUENT's turbulence models. 10% turbulent intensity

was used.

8.5.4. Physical Constants

Physical properties of the fluid were IDEAL GAS molecular weights, viscosity,

thermal conductivity and mass diffusion coefficients. They were all given values which

were appropriate for this situation to correspond to the fluid.
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8.5.5. Convergence and residuals report

The process of obtaining a converged solution is of great importance in FLUENT

simulations. FLUENT provided a running report of the residuals for each equation at each

iteration; hence this process was monitored very carefully. The residuals demonstrated

how closely each finite different equation was balanced, given the current state of the

solution. The calculation was terminated when the residuals were less than 1x 10-4 or

complete convergence satisfaction was obtained. During the simulation, iteration counts

normally would exceed 5000 iterations before reaching the convergence satisfaction.

8.5.6. Graphic output

Graphics of the colour-filled contours created by FLUENT which are presented in

the thesis use the same colour coding range. Red represents the maximum variable plotted

and blue represents the minimum for all the graphics shown in this chapter. However, the

values of the plotted variables represented in the scale are not the same in the various

graphs. Velocity vectors and velocity contours of the fluid flow were plotted to show the

pattern of airflow based on the whole Rowshan combinations and outlet configurations.

8.6. The Discussion

The aim was to show the potential of numerical modelling, represented in the CFD

technique, to compare results obtained form laboratory work for the reviewed modulated

louvered windows. The comparison was performed on a small number of models covering

various MLW parameters and they are noted accordingly in each variable.
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8.6.1.1.Louver aperture.

The simulation observed the following apertures d=0.02m, 0.03m, 0.05m and

0.07m with various louver depths. As discussed before, notable increase of the flow within

the louvers was evident. The air velocity at the exiting side of the louver panel was more

than that initiated at the air entering side. This observation was common for all models

examined and varies according to louver configurations. The stream of flow was apparent

in models with bigger apertures than those with smaller ones as illustrated in Figures 8.6.a

to 8.II.b. The comparison showed notable potential for the CFD technique to correspond

with results around the louvered windows. As could be found from Figures 8.6.b, 8.7.b,

8.8.b, 8.9.b the error margin between the CFD and laboratory was less than 10% near

MLW panel, i.e. RcJ$lm. Yet further measurements taken along the room showed that

much velocity drop occurred in laboratory results. On the other hand, the increase in

louver aperture was more likely to be accompanied with a divergence between both

measuring techniques as seen from the regression curves comparing both CFD and

laboratory findings. For example, results were comparable along the room depth at

d=0.02m whereas the bigger the aperture involved, Le. d=O.05m, the greater the error

margin between the two curves along the room (Figure 8.12). Curves at each measuring

distance near the window panel are illustrated in the latter figures. Table 8.2 shows the

comparison of both measuring techniques with a statistical margin of errors.
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Figure (S.6.a): The colour-filled contours of airflow for the model
d=O.02m and L=O.06m
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Figure (S.6.b): Regression curves of both CFD and Laboratory
(LAB) along the room for the model d=O.02m and L=O.06m
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Figure (8.7.a): The colour-filled contours of airflow for the model
d=O.03m and L=O.08m ..
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Figure (8.7.b): Regression curves of both CFD and Laboratory
(LAB) along the room for the model d=O.03m and L=O.08m.
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Figure (8.8.a): The colour-filled contours of airflow for the model
d=O.05m and L=O.08m.
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Figure (8.8.b): Regression curves of both CFD and Laboratory
(LAB) along the room for the model d=O.05m and L=O.08m.
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Figure (S.9.a): The colour-filled contours of airflow for the model
d=O.07m and L=O.OSm.
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Table (8.2): The results obtained from both measuring techniques showing an
acceptable margin of error within Rd=lm. (I-IVmeasured along the centre)
and CV-VImeasured above the centre).

CFD model (I) L=O.08m, d=O.07m and q=Oo CFD model (II) L-O.08m, d-G.OSm and q-Oo
ReI(m) LAB (vllve%) CFD (vllve%) SL deviation SL error Rd(.) LAB ("live") CFD (vllve") SL deviation SI. error

0.25 95.60 89.85 4.06 2.87 0.25 80.42 80.26 0.11 0.08
0.50 91.70 88.09 2.55 1.81 0.50 72.95 76.98 2.85 2.02
0.75 87.26 86.32 0.66 0.47 0.75 66.16 73.70 533 177
1.00 77.30 83.80 4.59 3.25 1.00 57.18 72.19 10.61 7.50
U5 66.59 78.75 8.60 6.08 1.25 43.25 68.65 17.96 12.70
1.50 48.55 75.21 18.86 13.33 1.50 31.74 66.63 24.67 17.44

CFD model (III) L=O.08m, d=O.Olm and q=Oo CFD model (IV) L=O.06m, d=O.Olm and q-Oo
Rd(.) LAB (vllve%) CFD ("live·"') SL deviation SL error Rd(.) LAB ("live") CFD (vilv.%) St.d ..... tin SI.... ror

0.25 77.44 68.15 6.57 4.65 0.25 66.06 55.02 7.81 5.52
0.50 70.93 66.63 3.04 2.15 0.50 59.68 48.51 7.90 5.58
0.75 59.85 62.59 1.94 1.37 0.75 59.58 46.04 9.57 6.77
1.00 50.44 58.05 5.38 3.80 1.00 50.09 43.51 4.65 3.29
1.25 48.70 55.02 4.47 3.16 1.25 36.44 41.04 3.25 230
1.50 31.59 51.99 14.43 10.20 1.50 33.38 38.57 3.66 2.59

CFD model (V) L=O.06m, d=O.03m and q=30o CFD model (VI) L-O.08m, d-O.07m and q .... So
ReI(m) LAB (vllve") CFD (vllve%) SL deviatiol SL error ReI(.) LAB (vilve%) crn ("iIv.") SI. dev .. tlon St. error

0.25 37.17 38.57 0.99 0.70 0.25 42.59 37.05 3.92 2.77
0.50 58.62 45.89 9.00 6.37 0.50 55.89 32.26 16.71 11.82
0.75 44.81 40.99 2.70 1.91 0.75 23.49 10.60 9.12 6.45
1.00 38.30 26.25 8.52 6.03 1.00 12.79 9.99 1.98 1.40
1.25 35.30 19.34 11.29 7.98 1.25 17.13 11.05 4.30 304
1.50 29.93 12.00 12.68 8.96 1.50 10.72 7.57 2.23 1.58

In general, the decline of velocity due to room aperture was found comparable in

both techniques. It was also notable that CFD curves produced were smoother than those

produced at the laboratory. In other words, the decline of regression curves produced by

CFD was generally less than that produced in the laboratory. Such variations in the

regression curves were within the acceptable limit of validation when examined at smaller

apertures. The same holds for bigger apertures, with some reservation found at the last two

locations measured along room, i.e. Rd~I.25m. As shown in Table 8.3 the standard error

was less than 10% when examined for the smaller apertures along the room while it

increased to nearly 18% with bigger apertures. The author referred this to a number of
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Figure (8.10.a) the colour-filled contours of airflow at angle d=O.03m
L=0.08m.
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Figure (8.10.b): Regression curves of both CFD and laboratory (LAB)
near the MLW models, d=O.03m, L=0.06m, 8=30°.
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Figure (S.1l.a) the colour-filled contours of airflow at angle d=O.07m,
L=O.08m.
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near the MLW models, d=O.07m, L=O.OSm.
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reasons, one of which was related to the laboratory. The hot-wire transducers were

carefully allocated in their appropriate positions; however, the change in flow was altered

in a scale of millimetres inside the box, and flow regime is so delicate that any minor

alteration in the positioning of the transducer would change the readings accordingly.

Although pre-set holes were made to exactly allocate the device it is agreed that this type

of errors are inevitable and hence always justifiable. Another reason thought of was the

neglect of louver friction. However, when this was activated the CFD results achieved

were very much similar. Also the CFD algorithms and numerical equations shared this

type of variations as they tended to simplify the complications occurring in actual flow

mechanism in the environment.

8.6.2. Louver depth

The sample of louver depths measured confirmed what was stated in the previous

chapters concerning the louver depth, i.e. L was found to be the least variable to form a

considerable drop in velocity. The three depths examined were L=0.04m, 0.06m and

0.08m, with a fixed aperture, i.e. d=0.03m, and it was found that the increase in this

variable would be less effective than other variables.

8.6.3. Louver inclination angle

The three louver inclinations examined included 0°, 30° and 45° and the results

plotted which were investigated were those above the MLW near the ceiling (Figures 8.1Oa

to 8.II.b. Results due to louver inclination were evidently taken with confidence, near the

MLW. Higher velocities however were found near the ceiling due to the wall jet effect

with the presence of steeper inclinations. The data were obtained at exact room height

along the room (Figure 7.1). In the laboratory, the wall jet effect was not investigated but
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the motivation of wall effect influenced by the ceiling height was discussed in some related

references such as (Awbi, 1991) and (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996). Two variable

heights were examined, including the room chamber height under which laboratory

measurements were taken and ceiling height of 2m. While both results obtained were

comparable with what was observed with the physical measurements results within

Rd~0.75m any further measurements taken should acknowledge the fact of wall effect.

Within Rd~0.75m both measuring techniques were comparable with an acceptable margin

of error, up to 15%. Additionally, the error limit was even minimised when obtained at

horizontal louvers. As for further locations measured, the comparison was accompanied

with a higher error margin, 20% Table 8.3. However, this error percentage would be

acceptable showing that one could rely upon the results obtained from CFD near the

MLW.

8.6.4. Room depth

The increase in room depth was accompanied with an increase in error percentage

at horizontal and inclined louvers and variations between both techniques were examined.

However, the readings obtained at the first measured location indoor showed a positive

potential for the CFD technique. As shown in Figures 8.6 to 8.11, models examined were

comparable and within the acceptable margin of error, i.e less than 20%, with and without

the presence of a louver inclination. These harmonized results were stable and within the

acceptable margin of error up to RrO.75m or 1m either at the centre axis measured or

above MLW.
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8.6.5. Velocity profile through louver blades (vlve)

The schematic patterns of the two-dimensional flow distribution within louver

blades were plotted (see Appendix D.l) with an aim to study the effect of louver

inclinations in causing these patterns. While this was uneasily accomplished in the

laboratory measurements, simulation offers an alternative tool to deeply study these

profiles within blades. The comparison was limited to one louver configuration (d=0.07m

and L=0.08m) with three various inclinations, 0=0°, 30°, and 60°. It was understood that

the velocity profile would differ if other MLW configurations or wind speeds were

selected. However, the importance here was given to the general flow patterns occurring

because of the inclination of louvers as seen in Appendix D.I. Also, in the simulation

process the louver roughness was not specified, assuming smooth material with minimum

friction parentage similar to what was examined at the laboratory, i.e. smooth pinewood.

At 0=0°, the flow at centre axis along L dimension seemed to be increasing as

plotted deeper towards blades exiting side. The increment was nearly 5-10% more than

that recorded at v/ve%. On the contrary, a reduction of flow was found at adjacent cells

located underneath and above louvers. It ranged from nearly vyve=25% at the first

measured location along L up to vyve=55% near air exiting side. In other words, the flow

increased at the centre of d whilst decreasing near blade surface along L dimension.

Velocity profiles across both dimensions were obviously altered when referenced to

louver inclinations effect. As mentioned in earlier chapter, the tilting of louvers to 3011

degrees of inclination, for instance, caused loss of about 25% in velocity near blades due to

the MLW porosity, i.e v/ve=76%. Interestingly, this reduction which continued unchanged

at the centre axis of new aperture occurred due to inclination, say de: 30°; however, it
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decreased significantly when measured underneath louver blades, and increased above

them. The decrease of MLW configuration in hand reached up to 50% (approximately

vlve=lmls). This was the minimum cell recorded and developed proportionally across the

cells towards the surface of other louver. When air reached the cell measured at the other

surface of the blade vlve=105% it showed that the wall effect added to the jet effect had

altered the velocity profile within the louvers on both directions due to the noted

inclination.

At inclination fJ=60°, the significance in the velocity speed was also found at cells

above the louver blades. However, the increase compared to other measured cells was

considerable. For example, when the profile was measured at the middle of L0=60,

vlve=1.92m1s above louver blade and vlve=0.46m1s underneath. Meanwhile the cell

measured at centre axis showed vlve=l.lOmls showing that it was almost similar along

L0=60°. At air exiting side it was noticed that facts mentioned here for both above and

underneath louvers were altered.

In practice, the flow of air within louvers was very much influenced by the desired

degree of inclination. While horizontal inclination provides occupants with the direct flow

inside the living space, one could acknowledge the alteration of louver to maximize the

flow at certain regions within the room if direct air was not desired.

8.7. Airflow Patterns through MLW

8.7.1. The case models

The simulation at this stage covered the patterns of airflow within a room based on

louvers inclinations, wall inlet (windward) and outlet configurations. It is worth
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mentioning that CFD simulation is well established to represent velocity directions and

pattern of airflow across a room, as it is a valid alternative with the wind tunnel or smoke

testing techniques in case of full-scale measurements as stated by (Kindangen et al. 1997),

(Shaw, 1995), (Awbi, 1989) and others. The decision was then made to evaluate the

effectiveness of MLW to produce patterns of airflow within indoors. These were traced

with the influence of the five different combinations reviewed in Chapter 5 (section 5.2.3)

that are typically found in the reference study, i.e. Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The number of

louvers in each combination varied accordingly. Figure 8.13 illustrates the five wall

combinations at windward side. While they were either plain or projected Rowshan

covering part or whole wall, they varied in louver numbers, wall configurations and

dimensions. The plain Rowshan has two different forms; (Inlet-I) and (Inlet-III) and the

projected Rowshan has three different forms; (Inlet-II), (Inlet-IV) and (Inlet-V).

Furthermore, the outlet dimensions and location to control the movement of airflow in a

room were also studied. Three various forms of outlets were considered, including a

typical door (Outlet-I) or a window positioned in two locations on the outlet side; (Outlet-

II) and (Outlet-III) with various dimensions.

The evaluation process of the flow patterns was made into three levels within the

room. These included ceiling, middle and ground zones and were added to the Rowshan

sitting zone when the projected Rowshans were examined (Inlet-Il; Inlet-IV and Inlet-V).

In Jeddah, it was mentioned that both middle and floor zones are considered the occupants'

living zones (AI-Lyaly, 1990). A two-dimensional physical domain was made and

previous procedures of setting up the model and physical domain were followed. The

variety of inlet and outlet configurations were studied under three various louver

inclinations; f)=00, 30° and 60°. The following discussion is based on the results shown in

Appendices D.2 to D.18.
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8.7.2. The flow patterns

8.7.2.1. Louver inclination (8)

The flow pattern was more effective at the middle zone with horizontal inclinations

and diversities of flow were shown in relation to the degree of inclination. The pattern and

maximum velocities at a particular location within the room were easily controlled by the

louver angle as the various inclinations involved in the solution had noticeably changed

results obtained. The most rigorous solution to enhance ventilation indoor in the occupied

living zone was observed at the inclination 8=0° as wind direction was not deflected or

altered, shaping the most preferable flow regime at the middle zone in both plain and

projected Rowshans. The Rowshan sitting zone was evenly ventilated, being next to the

louvers. This solution is ideal when the maximum ventilation or direct flow to the

occupant zone was desired. However, airflow at ceiling and floor showed the poorest

performances. This was corrected with the increase of louver numbers as found in inlet-l

and inlet-II, which enhanced the flow in the various zones. It also depends on proper

selection of louver aperture d. As discussed previously maximizing louver aperture would

minimize the percentage loss in the v/ve% and vice versa. However it is important to

consider that when higher wind speeds are present, direct flow in the occupied zone may

not be the optimum choice and may cause feeling of discomfort. It was noted by Evans

(1980), that when air exceeds certain speed indoors it becomes undesirable and leads to

occupants' discomfort. Thus the control of air could be through selecting the appropriate

louver aperture when the louver inclination is at {}= 0°.

The presence of louver inclination had directly altered the airflow pattern in the

room. When the louver inclination was set to 8=30°, the flow near the Rowshan was

maximized at ceiling and Rowshan area. Occupants' living zone was also ventilated near
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the inlet, and due to the effect of inclination, the flow lessened nearly in the middle of the

room. Increasing louver numbers had improved flow along the room (Inlet-I, Inlet-II). As

to the far locations in the room, the flow of air increased near the ceiling while minimizing

at the middle. Some flow was observed at the floor zone with opposite direction. The bi-

directional flow between various zones in the room is a better solution when direct flow is

not desired or when an air re-circulation is needed. The phenomenon was even more

obvious at steeper louver inclinations. For example, when examining the flow pattern at

(F60o the velocity profile along the room height was much improved around the ceiling

and near the floor. However, the cases examined showed that the minimum flow was

around middle zone. Similarly, Rowshan sitting area was poorly ventilated. The increase

in louver number did not correct that and the only Rowshan type that seemed to solve this

was (inlet-V) as discussed later. The practical advantage of the latter inclination is when

occupants require protection from direct airflow while the room is still ventilated or when

there is a need to release the room from excessive heat and contaminants near ceiling. An

example of this is demonstrated in Figure 8.14 where middle zone was not well ventilated

whilst a bi-directional flow was found around other zones. In general, the greater the angle

of inclination the less effective ventilation at middle zone and the more effective near the

ceiling and floor.

8.7.2.2. Rowshan configurations

From the various combinations examined, the effect of Rowshan configurations

was not effective to alter the flow patterns within the room when (FOo. The only exception

was found when applying different outlets. Apparently the flow at both inlet-I and inlet-II

was better along the room compared with other types, and the optimum flow was near the

louvers. The Rowshan configuration was a determinant factor when examined at other
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inclinations. An example of that was observed when examining the vertical distribution of

air for both Rowshan types mentioned here. While enhanced flow was near the ceiling, th

middle zone was better ventilated when observed at the plain Rowshan than at projected

Rowshan. The observation was noticeable for both inclinations. However, the simulati n

illustrated that sizing the projected Rowshan, as the case in inlet-V, could alter the flow to

be more effective in the middles zone. Such modification of the projected Rowshan is

found in Figure 8.14 where it forced air to flow more to the occupants' zone. But the flow

of air was directed towards the ceiling when observed at further Rd. As far as the flo r

zone was concerned, the bi-directional flow was more encouraged with the presen e f

plain Rowshan. As shown from the appendices, this finding was for both inclinations

observed.

Figure (8.14): The flow pattern showing that modifying the projected
Rowshan could force air flow to move in the occupants' zones rather
than the ceiling, 0=60, Rd=1.5m. [a: Inlet-V][h: Inlet-IV][c: Inlet-II].
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95.3

Outlet-II Outlet-Ill

(8.15): The effect of the outlet type over the flow
pattern of air near the outlet (0.25m near outlet), 8=0°

8.7.2.3. Louver number (N)

The flow in the middle zone was similar and has been influenced by the number of

louvers with some reservations at vertical profile found at RrO.25m. On the other band, a

significant increase was noticeable near the ceiling especially with the presence of steeper

inclinations. This is an important finding as occupants could release the room from the

heat and contaminants near the ceiling whilst still protected from direct flow at the living

zone. Near the ground, there was found a direct contribution of louvers number to th

resultant flow.

8.7.2.4. Outlet configurations.

Outlet is typically either a door or a window and the work here covered both typ s.

However, windows location on the leeward wall side has an importance on the flow regim

inside the room and thus the window location and dimension were investigated. The
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location of the room outlet was made to stress the natural flow at the ceiling zones between

different spaces in the building.

When examined under horizontal inclination, no major influence of various outlets

was shown near the inlet, Le. at R« slm. On the contrary, at approximately O.2Smaway

from outlet the flow was very much shaped to outlet configuration. An example of this is

found with the vertical velocity profile near the three outlets (Figure 8.15). The similarity

dwindled when traced deeper, with some exception to the door. Additionally, the vertical

velocity profile for the inlet-Vat Rd>lm was driven near the ceiling due to the outlet

location with only minor bi-directional flow near the floor. Obviously the middle zone in

all outlet types was ventilated more than other zones.

Similarly, with the presence of steeper inclinations the flow was neither changed

near inlet nor changed in the middle of the room. The variation of flow regime found at

the ceiling level was minor and negligible. But the previous fact was shown in the

projected Rowshan (inlet-Il, inlet-IV and inlet-V). On the other hand, when the vertical

velocity profile was plotted for the plain Rowshan (inlet-I) the case changed. The flow

near ground was induced to create more bi-directional near floor in outlet-III than that

achieved from the door for example.

The valid conclusion derived from this in addition to what was mentioned earlier is

the following. As the incoming air follows the same wind direction, only the middle zone

would be well ventilated. An improvement to ventilate the flow near the ceiling could be

achieved by adjusting the outlet configuration, for example by locating the outlet near the

ceiling. The solution will in fact improve the flow at the ceiling location but with some

reduction of flow in the middle zone. The utilisation of louver inclination is of importance

for the designers to create various flow patterns in the room. For various louver apertures,
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maximising the flow in a certain location within the room could be through the use of

louver inclination. The Rowshan configuration also played a main role in the flow pattern

inside the room. While plain Rowshan performed generally better than the projected

Rowshan, the simulation showed that the modification in the projected Rowshan (as in

inlet-V) could help direct the flow downwards towards the living space rather than the

ceiling. As far as the airflow near the floor was concerned, the simulation of flow patterns

had shown that tilting the louvers to steeper angles would be proportional to the percentage

of bi-directional flow near the ground whilst flow in the middle zone is minimised. This

provides an absolute solution for getting rid of the excessive heat and humidity near the

ceiling and provides breeze of flow near the ground level. This flow near the floor is even

much better when the outlet is controlled. The simulation has shown that using the
-

window near the ceiling, as is typically used in Jeddah, is an optimum solution to improve

the flow near ground, which would improve the feeling of comfort in the room. Finally at

any positive inclination, the vertical flow profile was increasing as traced upwards.

8.8. Conclusions

Computational fluid dynamics has increasingly been used as a useful tool to

comprehend the complications existing in the real environment. Recently, more

researchers have relied on the results achieved by CFD packages, bearing in mind the

limitations and restrictions embedded into them. This chapter gave a brief description to

the historical background about the theory of numerical modelling and the basic equations

used by CFD. Then there followed the importance of CFD in airflow predictions within

buildings. In the process of evaluating the velocity results achieved from the laboratory,

models were constructed using CFD to compare results from both techniques.
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Additionally, the simulation covered the patterns of airflow within a room based on inlet

and outlet room configurations. The following points of conclusions are obtained:

1. CFD is a reliable tool to simulate the flow near the Modulated louvered windows at

the windward side, i.e. velocity drop due to porosity percentage (V/ve%). The

correction made to the INLET boundary conditions, by replacing the reference v,

with v/ve%, was a good alternative to assess velocity results across the MLW. The

technique has some validation in ventilation research and it reduced the model

complications as well as the computational timings that, in turn, resulted in more

accurate and comparable results.

2. CFD coding was a reliable tool to examine the velocity components in the room

near the MLW. However. CFD results measured away from the MLW were

accompanied with a level of error percentage higher than those obtained near the

MLW. The errors were referred to a number of points discussed earlier in this

chapter. Nevertheless within the scope of this study CFD results are acceptable

since the error was less than 20% at the farthest measuring location, i.e. RtF I.Sm.

3. The simulation of vertical velocity profile within the room was the technique used

to evaluate the patterns along both room dimensions and some conclusions were

derived from the evaluation:

• The presence of steeper louver inclinations angles induced a bi-directional

flow within the room unlike the horizontal inclination. The latter

inclination however is the optimum when direct ventilation at occupants

living zone is desired.

• The outlet type applied controls the flow behaviour and percentage of bi-

directional flow.
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• The plain Rowshan is generally a better choice than the projected Rowshan.

Yet the flow in the living zone could be obtained be correctly sizing the

projected Rowshan.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER

RECOMMENDATIONS



9.1. Aims of the research

The research assessed the potential of the modulated louvered windows to

provide ventilation as a cooling source to achieve thermal comfort inside the ,

buildings. A number of aims and objectives were established and investigated.

throughout the chapters of this thesis. The main aim was to encourage the use of .

natural ventilation techniques by reviewing the methods of controlling natural

ventilation to address the main architectural element that enhanced cross ventilation

within the traditional house in Jeddah. Another aim was to present technical analysis

of the potentials of the MLW in order to achieve the central aim of this thesis, i.e. to

present designers with practical information concerning the airflow characteristics

across this type of window accessories.

9.2. Summary of results

Dealing with the MLW geometries to achieve the acceptable air velocity

indoors is quite complex. The review, analysis and discussion carried out in the

earlier chapters are recalled and summarised here.

From the literature review it was noticeable that a number of strategies were

considered in Jeddah on both microclimate and macroclimate scales (section 2.5).

Within the microclimate scale, the MLW found in the Rowshan or any other aperture

component is believed to be the main solution to control the breezes.

The review also showed that varieties of mathematical models related to

airflow characteristics within buildings are treated with some simplicity and

assumptions whose validity, for most of them, is based on a complete, open aperture.
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When any treatment is involved, such as the reviewed MLW, their appropriateness

becomes questionable; hence the need for direct measurements was recommended by

a number of investigations more reliable than the theoretical models.

Dealing with the pressure and velocity drops as the main functions to control

the indoor airflow characteristics was a sound choice since the temperature was

found, by other research, to be less effective in controlling air movement indoors with

the presence of even a slight breeze. The pressure characteristics between inner and

outer volumes showed that the enhancements in pressure drops could, at certain point,

be a function to some variables involved in this analysis. The adjustment of louvers

to steeper blade inclination as well as the reduction of aperture and free area are main

causes of poor ventilation inside the room. The considerable pressure drop could not

be achieved except when reaching ±60° of louver inclination, the critical angle of the

MLW under which major airflow reduction was found (section 6.5.3). Similarly, the

control of velocity drop across the MLW was more related to the aforementioned

variables. The louver angle of inclination was found to be a main variable to control

this, while louver depth was the least affecting variable in this phenomenon, except

with the presence of steeper louver inclination.

Interestingly, the major indoor velocity and pressure drop was not due to

individual variables but rather to a combination of variables that would

comprehensively describe AP and v/ve% as concluded from the evaluation stages

conducted in sections 6.5.3 and 7.4.6.

Wind direction has also some significance on indoor air velocity smce

normally a 20% reduction in v/ve% near the window was found when wind was to
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deviate 30" from perpendicular (see section 7.4.2). In addition, the vertical and the

horizontal velocity profiles, along the room height and depth respectively, are much

related to the MLW configurations examined as shown in sections 7.4.3.1 and 7.4.3.2.

As far the room depth was concerned, it was possible to establish a dimensionless

relationship of velocity characteristics as function to various MLW parameters

involved near the window, RtPlm (see section 7.4.1 and Figure 7.6).

The reduction in air velocity near the windward side of the MLW, expressed

as the porosity percentage (v/ve%), was a sound alternative to evaluate the

performance of MLW as it gave an understanding of the flow characteristics at the

windward side near the modulated louvered windows (section 7.4.4.).

The CFD appraisal stage conducted in Chapter 8 examined the viability of

CFD coding to simulate airflow around the MLW and established the schematic

airflow patterns based on MLW and Rowshan configurations as well as outlet

configurations that are typically found in Jeddah. With or without the presence of

inclination angles, CFD had successfully represented results obtained from laboratory

near louvers inside the room, i.e. R~lm (section 8.6.1.1). However, CFD data

obtained far from the MLW could only be accepted with some reservations. On the

other hand, results of the schematic airflow patterns were as follow:

• The presence of steeper louver inclination angles induced a bi-

directional flow within the room unlike the horizontal inclination. The

latter inclination however is the optimum when direct ventilation at

occupants living zone was desired as discussed in section 8.7.2.1.
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• Both types of Rowshans, the plain and the projected, showed good

performances to the airflow patterns inside the room. Nevertheless, the

bi-directional flow was with the presence of the plain Rowshan

generally better than the projected type. Within the context of the

projected Rowshan, the flow pattern enhanced with the presence of

split units Rowshan, particularly with steeper louver inclinations, as

the airflow pattern was directed towards living zone rather than the

ceiling (section 8.7.2.2).

9.3. Design guidelines

One of the main aims of this research was to provide designers and architects

with practical information concerning the airflow characteristics across this type of

window accessory. A number of design guidelines are noted here.

• This window accessory has a high degree of design flexibility where a

number of MLW geometries could be proposed to offer similar

ventilation performances. This on the other hand would assist

designers and architects to propose a number of MLW configurations

to optimise their window treatments.

• Optimum ventilation performance inside the room is achieved when

horizontal inclinations of louvers are employed.

• Inclination {P-60° was accompanied with poor ventilation performance

inside the room, and thus is considered the critical MLW geometry that

should be avoided. However, when this inclination is necessarily
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employed, larger dimensions of louver apertures are then

recommended, i.e. d/L= 1.

• Steeper louver inclinations, 8>30°,will lessen ventilation performance

in the living zone whilst improve it near the ceiling. In addition,

airflow near the ground level is improved at those inclinations when

properly sizing the outlet.

• The variation in louver depths of an MLW has no considerable effect

on the ventilation performance inside the room.

• Room depth has a considerable effect on the reduction of air velocity

inside the room.

• The plain Rowshan showed was generally a better performance than

the projected Rowshan. In addition, sizing the projected Rowshan

from top will enhance airflow in the living zone.

• Smaller outlets are recommended when bi-directional flow between

various heights inside the room is required.

9.4. Conclusions

This thesis has investigated the airflow characteristics of the modulated

louvered windows (MLW) with reference to the Rowshan of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

The results obtained from the study can be implemented in other settlements in any

part of the world. Throughout the various stages of the research, a number of

conclusions were derived that answered the aims and objectives of the research.
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1. From the literature review, the MLW was the most important element and played

the major role in the provision and control of natural ventilation in the traditional

architecture of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

2. The adjustment of louvers to steeper blade inclination as well as the reduction of

aperture and free area are the main causes of poor ventilation indoors. On the

other hand, the depth of louver blades does not have the same significance and is

the least important variable. Nevertheless, the major pressure and velocity drops

are not due to individual variables but rather to a combination of variables that

would comprehensively describe !:J.P and v/ve% across the reviewed MLW.

3. Airflow velocities in a room containing an MLW result from an interaction of

louver geometry, room geometry and prevailing wind conditions.

4. The ventilation performance of the plain Rowshan was generally better than the

projected Rowshan. Yet the flow in the living zone could be enhanced by

correctly sizing the projected Rowshan.

5. The quadratic model equation produced better curves fits to the data compared to

those produced by power law regressions. The quadratic curve was in the form of

I1P = AQ + BQ2. However, further adjustments of the theoretical representations

of equation in the quadratic form would be required to fit other variables such as

number of louvers and their inclination angles.

6. CFD coding was a reliable tool to examine the velocity components in the room

near the MLW. But it was less successful in predicting air velocities towards the

rear of the room at some distance from the louver opening Nevertheless within the

scope of this study CFD results are acceptable since the error was less than 20% at

the farthest measuring location.
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9.5. Further recommendations

1. The design of the modulated louvered windows must give a consideration to

the variables as they play an important role in altering airflow characteristics

inside the room.

2. There is no consideration allowed to the frictional factor and the roughness of

the louver blades. Also, there is no barrier or medium, such as a mosquito

screen or a glass, which may affect the ventilation performance across the

reviewed MLW. Therefore, more research is needed to include such factors in

the investigation of the MLW and Rowshan performances.

3. Further research could be conducted to investigate the effect of obstacles

either inside the Rowshan in the room (such as furniture or human bodies) or

around the building on the windward side (such as wing-walls or plants).

These issues fall beyond the scope of the current thesis, and thus further

research is needed.

4. Further work comparing the laboratory and CFD results with measurements in

real rooms is needed.

5. Due to the limitations of the number and characteristics of the Rowshan

structure covered in the thesis, investigations are recommended to cover cases

of more complex forms of the Rowshan. This also may include the airflow

through the sides of the projected Rowshan under various prevailing wind

conditions.

6. Further adjustments of the theoretical representations of the equation in the

quadratic form are required to fit other variables such as number of louvers

and their inclination angles as noted previously.
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7. Further CFD simulations are required to identify appropriate boundary

conditions to improve the agreement with the experimental data for all

locations within the room.

8. This study investigated the Rowshan performance in term of airflow quantity

and not quality. Also, it is significant to point out at this stage that other

environmental considerations such as air temperature, humidity and

precipitation are not considered and the current study may establish a solid

ground for further investigations concerning these issues.

This thesis has made a fundamental contribution to the study of airflow

performance of the modulated louvered windows with respect to the Rowshan
.

application in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. As a result of this work, there is now a better

understanding of the interaction between louver parameters and the characteristics of

airflow through them and within the room. It is hoped that these findings will be of

assistance to assess future design guidelines and building occupancy coding for this

type of windows. Moreover, it is a step forward to assess the potentials of reducing

energy consumptions in buildings.
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Appendix A: Natural ventilation in Architecture
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Appendix (A. I ): The flow regimes and pressure fields around a streamed-
lines and a bluff body. Aynsley 1977)
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Appendix (A.2): The four regions of the free jet air. (Awbi, 1991)

Appendix (A.3): The two regions of the wall jet effect. (Awbi, 1991)
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Appendix (A.4): The velocity profiles of various types of terrain. (Markus and Morris,
1980)
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Appendix (A.S): The characteristics of terrain roughness. (AI-Ansari et al. 1985)

Terrain Type n

Open country (sea, sand, desert) 0.10--.13

Moderate rough (short grass, grass crops, rural 0.13 0.20
areas)

Rough (wood, Suburb) 0.20 0.27

Extremely rough (tall buildings, urban areas) 0.27 0.40
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Appendix (A.6): The effect of the eaves (horizontal projection) and the
wing-walls (vertical projections) on indoor air velocity. (Aynsley et al.
1977)
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Appendix (A.7.a): The various roof configurations examined. (Kindangen et al. 1997).
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(c=45°). (d=600), (e=900). (Kindangen et al. 1997)
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Appendix B: Pressure drop across the modulated louvered windows.
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Appendix (B. I): The conversion of the data-logger results into pressure drops (DP) at

both high and low pressure limits.
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Appendix (B.3.a): Measured values of volume flow (Q meas) compared to calculated values (Qcalc) identified from the
Eq.(6.S) for MLW L=O.06m and d=O.02m
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Appendix (B.3.b): Measured values of volume flow (Q meas) compared to calculated values (Qcalc) identified from the
Eq.(6.S) for MLW L=O.06m and d=O.03Sm
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Appendix (B.3.c): Measured values of volume flow (Q meas) compared to calculated values (Qcalc) identified from the
Eq.(6.S) for MLW L=O.06m and d=O.OSm
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~ 0.0029 0.0208 0.0261 .(1.0052
0.0042 0.0231 0.0311 .(1.0080
0.0053 0.0260 0.0347 .(1.0087
0.0048 0.0280 0.0329 .(1.0049

III 111'_ X'" KIIId.
0.0019 0.0001 o.om ..0.0171
0.0020 0.0040 0.0177 ..0.0136

~
0.0027 0.0119 0.0215 ..o.OOH
0.0033 0.0154 0.0245 ..0.0091

f 0.0031 0.0190 0.0235 ..0.0045
0.0048 0.0218 0.0311 ..0.0094
0.0049 0.0239 0.0315 ..0.0076
0.0056 0.0263 0.0339 ..o.OO"H
0.0053 0.0210 0.0331 ..0.0051

0.0019 0.0001 0.0127 ..0.0126
0.0020 0.0043 0.01l0 ..0.0087

~
0.0035 0.0105 0.0163 ..0.0051
0.0039 0.0143 0.0171 ..0.0021

f 0.0053 0.0179 0.0196 ..0.0017
0.0088 0.0210 0.0245 ..0.0035
0.0094 0.0231 0.0253 ..0.0022
0.0123 0.0257 0.0215 ..0.0029
0.0129 0.0274 0.0292 ..0.0011

0.0019 0.0001 0.0041 ..0.0047
0.0023 0.0042 0.0055 ..0.0012

~
0.0062 0.0107 0.009. 0.0009
0.0126 0.0142 0.0146 ..0.0004

f 0.0198 0.0175 0.0116 ..0.0011
0.0265 0.0197 0.0217 ..0.0021
0.0312 0.0217 0.0237 ..0.0020
0.0359 0.0239 0.0255 ..0.0017
0.0429 0.0253 0.0211 ..0.0021

Appendix (8.4): Measured values of volume flow (Q meas) compared to calculated values (Qcalc) identified from the
Eq.(6.5).
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Appendix (B.5): Differential Pressures as function of various d/L ratios. [a: dlL=O.S,
b:dlL= 0.75 and c: d/L=l].
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Appendix (B.6.a): The statistical analysis of the louver inclination effect

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable' PRESSURE

Type "
Sum of Mean

Source Squares df Square F 51a.
Corrected Model 4.005- 3 1.335 38.041 .000
Intercept 9.548 1 9.548 272.080 .000
ANGLE 1.B47E-02 1 1.B47E-02 .526 .468
FLOW 7.045E-04 1 7.045E-04 .020 .887
FlOW*ANGlE I .477 1 .477 13.583 .000
Error 24.811 707 3.509E-02
Total 38.364 711
Corrected Total 28.816 710

a. R Squared = .139 (Adjusted R Squared = .135)

r------~~ ..~----.---___,
y·O.I)".O.

R'-0.U9

---,--:0-._;0 .,~---.--~ I
I0.'

'i' 0.'
@:... 0-4~..i 01

I. 0

.4.1

I I ....
0., I,'

0' I

0111..... "",. (hi
--_.------_. __ .-

OlIo ...... 6p (h) I
L_ . . ..

Appendix (B.6.b): The statistical analysis of the louver aperture effect

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable' PRESSURE

Type II
Sum of Mean

Source Squares df Square F Sig.

Corrected Model 12.529'1 3 4.176 181.295 .000
Intercept 9.548 1 9.548 414.482 .000

APERTURE 6.507E-02 1 6.507E-02 2.824 .093

FLOW 3.069 1 3.069 133.207 .000

FLOW * APERTURE 2.119 1 2.119 91.998 .000

Error 16.287 707 2.304E-02

Total 38.364 711
Corrected Total 28.816 710

a. R Squared = .435 (Adjusted R Squared = .432)
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Appendix (B.6.c): The statistical analysis of the louver depth effect

Tests of Between-8ubjectll E«ec«s

Dependent Variable' PRESSURE

Type II
Sum of Mean

Source Squares df Square F Slo.
." ed Model 7.2Q08 3 2.400 78.497 .000

Intercept 9.548 1 9.548 312.296 .000
DEPTH 7.921E-02 1 7.921E-02 2.591 .108
FLOW 1.774 1 1.774 58.035 .000
FLOW" DEPTH .922 1 .922 30.164 .000
Error 21.616 701 3.057E-02
Total 38.364 711
Corrected Total 28.816 710

a. R Squared = .250 (Adjusted R Squared = .247)

us

lO .•
I ~ OJ t...;-'~---.-:;,o~.;....

i I02

E. D.,

• •

11

L-_n_: _o 9._1_0I00_O_"O_._4"_IPIIl__ U .J
n-------------'

Appendix (B.6.d): The statistical analysis of the louver number effect
Tests of 8etween-8ubjects Effects

Dependent Variable: PRESSURE

Type "
Sum of Mean

Source SQuares df SQuare F 510.
Corrected Model 3.31Q8 3 1.103 30.586 .000
Intercept 9.548 1 9.548 264.669 .000

NUMBER 8.S07E-02 1 8.507E-02 2.358 .125

FLOW 4.126E-03 1 4.126E-03 .114 .735

FLOW • NUMBER .170 1 .170 4.123 .030

Error 25.506 707 3.608E-02

Total 38.364 711
Corrected Total 28.816 710

a. R Squared = .115 (Adjusted R Squared = .111)
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Appendix (B.6.e): The statistical analysis of the louver free area effect

T.... of Between-Subjecta Effec ..

Dependent Variable' PRESSURE

Type II
Sum of Mean

Source Squares df SQuare F Sla.
Corrected Model 14.054- 3 4.685 224.378 .000
Intercept 9.548 1 9.548 457.309 .000
FREEAREA 5.794E-02 1 5.794E-02 2.775 .096
FLOW 3.862 1 3.862 184.990 .000
FLOW * FREEAREA 2.510 1 2.510 120.195 .000
Error 14.762 707 2.088E-02
Total 38.364 711
Corrected Total 28.816 710

a. R Squared = .488 (Adjusted R Squared = .486)

D
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Appendix (B.7): The statistical analysis of the integration of overall variables.

T.... of 8etwMn-Subjects Etracts

Dependent Variable' PRESSURE

Type II
Swnof Mean

Source ~ ...... df ~,_"" F Sig.
(;Ofi~ Model 17.9W 10 1.800 116.430 .000
Intercept 9.548 1 9.548 617.739 .000

ANGLE 7.453E-03 1 7.453E-03 .482 .488

NUMBER 8.18OE-03 1 8.180E-03 .529 .467

DEPTH .161 1 .161 10.429 .001
APERTURE 5.283E-02 1 5.283E-02 3.418 .065
FREEAREA 6.789E-02 1 6.789E-02 4.392 .036
FLOW 1.695E-02 1 1.695E-02 1.097 .295

FLOW-ANGLE 8.144E-03 1 8.144E-03 .527 .468

FLOW • NUMBER 5.873E-02 1 5.873E-02 3.800 .052

FLOW • APERTURE .541 1 .541 35.023 .000

FLOW • FREEAREA .849 1 .849 54.942 .000

Error 10.820 700 1.546E-02

Total 38.364 711

Corrected Total 28.816 710

a. R Squared = .625 (Adjusted R Squared = .619)

1.2
y = 0.6245x + 0.043~
-------nz--~---.-.- I

R = 0.6245

- 0.8
ell~-Q.. 0.6

<l
"C
II.. 0.4~:ae
~ 0.2

0

-0.2

•

..--- .__...~__~, -·-~~"·____r__·--·-·-~---·-l - .----- -_..

0.5 1.5 2

Observed t1p (pa)

Based on the statistical model:

M = c+a.Q+ p,.do +X,·Af +8,.N +&,.Lo +¢;.O+l(ap)" ·Q.do +(ax)" .Q.Af +(a8)" 'Q.NJ
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Appendix (B.8.a): The statistical analysis of the louver depth at 8=:600

Tests of Between-SubJects Effect8

Dependent Variable: PRESSURE

Type II
Sum of Mean

Source Squares df Square F Sig.
Corrected Model 1539.454· 3 513.151 49.601 .000
Intercept 1873.314 1 1873.314 181.075 .000
Depth 46.175 1 46.175 4.463 .037
FLOW 654.823 1 654.823 63.295 .000
FLOW· Depth 399.004 1 399.004 38.568 .000
Error 1251.805 121 10.345
Total 4664.573 125
Corrected Total 2791.259 124

a. R Squared = .552 (Adjusted R Squared = .540)

y ·0.55161<+ I. y • O.MI,b;. I 1I~
Il'-OMU !

I
1Ilc= R'.O.5516

::j---~--------------
14 t----:12~~-----_.~~~~---

~IO~--~-~-~~~----

I:~~-.~-.
-2 - __ --- --- J__ _111___ _u__ _lII__ _____lj

- -----_-----------_----

Appendix (B.S.b): The statistical analysis of the louver aperture at (P60" n
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable' PRESSURE

Type II
Sum of Mean

Source SQuares df Square F Sia.
Corrected Model 1846.37ga 3 615.460 78.815 .000
Intercept 1873.314 1 1873.314 239.894 .000
FLOW 958.186 1 958.186 122.704 .000
Aperture 1.415 1 1.415 .181 .671
FLOW • Aperture 340.477 1 .340.477 43.601 .000

Error 944.879 121 7.809
Total 4664.573 125
Corrected Total 2791.259 124

a. R Squared = .661 (Adjusted R Squared = .653)
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Appendix (B.S.c): The statistical analysis of the louver free area at 9=60°

Tests of Between-SubJects Etracts

Dependent Variable: PRESSURE

Type II
Sum of Mean

Source SQuares df Square F Sio.
Corrected Model 1860.088- 3 620.029 80.569 .000
Intercept 1873.314 1 1873.314 243.426 .000
Free-area 15.477 1 15.477 2.011 .159
FLOW 617.599 1 617.599 80.253 .000
FLOW * Free-area 415.104 1 415.104 53.940 .000
Error 931.171 121 7.696
Total 4664.573 125
Corrected Total 2791.259 124

a. R Squared = .666 (Adjusted R Squared = .658)

:~=-_-_~ R_'_O.'I54.S_
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Appendix (B.8.d): The statistical analysis of the louver number at 0=600

Te.ts of Between-SubJects Effects

o d tV . bl PRESSUREepen en ana e:

Type II
Sum of Mean

Source Sauares df SQuare F 51Q.
Corrected Model 2105.871- 3 701.957 123.925 .000
Intercept 1873.314 1 1873.314 330.720 .000
Number 3.569 1 3.569 .630 .429
FLOW 68.965 1 68.965 12.175 .001
Number * FLOW 439.489 1 439.489 77.589 .000
Error 685.388 121 5.664
Total 4664.573 125
Corrected Total 2791.259 124

a. R Squared = .754 (Adjusted R Squared = .748)
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Appendix (B.9): The statistical analysis of integration of the overall variables at f).,()()"

T•• ta of Betw .. n-8ubject8 Eft'ecta

Dependent Variable' PRESSURE

Type II
Sum of M.an

Source Squares df SQuare F SIQ
corrected Model 2664.337· 9 296.037 268.231 .000
Intercept 1873.314 1 1873.314 1697.358 .000
Aperture 3.559 1 3.559 3.225 075
Depth 9.810E-04 1 9.810E·04 .001 976
Free-area 1.002 1 1.002 908 ~3
Number 4.392 1 4.392 3.979 048
FLOW 80.279 1 80.279 72.738 000
Aperture * FLOW 108.186 1 108.188 98.006 000

Depth * FLOW 51.227 1 51.227 46.415 000
Free-area * FLOW 1.701 1 1.701 1.541 217
Number * FLOW 128.703 1 128.703 116.614 000
Error 126.922 115 1.104
Total 4664.573 125
Corrected Total 2791.259 124

a. R Squared = .955 (Adjusted R Squared· .951)
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Appendix C: Velocity drop across the modulated louvered windows.
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Appendix (C. I): The calibration of the air velocity transducer.
Appendix (C.2): The various wind speed required indoors.
Appendix (C.3): The reduction in indoor air velocity as function to various MLW
configurations. Measured values at Rd=O.7Sm.
Appendix (CA): The ratio v/v. as function to various MLW configurations. Measured
values at Rd=O.7Sm.
Appendix (e.S): The ratio ofv/v, as function to room depth along and above centre
Appendix (C.6): The ratio ofvlv. as function to room depth along and above centre
Appendix (C.7): The ratio ofvlv. as function to room depth along and above centre
Appendix (e.8): The ratio ofvlv. as function to room depth along and above centre
Appendix (C.9): The ratio of v/v, as function to room depth along and above centre
Appendix (C.lO): The velocity drop across room (along the centre) for the various
ML W configurations examined.
Appendix (C. I I): The velocity drop across room (above the centre) for the various
MLW configurations examined.
Appendix (C.12.a): The statistical analysis of the louver inclination effect
Appendix (C.12.b): The statistical analysis of the louver inclination effect
Appendix (C.12.c): The statistical analysis of the louver free area effect
Appendix (C.12.d): The statistical analysis of the louver number effect
Appendix (C.13): The statistical analysis of the integration of overall variables.
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Appendix (C.l): The calibration of the air velocity transducer.
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Appendix (C.2): The various wind speed required indoors. (Evans, 1980).
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Appendix (C.12.a): The statistical analysis of the louver inclination effect

Tests of Between-8ubJects Effects

Ddt V . bl VELOCITYepen en ana e:

Type II
Sum of Mean

Source SQuares df Sauare F Sia.
Corrected Model 141382.0188 11 12852.911 75.192 .000
Intercept 165785.919 1 165785.919 969.884 .000
ROOM_D 33705.118 5 6741.024 39.436 .000
ANGLE 97131.633 1 97131.633 568.242 .000
ROOM_D * ANGLE 9804.020 5 1960.804 11.471 .000
Error 48203.306 282 170.934
Total 355371.242 294
Corrected Total 189585.323 293

a. R Squared = .746 (Adjusted R Squared = .736)
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Appendix (C.12. b): The statistical analysis of the louver inclination effectn
Tests of Between-8ubJects Effects

Ddt V . bl VELOCITYepen en aria e:

Type II
Sum of Mean

Source Sauares df Sauare F Sia.
Corrected Model 71286.0238 11 6480.548 15.448 .000
Intercept 165785.919 1 165785.919 395.198 .000
ROOM_D 809.422 5 161.884 .386 .858
APERTURE 30426.415 1 30426.415 72.530 .000
ROOM_D * APERTURE 6413.244 5 1282.649 3.058 .011
Error 118299.300 282 419.501
Total 355371.242 294
Corrected Total 189585.323 293

a. R Squared = .376 (Adjusted R Squared = .352)
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Appendix (C.12.c): The statistical analysis of the louver free area effect

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: VELOCITY

Type II
Sum of Mean

Source SQuares df SQuare F Sla.
Corrected Model 118797.4818 11 10799.771 43.023 .000
Intercept 165785.919 1 165785.919 660.447 .000
ROOM_D 4385.152 5 877.030 3.494 .004
FREEAREA 71762.375 1 71762.375 285.882 .000
ROOM_D * FREEAREA 12588.742 5 2517.748 10.030 .000
Error 70787.842 282 251.021
Total 355371.242 294
Corrected Total 169565.323 293

a. R Squared = .627 (Adjusted R Squared = .612)
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Appendix (C.12.d): The statistical analysis of the louver number effect
Tests of Between-SubJects Effects

Ddt V . bl VELOCITYepen en ana e:

Type II
Sum of Mean

Source SQuares df Sauare F Sic.
Corrected Model 39520.4478 11 3592.766 6.751 .000

Intercept 165765.919 1 165765.919 311.543 .000

ROOM_D 9764.538 5 1952.908 3.670 .003

NUMBER 3820.885 1 3820.885 7.180 .008
ROOM_D * NUMBER 1253.197 5 250.639 .471 .798
Error 150064.676 282 532.145

Total 355371.242 294
Corrected Total 189565.323 293

a. R Squared = .206 (Adjusted R Squared = .176)
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Appendix (C.13): The statistical analysis of the integration of overall variables.

Tests of Between-SubJects Effects

Dependent Variable' VELOCITY

Type II
Sum of Mean

Source SQuares cif SQuare F Sig.
Corrected Model 165453.39]8 23 7193.626 80.486 .000
Intercept 165785.919 1 165785.919 1854.895 .000
ROOM_D 2156.929 5 431.386 4.827 .000
FREEAREA 11595.430 1 11595.430 129.735 .000
ANGLE 39302.617 1 39302.617 439.737 .000
NUMBER 18090.642 1 18090.642 202.407 .000
ROOM_D • FREEAREA 3486.253 5 697.251 7.801 .000
ROOM_D • ANGLE 2100.973 5 420.195 4.701 .000
ROOM_D • NUMBER 1576.746 5 315.349 3.528 .004
Error 24131.926 270 89.378
Total 355371.242 294
Corrected Total 189585.323 293

a. R Squared = .905 (Adjusted R Squared = .892)
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Appendix D: Computational Fluid Dynamics appraisal stage.
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Appendix (D. I}: The velocity profile within the louver blades at various inclinations,
L=0.08m, d=O.07m fF=ft, 30°, and 60°.
Appendix (0.2): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fFOo, Projected Rowshan (inlet-Il), (outlet-I), d=0.07m, L=0.08m.
Appendix (0.3): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fFO°, Projected Rowshan (inlet-V), (outlet-I), d=0.07m, L=0.08m.
Appendix (0.4): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle (F00, Projected Rowshan (inlet-Y), (outlet-II), d=O.07m, L=O.08m.
Appendix (0.5): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle (F00, Projected Rowshan (inlet-V), (outlet-III), d=O.07m, L=0.08m.
Appendix (0.6): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fF30°, Plain Rowshan (inlet-I), (outlet-I), d=0.07m, L=0.08m.
Appendix (0.7): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fF30°, Plain Rowshan (inlet-III), (outlet-I), d=O.07m, L=O.08m.
Appendix (0.8): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fF30°, Projected Rowshan (inlet-V), (outlet-III), d=O.07m, L=O.08m.
Appendix (0.9): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fF60o, Projected Rowshan (inlet-II), (outlet-I), d=0.07m, L=0.08m.
Appendix (0.10): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fF60°, Projected Rowshan (inlet-IV), (outlet-I), d=O.07m, L=O.08m.
Appendix (0.11): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fF30°, Projected Rowshan (inlet-V), (outlet-I), d=O.07m, L=O.OSm.
Appendix (0.12): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fF60°, Plain Rowshan (inlet-I), (outlet-I), d=O.07m, L=O.OSm.
Appendix (D.13): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fF60°, Plain Rowshan (inlet-III), (outlet-I), d=O.07m, L=O.OSm.
Appendix (0.14): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fF60o, Plain Rowshan (inlet-III), (outlet-III), d=O.07m, L=O.OSm.
Appendix (0.15): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fJ=60°, Projected Rowshan (inlet-Il), (outlet-I), d=O.07m, L=0.08m.
Appendix (0.16): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fJ=60°, Projected Rowshan (inlet-IV), (outlet-I), d=0.07m, L=0.08m.
Appendix (0.17): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fJ=60°, Projected Rowshan (inlet-V), (outlet-lIl), d=O.07m, L=0.08m.
Appendix (D. IS): Airflow patterns at various locations inside the room depth at louver
inclination angle fJ=60°, Projected Rowshan (inlet-V), (outlet-I), d=0.07m, L=0.08m.
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AIR FLOW CHARACTERISTICS THROUGH MODULATED
LOUVERED WINDOWS.

A A Maghrabi* and S Sharples"
*Department of Architecture
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, S10 2TN, United Kingdom
tel: (0114) 222 0399
fax: (0114) 279 8276
e-mail: apr95aam@sheffield.ac. uk

'scnoo' of Construction
Sheffield Hallam University, Sheffield. S11WB. United Kingdom
e-mail: s.sharples@shu.ac.uk

ABSRACT This study investigated the pressure flow characteristics over a number of full-
scale modulated louvered windows (MLW). The various MLW parameters included louver
inclination angle ({)), depth (L). aperture (d) .and the ratio of aperture/depth (d/L%). Airflow
models were developed using both power law and quadratic model equations. By examining
the coefficient of detennination (t) for both model equations. it was evident that the quadratic
model equation suggested the best curves fit. The pressure flow characteristics as a function
of louver inclination angle ({)) in conjunction with (dlL) were presented in dimensionless
form. It was concluded that the pressure flow characteristics could be controlled if proper
configurations of MLW were to be chosen.

1 Introduction •~

Airflow within and around buildings has been a rich topic of research for many years. Hence
several inv,stigations have been carried out on the mechanism of airflow through buildings
and- further - on various parameters governing air motions indoors. The Modulated Louver
Windows (MLW) have been used for centuries as tool to achieve thermal comfort in buildings
by natural means. Although the body of literature pertaining to the MLW dealt with its solar
control performance. the optimization of its various dimensions and configurations in relation to
ventilation is far from being satisfactory. On the same hand, available studies were limited in
scope (Yakubu & Sharples 1991, Tsangrassoulis et al. 1997, Pitts & Georgiadis 1994). In this
context, the design of window acquires special importance as air mainly flow inside buildings
through its apertures. Entire parametric studies are still needed to investigate the pressure and
velocity drops as functions of MLW various components.

Nevertheless, most of the available CFD packages deal with ventilation aspects in simplistic
ways and may not necessarily reflect complexities occurring in physical circumstance.
Furthermore, theoretical representations of airflow passing through a window could not be
simplified. Calculation methods in building ventilation tend to rely upon simple experimental
data and general assumptions since precise calculations of unsteady flow characteristics of
openings within building are rarely known. Hence it is more preferable to undertake laboratory
measurements as the steady flow characteristic is a significant parameter to establish any
ventilation measurements (Etheridge & Sandberg 1996).

'5(17
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..

This paper presents the full-scale of pressurisation laboratory experiment carried out at the
School of Architecture, University of Sheffield'to investigate the influence of various MLW
configurations on pressure flow charaCteristics (6P) under controlled volume-flow rates (Q).
These configurations included louver inclination angle (8), depth (L), gap between louver
blades or aperture (d) and the ratio of aperture/depth (dIL). The ratio was developed to
establish a non-dimensional relationship between (d) and (L). It ranged from 0.5 in which half
distance of the louver depth will overlap the one underneath when MLW considered totally
closed up to 1 where the outer edge of the louvre will just overlap the inner edge of the louver
underneath. It will show the variations of differential pressure across inner and outer volumes
as a function to the above-mentioned variables. The experimental work is reviewed and
followed by the analysis and discussion of results based on quadratic and power law model
equations.

2 Methodology

2.1 Modulated louvered window configurations

Ten models of full-scale MLW with different configurations were made for further analysis.
Louvers could be adjusted to any pre-set inclination angle ranging from +60° to -60° at
intervals of 15°. They were made of smooth pine wood with fixed frame dimensions (0.48m
height and 0.32m breadth). Every model has its own mechanism that allows louvers to incline
from 0° angle- when the window is totally open- up to the degree, say (8), when the outer edge
of the louver will overlap the inner edge underneath (d == 0). Three louvres' depths (L) were
chosen; 0.04, 0.06 to 0.08m. The six different gap dimensions (d) chosen were 0.01, 0.02,
0.03,0.035,0.05 and 0.07 m (Fig.1).

Depth Aperture Number Ratio The MLW configurationsNo L (m) d (m) N dIL (%)

I I1 0.04 0.01 24 0.5 , -t ,, ;-
~2 0.04 0.02 16 0.75 d

,, -!
, - -, --::, ~0.04 0.03 12 1 , --:3 I i I ~ ~

I+- :L~ ---: -4 0.06 0.02 16 0.5 , -,
I""""':, ~, I""""":

5 0.06 0.03 12 0.67 , d, I'""""':::,, ~ -, 0.48
6 0.06 0.035 11 0.75 .......... .. ....... I""""':: ;;;... , . I"""""'::t .................... -, ~ -7 0.06 0.05 8 1 , I""""': ~e , ~..... , ~ -, -8 0.08 ~ 0.03 12 0.5 , -: ....,_.

:0 •••••••• " ••••• ''': "'"""'"=
~

................ ..'
9 0.08 0.05 8 0.75 , ..--,,,
10 0.08 0.07 6 1 1.:" ~,

Fig.1 The modulated louvred window (MLW)various configurations

2.2 Experimental set up

A pressurisation chamber of 1x 1x2 m with a volume of 2 m3 was made to represent the
environment where internal pressure would be recorded. There was no need to measure
external pressure through a shield box (Baker et al. 1987). Models were fitted later on the front
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panel of the chamber. The other end was equipped witt! a laminar volume-flow meter device
and connected with four extraction fans from which volume-flow air (0) was recorded. A small
door on the side elevation of the box was made to enable tilting louvers to the desired
inclination angle. Two digital micromanometer devices were used and adjusted to record
pressure and volume-flow air at four readings per second. The first was connected to the
volume flow-meter device to record the volume-flow of air passing through. Similarly, the
differential pressure across the louvers was measured using other device. Both devices
ranged from 0-199 Pa and operated with self-calibrating devices to ensure compensation for
zero-drift, making them accurate enough to measure small pressure differences with an
accuracy error of less ±1% as quoted by the manufacturers. A data-logger was used to
transfer the data to a computer.

A number of routine measurements and calibrationswere made prior to the final analysis. The
proper sealing of the pressurisation chamber was intended to minimise infiltration arising from
depressurisation and resulted in higher-pressure drops occurring at extremely low volume-
flows. For precision, this low infiltration rate was considered to determine the actual volume-
flow passing the MLW.

Sheltered pressure tappings
Volume now (Q)

1,+ "1 1
! J

The MLW model i !
l.-- 1m ~
i 2m

Extraction

Laminar volume- now meter device

Fig.2 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup

Intemal and external pressure tappings were positioned away from the influence of flow
through the opening. Pressure tappings were positioned at six different locations in the
pressurig!ion ~mber before the cen~re location was finally recommen.ded. Also an
adjustment· had been made for both rmcrcrnanometers and software to give an average
reac!lng of various timings (1, 2, 3 minutes respectively), at four readings per second each.
The 2 minutes was found most appropriate as positive time was given for the flow to reach its
steady state and to avoid any turbulence while recording was being made. The authors
compared the current results with another study (Yakubu & Sharples 1991) carried out under
similar circumstances but on a much smaller range of parameters. They found that the results
in both cases were similar.

2.3 Measuring principles ,
Readings of both pressure and air volume-flow were transferred to the computer attached
when the reading had stabilised and flow was considered in a steady state. In measurement,
steady flow characteristic occurs when pressure difference across an opening pressure
difference does not vary with time under a specific volume of fluid (Etheridge & Sandberg
1996). The fan speed was set to various extraction rates in order to create ranges of pressures
for specified volume-flow rates of air. The prior step was repeated over a range of pressure
drops obtained from the combined power of the 4 axial fans. Then, louvers were adjusted to
the next desired angle and the above mentioned steps were repeated for each setting. The
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laboratory temperature was ensured to be about 20° C. the temperature that was programmed
for both micromanometers.

3 Power law and quadratic model equations

The validity of the power law and quadratic model equations have been experienced by many
researchers in ventilation studies to set .. standards for building envelopes. ventilation
requirements and many other infiltration models. Both calculation methods have been broadly
accepted and the debate as to which of the two is more valid is still on-going (Yakubu &
Sharples 1991. Walker et al. 1998. Thomas & Dick 1953. Sherman et al. 1979. Dick 1950.
Chand et al. 1988. Chand 1970). The power law function is expressed as:

f1p = eo" (1)

where ~P is pressure drop across crack [Pal. s is a constant proportional to the effective
leakage area of the crack [m31s Pa j. Q is the volume flow rate [m3ls] and n is the exponent.

Alternatively, other researchers in the field apply the quadratic model equation. Etheridge
(1997) prefers the quadratic equation method to determine the air infiltration. This formulation
is expressed as following:

(2)
where A is the flow coefficient for fully developed laminar friction losses [(Ps s)/m1, and B is
the coefficient of entry. exit and turbulent flow losses [CPa s2)lm~.

Coefficients A and B are determined by the standard fluid mechanics principles:

(3)

(4)

where jJ is the dynamic viscosity [kg/ms]. z is the plate length [m]. L is the depth of the plate
[m]. d is the gap thickness [m]. p is the fluid density [kglm1 and Y is the a factor depending on
crack geometry.

Substituting coefficients A and B into Eq. (2):

(5)

However. inclination angle of louver (0) was not part of the two coefficient considerations. For
MLW, pressure difference could be a function to vertical inclination angles of louver. Assuming
two louver blades placed at a distance (d) with a depth (L) at initial inclination position (0°)
when the two blades are perfectly horizontal as shown in Fig.1. When louvers initially were
tilted positively or negatively to a determined inclination. say (0). this would be accompanied
with a decrease in the effective gap thickness between louvers (ds) and the depth of louver
(Ls). It is evident from the pressure difference for the parallel plate theory and when angle 0 =
0° that 6P = AQ + BQ2. Then ~Pewould be represented as follows:
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1~P(l =~p. 4
COS o (6)

For ventilation research, some correlation is needed to identify the flow rates as a function in
relation to pressure difference due to wind, stack effect, .etc, which is expressed as follows
(Etheridge 1997):

Q = - A ± .JA 2 + 4B~P
2B (7)

These equations are called here to establish a comparison between the measured flow data
with respect to theoretical formulations.

By examining the coefficient of determinations (I) of both model equations, it was evide'_ that
curves produced by quadratic equation were preferred particularly in models where the ratio
(dIL>O.S). The coefficient of determination of latter ratios was 0.989. The smoother curves
produced by quadratic formulation fitted the scattered data at both pressure limits (i.e. higher
and lower tlp). On the other hand, power law curves were gradually accepted as louvers were
tilted to steeper angles (e = :t60) and caused an increased pressure drop due to pressurisation
with a coefficient of determination «() that ranged from 0.337 at e =0° to 0.981 at e =60°. This
Showed that power law curve fits was gradually improving from 0° to the maximum measured
angle.

2.
1.8 _
1.6 _

1.4 •
1.2 _

'i'!!:. 1.
~ 0.8.

0.6 _

0.4.

0.2 "o __ ~~~ . _

o

Quadratic
... 8279.Bx'· 23.967x •

d = 0.02m. L= O.06m ~ • 0.9896
(1=80
dII.= 0.5

0.16.

0.14 "

0.12 •

0.1 •

d • O.Olm. L • O.04m
(1.45
dII. • 1

Quadratic
y II 1S8.35xl + 0.5e73x •
~ -0.9459

y ·1152.1xIlZI
Ri·0.U13

l 0.08 ~

~ 0.01 ~

0.04 ; y ·0.2161x· ....

Ri·0.5251

0.003 0.008 0.009 0.012 0.015 0.01a
Q(m'lS)

0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03
Q(m'lS)

Fig.3 Regression curves produced by quadratic and power law model equations

However, representations of both coefficients evolved in the quadratic equation A (eq. 3) and B
(eq. 4) could not be simplified theoretically due to number of factors. The first was related to
physical complexities of flow characteristics passing through MLW various components. As
mentioned earlier, these complexities could not be simplified theoretically. The second factor
seemed more likely to relate to aperture of MLW. In 70% of models investigated, the aperture
dimensions (d) were big enough for air to flow with no much resistance causing similar
pressure drops for various d and L dimensions that are embedded in both coefficients.
Similarly, the value of volume-flow of air as in equation (7) could not be Simplified theoretically.
This is merely due to the fact that the original format of equation was based on single crack
theo~. Thus it is assumed that for models with series of parallel cracks, the parallel plate
theory would apply (Walker et al. 1998). Here, the total flow as the sum of number of cracks
evolved could not be justified due to interference to flow caused by parallel cracks. This
interference would differ from that resulted from single cracks. Another possible explanation
was concerned with the inclination angle. The latter equation had no consideration to the
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inclination angle of plate. These added to others embedded in the coefficients A and B could
be the possible answer for discrepancies found ,in theoretical representation of Q. Such
corrections is beyond the scope of this investigation, and thus, further adjustments of the
quadratic model equation would be required to fit variables that might not be embedded in both
Q and the coefficients A and B equation formats.

4 Discussion

Differential pressure was measured aiming to establish an understanding of the flow
characteristics whilst passing through MLW various components. The resultant pressure drops
as function of louvers inclination angles (~ was generally not significant except at inclination
angle (-4So~O~4So). Fig.4 shows the gap between curves produced by inclination 0=+450

and those below, i.e. -300~O~30° where curves yielded towards lower pressure drops even at
the highest volume-flow rate measured (Q == 0.03 m3/s). This gap was even more
distinguishable at inclination angle -60°=0=+60° showing that inclinations at the latter pre-sets
were the main parameters to cause significant pressure drop therefore. As far as the direction
was concerned, variations found between positive and negative inclination angles were
diminished and negligible (Fig.S).

•

2 -
1.8 -
1.6 .

1.4 -

-.. 1.2 -
lae:.. 1-

a.. • • • • •
C 0.8 - • •• ~.. -450= ()=+4So

0.6 - ••• • <tt ~• .t • 4t.

0.4 - • • • • • •• ~ .,. "-
0.2 - ..: •••• : • ••• !.,.a•... , ,... 1'''-.~ ,\-30~O ,?+30°

OL. __ ~~~tMd~ .as.td~'~4~h~.~~~·~fi~.r~~u.~~~tt~I·~1t~~~,.~~,_~-~__~~
o

• -60°= 0 =+60°
• •

• •
• • • •

0.015
Q (m3/s)

Fig.4 ~p dataasafunctionof inclinationangles

0.005 0.01 0.02 0.025 0.03

The varieties in louvre apertures examined resulted in various pressure curves therefore. In
cases where aperture o s 0.03Sm, higher-pressure drops was achieved compared with bigger
dimensions. In the latter situation pressure records was diminished to lower readings (max. ~P
<0.45 Pa). Also, louvre apertures played a main role when accompanied with inclination angle.
As louvers were tilted to steeper inclinations the dimension of the aperture, say (de), was
lessened accordingly causing reduction in pressure. As shown in Fig.S, tP would increase as
aperture dimension would decrease. This was the fact for all MLW models examined.
However, that was not the case with the variety of depths concerned. Depth of louvre was the
least affecting variable in the resultant differential pressures though in some cases it positively
functioned as motivate barrier to airflow (Fig.S). The number of louvres (N) in the same MLW
model caused also some considerable pressure differences of air. As shown in Fig.S, these
drops would occur as louvre number would be N,?12 blades.

Further, the relationship between d and L dimensions was established in the form of ratio d/L.
Lower ratios of dlL showed an increased pressure drops than higher ones (Fig.S). At lower
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ratio d/L= 0.5. significant pressure drop was at B~ ±30o ~ilst that significance occurred at B=
.:t45° when bigger ratios were present. In contrary. 6.P would be dimensionless at ratio d/L=1
no matter what other configurations of MLW were. As shown in Fig.6. this dimensionless
relationship could not be established at dlLs;1. .

2 ~ 2 _
-.. 1.5_ · ~ 1.5 j
l 1_ . · ~ 1 I• • - ~I I I I

~ 0.5- ~ 0.5 ~
0

~, o I

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0

L(m)
2 ~ 2 _

i
1.5 ~ · -.. 1.5 J

~ I ~ 1:1 ~ • - -..... ...
II

• I ~ 0.5 ~~ 0.5 ~ 'w~. i
0 I I I 0
0 2 4 6 8 1012 14 16 182022 24 0.25

•

I
i•
i II I I

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07

d(m)

•· •• •

I I ••
I I

0.5 0.75 1

dIl ("JN

2 _

iii' · 1.5 _
•c; • 1 _- I •

Cl. r 0.5 ~<J ·•i I I o •
-60 -45 -30 -15 0

•

·•
I Ir II I

15 30 45 60 (J

Fig.5 Differential pressures as function of various configurations of MLW

5 Conclusion

This study investigated the pressure flow characteristics over a number of full-scale MLW. The
various MLW parameters included louvre inclination angle (B), depth (L). aperture (d) and the
ratio of aperture/depth (dIL %). The following points were concluded:

• The quadratic model equation suggested the best curves fits compared to that
produced by power law regressions. The quadratic curves were in the form
of: tlP = AQ + BQ2. However. further adjustments of the theoretical representations of
equation in the quadratic form would be required to fit other variables such as number of
louvers and their inclination angles. .
• The reduction in aperture area due to tilting louvre inclination angle upward or
downward is the key variable to pressure drop. In contrast, louvre depth was found to be the
variable with the least effect.
• Considerable pressure drop could not be achieved except at inclinations -45°~():?+45°.
No major variations on drops were found between louvres positive and negative inclinations.
• The major enhancements in differential pressures were not due to individual variables
(i.e. 8. d, L) but rather to combination of variables that would comprehensively describe ,1P.
Thus. the expression of ratio (dIL) in conjunction with the inclination angles (fIJ of louvers was a
significant choice to comprehend the dimensionless changes in resultant pressures.
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Fig.6 Differential pressures as function of various dlL ratios (0.5, 0.75, 1)
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SYNOPSIS
In this study a series of parametric laboratory measurements were made of the velocities
outside, Ve, and inside, Vi, a full-scale louver positioned in a rectangular opening located in a
vertical wall forming part of a 1m x 1m x 2m deep model room. The louver parameters
examined, for external incident wind speeds from 0.6 to 2.5 mis, included louver blade depth
(L), aperture (d) and distance from the louver in to room (Rd). For this initial study the blades
of the louvers for each experiment were horizontal with an inclination angle e of 0°. It was
concluded that louver aperture dimensions and distance from louver both played major roles
in determining the magnitude of the velocity drop, whilst the effect on v;lve of louver depth
dimensions was smaller. Experimental results were compared against velocity drop values
predicted by the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) program FLUENT. A comparison
between the experimental data and the CFD predicted results showed a generally good
agreement for positions close to the internal surface of the louver. Further in to the room the
comparisons showed a greater divergence.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a renewed interest in the use of natural ventilation systems in
buildings as a sustainable means of supplementing or replacing mechanical ventilation and air
conditioning (see, for example, NatVent[l]). For large, non-domestic buildings, in particular,
the natural ventilation inlets will often consist of large wall openings with louvered covers.
Night-time ventilation of buildings can also make use of secure louvered openings.

A recent study of through-the-wall ventilators was performed at the Building Research
Establishment (White et al[2]). This indicated that interactions between components in the
ventilators, such as louvers, insect screens and internal flowpaths, meant that the airflow
performances of the ventilators were highly variable and not easily described by standard
flow equations. One way of gaining a better understanding of these interactions is through
analysis of the performance of the individual components. For louvers there is only limited
design information on the airflow performance of louvers and how louver parameters (such
as blade depth, blade thickness, spacing between blades and blade orientation) interact to
produce the overall louver flow and velocity characteristics. This study sort to gain a better
understanding of some of these interactions.

A number of researchers have investigated the effect of various window opening parameters,
such as size, location and orientation, on improving indoor airflow quantity and distribution,
for example Brandle and Boehm[3], Jong and Bot[4] and Sobin[5]. Others have investigated
the specific mechanisms of airflow through louvers and the various parameters governing
indoor air motion such as louver depth, aperture and inclination angle. Yakubu and
Sharples[6] and Pitts and Georgiadis[7] focused on pressure drops across the louvers.
Recently, Maghrabi and Sharples[8] investigated the influence of various louver
configurations on pressure flow characteristics CM) under controlled volume-flow rates (Q).
They used a pressurised room chamber technique, originally developed by Baker et al[9], to
investigate airflow through cracks. Recent louver airflow work was carried out by Oliveira
and Bittencourt[lO], who used louvers with dimensions similar to those of the present study.



However, in their work no consideration was' given to the reduction of airflow due to the
room depth and louver depth

This study describes part of a current research project to investigate the overall airflow
characteristics of louvers. The louver parameters, which were examined under a series of
wind speeds ranging from 0.6 to 2.5m/s, included louver depth L, aperture opening height d
and room depth Rd. For this series of tests all of the louvers investigated were kept horizontal
(i.e. inclination angle ()= 0°). The aim of the experimental study was to investigate any
possible relationships that might exist between the velocity drops across the louver opening
and the parameters given above. The laboratory results were then compared with values
predicted from the computational fluid dynamics package FLUENT.

METHODOLOGY
Ten full-scale louver models with different configurations and a fixed frame measuring
0.48m high by 0.32m wide were constructed. The louver blades were 10mm thick and were
made of smooth pinewood in order to reduce any surface friction effects. The louvers were
adjusted to a horizontal position with an inclination angle ()= 0°. Three louvers depths (L)
were chosen: 0.04, 0.06 to 0.08m. Six blade gap dimensions (d) were used: 0.01, 0.02, 0.03,
0.035,0.05 and 0.07 m (see Table 1 and Figure 1).

Table.1: Louver configurations used in the study

Louver Blade Depth Blade Aperture Number Porosity
Number L (m) d(m) of Blades (p%)

N

1 0.04 0.Q1 24 50

2 0.04 0.02 16 66

3 0.04 0.03 12 75

4 0.06 0.02 16 66

5 0.06 0.03 12 75

6 0.06 0.035 11 77

7 0.06 0.05 8 83

8 0.08 0.03 12 75

9 0.08 0.05 8 83

10 0.08 0.07 6 87
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An attempt was made to trace the flow reduction in the occupied zone along a room. For this
a room chamber of lxlx2 m long was constructed to represent the environment where
internal velocity was recorded. Model louvers were fitted at one end of the chamber and the
other end, the air-exiting side, was left open in an attempt to investigate flow patterns that
were solely due to the various louver configurations. Pre-set holes on the floor of the
chamber were made to represent locations where a high precision hot wire anemometer was
positioned to provide a convenient readout of air velocity. Calibrations of the anemometer
were carried out to provide a linear output of 0 to 5 volts DC for a velocity range of 0 to 5
mls. The anemometer's voltage signals were logged on a computer and the software was
adjusted to take three readings per second and give an average velocity reading over 30
seconds, 60 seconds and 120 seconds. The first average timing (30 seconds) was chosen to
represent the mean values for velocities Vj and Ve as no major differences were found with the
longer averaging times. Another hot wire anemometer was used to measure the external air
velocities. This anemometer was placed outside the louver opening room chamber to
measure wind velocities at pre-set distances of up to 0.75m from the louver. It was evident
that the resistance to airflow caused by both the chamber and the louver resulted in
discrepancies to readings taken too near to the panel. Beyond a distance of 0.50m from the
louver these discrepancies were diminished and so all external velocities were measured at
this distance.

For internal velocities detailed analysis of velocity drops along horizontal sections of flow
was attempted. Six different locations were selected along the length of the chamber as
shown in Figure 2. The pre-set distance between them was 0.25m. The inaccuracies in
readings at Rtt<O.25m due to the presence of jet flows led to Rd = 0.25m acting as the first
measuring location inside the room.
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Figure 2 Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up.

Two 0.48m diameter fans placed in series and facing the front panel of the model room were
used to generate the external wind velocity Ye. Initial velocity measurements showed that the
fans tended to generate higher velocity profiles at the edges of the fans compared to the
central axis. To produce a more uniform incident velocity field a polythene sheet (O.OIm
thick) was placed at the fan's air exit. Additionally, proper alterations were made to assure
laminar flow towards the examined units. The measurements were then carried out after
ensuring a steady flow of air using procedures detailed in Etheridge and Sandberg [lI]).

RESULT
This study investigated the velocity drop across the louver model configurations given in
Table 1. The louver depth L, external wind speed Ve and aperture d of the louvers were
investigated, together with the effect of room depth Rd.

Louver depth L
The measured variations of the velocity ratio v/ve along the room length as a function of
louver depth L is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Variation of vJve as a function of louver blade depth L

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show that increasing louver depths by small amounts had little effect on
the velocity ratio close to the louver. However, with increasing distance in to the room the
ratio values start to diverge, with the longer blade depth exhibiting a larger reduction in
velocity. Figure 3(c) shows the impact of doubling the louver blade length from 0.04 to
O.OBm.There is now a significant and relatively constant velocity ratio difference of 15% to
20% along the length of the room, with the O.OBmblade showing the larger reduction. The
external wind speed Ve used in all of these experiments was measured as 2 mls.

Wind speed v,
Internal velocities at various locations along the room depth were recorded against external
wind speeds that ranged from 0.6 to 2.5m1s. For the smaller louver apertures examined, Le.
d'5 0.03m, the ratio v/ve was found to vary significantly with the magnitude of the external
wind speed and distance Rd in to the model room. For larger apertures variations in external
wind speed had much less effect on v/ve close to the louvers (low values of Rd), but there
were greater variations at some distance in to the room. Table 2 shows the ratio of v/ve at
2.5mJs to v/ve at 0.6m1s. A ratio value of 1.00 would indicate that the change in external
wind speed was having no effect on the value of v/ve• All values shown in Table 2 are for
measurements along the centre line of the model room



Table 2 Ratio of v/ve values for high to low external wind speeds

d =0.02m d = 0.03 m d =0.05 m d = 0.07 m
L =0.06m L=0.06 m L=0.06m L =0.06 m

Room depth R.t Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio
0.25 m 1.21 1.13 1.08 1.01
0.50m 1.34 1.24 1.08 1.03
0.75m 1.44 1.40 1.17 1.06
1.00m 1.47 1.37 1.32 1.14

A possible explanation of the results in Table 2 could be the resistance to airflow caused by
the narrow louver spacings. For low d values the low wind speed will lose most of its
kinectic energy overcoming the flow resistance of the louver gap, and so the flow on the
other side of the gap inside the room will be weak. As d increases the low and high wind
speeds easily push the air through the wider gaps and so the internal velocity close to the
louver is higher and steadier.

Louver aperture d
The effect of louver aperture d on the velocity drop across the louvers vlve was investigated
for several room depth locations R« along the centre line of the room for a fixed value of
louver depth L. For high wind speeds with the largest aperture (d = 0.07m) the air speed in
the room at a depth of 1.Omwas still nearly 80% of the external air speed. For the same
location an aperture of d = O.02mcould only generate 55% of the external air speed. Figure 4
shows the experimental points and the least squares fit curves produced for the louver
apertures as a function of d and Rd.
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CFD APPRAISAL.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be used to predict the indoor velocities and overall
ventilation effectiveness of natural or mechanical air distribution systems. In this study
FLUENT [12] software was used for the CFD simulation of the louver-room configuration.
A number of case studies were tested first to simulate the laboratory work. The specification
of boundary conditions was carefully established as the assumed boundary conditions playa
vital role in the results predicted from the simulations. A refined grid domain of 250 x 100
nodes was established in the room and the vicinity of the louvers. The k-e model was
implemented in the simulation to represent the flow turbulence. The k-e model is a widely
used method to represent turbulence in CFD (Jones and Whittle, [13]). The results of velocity
readings were taken when the simulation process was fully converged or when the global
absolute residuals from the iterations reached a very low limit (approximately less than
lxlO-4).

The CFD analysis was used to predict the ratio of v;lve for comparison with the experimental
data. Two sets of comparisons were made. In the first the measured and predicted values of
v;lve were compared at a point close to the louver (Rd = 0.25m) for louver (L, d) values of (4,
2), (6, 3.5) and (8, 5). The results from this are presented in Figure 5. There is good
agreement for the reasonably strong airflows encountered very close to the room side of the
louvers, which gives encouragement that CFD can be used to predict the local air velocities
around louvers. In the second comparison the room depth was varied from 0.25 to 1.5m and
the v;lve ratios from CFD and experiment were examined. The results for two louver settings
(L=0.08, d=0.03 and L=0.08, d=O.07 ) are shown in Figure 6. These results are representative
of the trends observed in other louver combinations The agreement is still good close to the
louver, and the general form of the variation with Rd is similar. However, there is a marked
divergence between CFD and experimental results as Rd increases, and towards the back of
the room model the differences become very large (around 50%). The design of the room
model left the back of the model open with no obstructing wall. It may be that this boundary
condition needs to be better defined in future studies as the airflows in this location will be
weaker and so more susceptible to large variations over small spatial distances.

CONCLUSIONS
This parametric and CFD study of airflow through louvers has highlighted the following:

• airflow velocities in a room containing a louver covered opening result from an
interaction of louver geometry, room geometry and prevailing wind conditions

• the key parameters for louver performance are the aperture opening (distance between
louver blades) and the distance from the louvers in to the room

• small changes in the depth of the louver blade do not have a significant effect on airflow
velocities

• CFD analysis has been successfully used to predict air velocities in the region close to the
room side of the louvers



• CFD analysis was less successful in predicting air velocities towards the rear of the room
at some distance from the louver opening

• Further CFD simulations are required to identify appropriate boundary conditions to
improve the agreement with the experimental data for all locations within the room.
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